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ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
North Central Crete 
 
Fig. 2.1 North-Central Crete: The study area (after Warren 2004: fig. 11.2 with adjustments) 
 
  
Area of Knossos 
 
Fig. 2.2 Knossos area (after Myers et al. 1992: fig. 17.1) 
 
 
  
Fig. 2.3 Plan of the West Court and the Kouloures (marked in pink) and the West Porch and the early Magazines (marked in blue) 
 
Fig. 2.4 MMIB wall γ marking earliest Palace entrance by later Magazine II and earliest double axe mason’ mark (after MacDonald& 
Knappett 2007: Pl. 4c, d). 
  
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 2.5 MMIII amphora with D/A motif and drinking assemblage with ritual jugs (photos after Hogarth & Welch 1901) 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 2.6 Structured distribution of D/A symbols in the Palace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7 Structured distribution of H/C symbols in the Palace 
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Fig. 2.8 Distribution of the MMIII-LMIA sample symbols in the Villas of Knossos 
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Fig. 2.9 Distribution of sample symbols at Knossos in the Prepalatial and Protopalatial periods 
 
 
Fig. 2.10 Distribution of pottery deposits rich in number or high quality of drinking and pouring vessels ( ) and pottery deposits with 
coarse drinking vessels ( ) in MMIA (left) and MMIB (right) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Archanes 
 
 
Fig. 2.11 The area of Archanes in North Central Crete 
 
 Fig. 2.12 The town of Archanes (after Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1990: fig. 43)
 
Fig. 2.13 Area of Archanes site with distribution of symbols outside Tourkogeitonia 
 Tourkogeitonia
 
Fig. 2.14 Distribution of sample symbols in the ‘Palace’ (Tourkogeitonia).      
 
Fig. 2.15 The cemetery at Phourni 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 2.16 Distribution of shells in EM Phourni 
Ν
9
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Fig. 2.17 Distribution of sample symbols in MMIA Phourni 
 
 
 
  
South of Knossos 
 
The area of Archanes 
(Sak 1983:fig.4)
Arkalochori
 
 
Fig. 2.18 The sites of the area to the south of Knossos (after Sakellarakis 1992: fig. 4 with additions) 
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Fig. 2.19 The shrine at Anemospilia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
North of Knossos 
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(Hatzidakis 1912, fig. 1)
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Fig. 2.20 Distribution of sample symbols at Neopalatial Tylissos 
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Fig. 2.21 Distribution of sample symbols in the Villa at Nirou Chan 
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East Crete 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 Map of East Crete (after Evely et al. 2012: fig.1, with additions) 
 
 
 
  
 
Pseira 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 The geographical position of Pseira in East Crete (after Bull et al. 1999, fig. 2) 
 Fig. 3.3 Aerial picture of Pseira Island showing the relative location of the town and the cemetery (after Pseira Pl. IA) 
 Fig. 3.4 Map of the settlement at Pseira (after Pseira IV: Ill.1 with additions). 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Distribution of tritons ( ), bronze and obsidian artifacts at the Pseira cemetery (plan after Pseira VI:Ill.26 with additions 
based on Pseira VI:Ill.27 and table V of the present Appendix). 
 
 Fig. 3.6 Tritons as found in the cemetery at 
Pseira (topographical map after Pseira VII: 
fig. 2 with additions based on data from 
Table V of the present Appendix) 
 
Fig. 3.7 ‘Pseira assemblages' in LMIB 
Pseira town (map after Pseira VI:Ill.1 with 
additions). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 3.8 Plateia with kernos (PseiraX:Ill.47): possible aggregation place of Pseiran assemblages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mochlos 
 
 
Fig. 3.9 Plan of the site of Mochlos (after J. Patton & D. Therriault, in Mochlos II.A: fig.1 with corrections) 
 
 
Fig. 3.10 The town and the cemetery at Mochlos (after drawing by Frederic Hemans, Frederick Gathrie & Margaret Denney in Soles 
1978: fig.3) 
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Fig. 3.11 The cemetery at Mochlos (after Expedition 1978: fig.7 with additions) and Tomb II (I-II-III) with votive double axe (Seager 
1912: figs. 12) 
Cemetery excavations 1989
Triton shell
EM II A
Cremation 
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transferred 
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into  pit
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Fig. 3.12 MMIB Tomb Λ enclosing EMIIA burials 
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Fig. 3.13 Mapping of distribution of bronze hoards at Mochlos (after Soles 2008a: fig.1 with additions)
 
Fig. 3.14 The ceremonial centre Building 2 (after Soles 2010:fig.32.1) 
 Fig. 3.15 The bronze hoards in House C. 3 (after Soles 2008a) 
 
Fig. 3.16 Tritons in the ‘Bench Shrine’ of Building B at the Artisans’ Quarter 
  
Fig. 3.17 Plan of LMIII settlement above Neopalatial houses (II.A:fig.3, D. Faulmann, D. Cassiano, J. Soles) 
 
Fig. 3.18 House A in LMIB, LMIIIA and LMIIB and the double axe stand/mortar found in it (after Mochlos II.A, Table 3.2; fig. 36; Pl. 
27, 36, Scale 1:3) 
 Fig. 3.19 The LMIII Limenaria cemetery (after Mochlos II.A:fig.70) 
Pyxis II.795, tomb 9 (fig.70, pl. 27)
Tomb 9
Tomb 7 LMIIIA2 791
Tomb 9  LMIIIA2  795  
Fig. 3.20 LMIII Pyxis iconography from Limenaria cemetery. 
LMIA bowl in LMIII  layer of House A House E LMIIIA2 800  
Fig.3.21 Pottery from the LMIII settlement 
  
Gournia 
 
Fig. 3.22 The region and the site of Gournia (after http://www.aegeussociety.org/en/index.php/excavations-and-research/vavouranakis-
topography-in-east-crete/ with additions) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3.23 Gournia harbour complex (after Watrous 2012: fig.3) 
 
Fig. 3.24 MMIB Tomb I and Tomb II with kernos and altar at the North Spur cemetery (after Soles 1979:Ill. 4, 6, figs. 11, 13; pottery 
sherd, Soles 1992: fig.4 G I-6) 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 3.25 The cemetery at Sphoungaras (after Hall 1912) 
 
 
Fig. 3.26 Mapping of symbols and symbolic artifacts at Gournia (red: D/A, yellow: H/C, blue: Ss, green:8-S, purple; other symbolic 
artifacts) (data from Hawes 1908) 
 
 
Fig. 3.27 Gournia town: size of houses, proximity to ‘Palace’and accessibility from main streets (Easton 2001: fig. 4)  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.28 Distribution of social status at Gournia(after Watrous & Heimroth 2011: figs. 18.8) 
 
 
  
 
        
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3.29 Distribution of objects indicating 
economic/ administrative organization at Gournia 
(after Watrous & Heimroth 2011: figs. 18.2, 18.6, 
18.7, 18.4) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.30 The passage way to the central court with baetyl, kernos and double axe mason’s mark (after Soles 1991: fig.24-25, 47; Hawes 
1980: fig. 9 with additions) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.31 The southwest wing of the ‘Palace’ (after Soles 1991: fig. 36, 46; Hawes 1908: pl. IX, 12 with additions) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 3.32 Hill House with two of the finds (plan after Fotou 1993: Pl. XV with additions; finds after Hawes 1908: Pl. I, XI, 17-8.no photos 
available for the horns of consecration, the bronze hoards and the bronze double axe).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 3.33 LMIII Gournia occupation (in pink) and distribution of symbols  
 
  
 
 
 
Palaikastro 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.34 Map of East Crete and position of Palaikastro (after Evely et al. 2012: fig 1) 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 3.35  Distribution of Prepalatial sample symbols in the surroundings of Palaikastro town 
 
Fig. 3.36 Ta Hellenika EM IIB cemetery (after Soles 1992: fig. 72 with additions) 
 
Fig. 3.37 Gravel Ridge cemetery (after Soles 1992: fig. 75 with additions) 
 
  
Fig. 3.38 Distribution of sample symbols in the Protopalatial town (map in two halves adjusted to fit frame). The pink areas are the 
areas with EM-MM evidence) 
 
 Fig. 3.39 Distribution of sample symbols in the MMIII-LMIA town 
 
 
Fig. 3.40 MMIII-LMIA distribution of sample symbols in the surroundings of Palaikastro town 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 3.41 MMIII-LMIA and LMIB Block B 
 
Fig. 3.42 MMIII-LMIA use of area 6 and Building 6 (‘Minoan Hall’) 
Jug associated with a 
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Fig. 3.43 LMIB Building 1 
 
Fig. 3.44 LMIB Building 5 (MacGillivray et al. 2000: fig. 1.2) 
  
 
Fig. 3.45 Distribution of sample symbols in the LMIB town 
 Fig. 3.46 LMII-IIIA Building 7 (after Cunningham & Sackett 2009: fig.8.11 with additions) 
Hoard; 2 
bronze 
double 
axes and 
other 
bronze 
tools 
 
Fig. 3.47 LMIIIB Kouremenossite with hoard in recess in wall 
 Fig. 3.48 LMIIIB distribution of sample symbols in the surroundings of Palaikastro town 
Room 6, pebbled floor, 
raised platform, 355 water 
worn and dead shell 
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large stirrup jars
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burner
Corridor 1, figure
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Fig. 3.49 LMIIIB Building 1 (after Cunningham & Sackett 2009: fig 8.13 with additions) 
  
Zakros 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.50 Plan of Zakros site (after Myers et al. 1992:fig. 44.I) 
 Fig. 3.51 Plan of Zakros town and Palace (after Zoitopoulos 2012: fig. 13 with additions) 
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Fig. 3.52 Zakros IV (blue) -V (red): Distribution of tritons 
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Fig. 3.53 Zakros IV (blue) –V (red): Distribution of shells 
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House N
 
Fig. 3.54 Zakros IV-V: Distribution of horns of consecration 
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Fig. 3.55 Zakros IV: Distribution of double axes 
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Fig. 3.56 Zakros V:Distribution of double axes 
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clay figurine leg
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Fig. 3.57 House N with mixed ‘palatial’ and ‘community’ shell symbolism 
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Wine press, pestles, grinding 
stones, loom weights, 
household pottery, storage 
jars, few metal objects,
one very fine vase
House Δ
craters, caps, jugs, rhyta, 
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shells in most rooms. 
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Fig. 3.58 LMIII reoccupation: Houses A and D on SW hill of Aghios Antonios 
  
 
 
Petras 
 
 
Fig. 3.59 Map of East Crete showing the location of Petras and other ancient and modern settlements (Tsipopoulou 1997b: fig. 1, with 
additions) 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3.60 Topographic map of Hills I and II (Tsipopoulou 1997b: fig. 10b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 3.61 Topographic map of Petras, Hill I with excavated remains (Tsipopoulou 2012b: Fig. 3) 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3.62Plan of the palace and the excavated areas of the settlement showing the location of the ‘Lakkos’ (Tsipopoulou 2012b: fig. 5d) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3.63Topographical map of the Prepalatial-early Protopalatial cemetery on Hill I (Tsipopoulou 2012a: fig. 1) 
 
Fig. 3.64Plan of Tomb House 2 (Tsipopoulou 2012a: fig. 2) 
 Fig. 3.65 House II.1, excavation plan 1989–1991 (Tsipopoulou & Papacostopoulou 1997: fig. 4) and amphora with painted double axes 
(Tsipopoulou & Alberti 2011: fig. 6a)  
 
Fig. 3.66 Plan of the storage spaces with mason’s mark from north (Tsipopoulou 1991: fig. 1 & 7) 
 
Fig. 3.67Fragment of larnax from LMIII West House (Tsipopoulou 1997a: fig. 5) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
TABLES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
North Central Crete 
Area of Knossos 
 
  
 
64% of Ss were collected dead  
68, 5% of Cerastoderma were collected dead  
16 Cerastoderma 
3 Glycymeris 
2 Dentalium                         probably ornaments 
1 Arcularia 
1 Cardita 
 
Few if any Ss are to be considered food debris  
 
Table 2.1   EMIIA Knossos shells species (based on Reese’s data 1987 (Table 1) from the WCH)  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Table 2.2 Distribution of recent and fossil marine invertebrates (after Reese 1987: Table 2) 
 
 
 
 
CMS-II,8-055-1 
MMII uc 
  
 
CMS-II,2-032-1 
MMII P steatite seal 
  
 
CMS-II,8-054-1 
MMII-III uc 
     
    
 
CMS-II,8-152-
1 
MMIII-LMI 
uc 
 
 
CMS-II,8-207-1 
LMI uc 
Pos from DQ (if 
identified with 
Evans 1928: n. 
1 seal-
impression) 
 
 
CMS-III-345-1 
LMI uc 
 
 
CMS-II,8-128-1 
LMI uc 
  
 
 
 
CMS-II,8-125-1 
LMI uc 
 
 
 
 
 
CMS-II,8-268-1 
LMI  uc 
 
 
 
 
 
CMS-II,8-129-1 
LMI   uc/ Dan: S121 
QM (LMIIIA) 
 
CMS-II,8-151-
1 
LMI   uc 
(Acc. Evans 
1921: 696, fig. 
518h, from the 
W TR) 
 
 
CMS-II,8-150-1 
LMI   uc 
(Acc. Evans 
1921: 696, fig. 
518i, from W 
TR) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
CMS-II,8-124-1 
LMI uc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CMS-II,8-256-1 
LMI uc 
Evans 1930: 463, 
fig.323 derives 
from CPS 
 
 
CMS-II,8-277-1 
LMI uc 
 
Evans 1930: 313-4, fig. 
204 
In ‘Stepped Portico’ 
(WQ)/but Dan S115. 
‘Room of the Warrior 
seal’(LMII-IIIA) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Evans 1935: fig. 
597A 
 
 
CMS-II,8-278-1 
LMI uc/Dan. S120 Q 
SW Basements 
LMIIA) 
  
   
 
CMS-II,3-032-1 
LMI Maurospilio 
Tomb VII (MMII-
LMIII/Dan. LMIIIB) 
Chamber B 
  
   
 
CMS-II,8-276-1 
LMI uc. Evans 1930: 
  
314 the Treasury 
(DQ)/Dan S 116. 
LMII-IIIA (citing 
Boulotis LMI-II) 
   
 
CMS-II,8-127-1 
LMI uc/Dan. Archives 
Deposit (LMIIIA) 
  
 
CMS-II,3-008-1 
LMI-II CSS 
 
 
CMS-II,8-
398-1 
LMI-II uc 
 
 
CMS-II,8-272-1 
LMI-II uc 
  
 
CMS-VS1A-
385-1 
LMI-II MPB 
  
 
Evans 1930: fig. 208 
Corridor of Bays  
  
 
CMS-II,3-011-1 
LMI-II  
NW Treasury 
  
 
CMS-II,8-421-1 
LMI-II uc 
  
 
CMS-VS1A-075-1 
LMII-IIIA1 uc 
 
 
CMS-II,8-466-1 
LMII-IIIA1 uc 
  
   
 
CMS-II,4-005-1 
LMII-IIIA1  
Zapher Papoura 
  
   
 
CMS-II,8-529-1 
LMII-IIIA1 uc 
  
 
CMS-II,3-063-1 
LMII-IIIA1  
Sanatorium  III 
  
 
CMS-II,8-419-1 
LMIIIA1 uc/Dan  
S 119. NQ (N of RSJ) 
 
 
CMS-II,8-333-1 
LMII-IIIA1 uc 
 
CMS-II,8-255-1 
LMII-IIIA1 uc 
  
 
CMS-II, 3-052-1 
LMIIIA1  
Isopata Tomb 1  
  
   
 
CMS-II,8-231-1  
LMIIIA1 uc 
  
   
 
CMS-II,4-004-1 
LMII-IIIB Zapher 
  
Papoura Tomb 94 
   
 
CMS-II,8-511-1 
LMIIIA1 uc 
  
 
 
CMS-VI-441-1 
LMIIIA1-2 uc 
 
 
CMS-II,8-381-1 
LMIIIA1-2 uc/ Dan S 
125 RJF LMIIIA 
  
   
 
CMS-II,8-241-1 
Undated uc/Dan. S129 
DQ LMIIIA 
  
   
 
CMS-II,8-420-1 
LMIIIA1 uc/ Dan S122 
LP or 124 from W 
Magazines ( Mag. 9) 
  
 
Table 2.3 Seals and sealings bearing sample symbols from Knossos (from the available online CMS Arachne data, total 1150 available 
details from a total of 1111 entries). 
 
 
 
 MMIA MMIB MMIIA MMIIB MMIII 
Moulded S 
(House B) 
 Ss in relief 
(SME) 
 
n Ss in baby’s 
burial 
(Trial KV) 
Moulded-painted 
S (kouloures)
 
 
  Ss in relief 
(WC Group E)
 
 
N Spondulys 
(Kouloura II 
fill)
 
Relief painted Ss 
(WC) 
 
 
Table 2.4 Protopalatial ‘Shell vessels’ from Knossos 
 
 
Quantitative Table of symbols/Period
Knossos Palace
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
D/A
H/C
SK
8-S
T
S
 
 
Table 2.5 Diachronic nucleation of the categories of sample symbols in the Palace of Knossos 
 
ΜΜΙΙΙ-LMIA D/As in palace
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
D/As
D/As
 
MMIII-LMIA H/C in palace
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
stone/plaster fresco stone vessel bronze miniature
H/Cs
H/Cs
 
Table 2.6 Relative representation of artefact categories of double axes and horns of consecration from the Palace. 
 
05
10
15
20
25
30
35
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries
EMI-MMIA
MMIB-MMIIIA
MMIIIB-LMIA
LMIB
LMII-IIIA
LMIIIB
 
Table 2.7 Diachronic numerical distribution of the sample symbols in the Palace, Villas, town and cemeteries of Knossos 
Quantitative Table of symbols/Period
Knossos Villas
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
D/A
H/C
SK
8-S
T
S
 
Table 2.8 Diachronic nucleation of the categories of sample symbols in the Villas of Knossos 
 
  
 Context: 
Pillar crypt 
D/A stone 
stand 
D/A mason’s 
marks 
Rhyta/libation 
receptacles 
D/A Fresco 
West Wing associated          X concentration            X          X 
Queen’s 
Megaron 
Inaccessible 
space 
         X concentration            X          X 
South House          X          X             X  
SE House          X          X           X            X  
Little Palace          X          X             X  
House of the 
Frescoes 
Inaccessible 
space 
 D/A sherd             X  
House of the 
High Priest 
          X             X  
 
Table 2.9 Indexical references of the D/A-pillar crypt contexts between the Palace and the Villas at Knossos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
05
10
15
20
25
30
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries
ΕΜΙ-ΜΜΙΑ
ΜΜΙΒ-ΜΜΙΙΙΑ
ΜΜΙΙΙΒ-LMIA
LMIB
LMII-IIIA
LMIIIB
Pottery 
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries
EM1-MMIA
MMIB-MMIIIA
MMIIIB-LMIA
LMIB
LMII-IIIA
LMIB2
 All artefacts except pottery 
Table 2.10 Diachronic analogy between pottery (below) and every other artefact (above) found at Knossos 
Quantitative Table of symbols/Period
Knossos Town
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
ΕΜ ΜΜ MMIII-LMIA LMIB LMII-IIIA LMIIIB
D/A
H/C
SK
8-S
T
S
 
Table 2.11 Diachronic nucleation of the categories of sample symbols in the town of Knossos 
 
 
 
  MMI MMIII-
LMIA 
LMIB-II LMII-III Unspecified 
Acropolis      
Mavrospilio    S/K(?) seal 
8-S seal 
T n 
S crystal 
S steatite 
S n 
Ss n 
Ailias      
Gypsades   D/A  MS   
T       MS 
T       MS 
8-S faience 
(Shaft 
Grave) 
 
Temple tomb  D/A mm  
H/C  
Limestone 
   
ShaftGrave     D/A stand 
Kephala 
Tholos 
     
Isopata Royal 
Tomb 
    D/A mm 
8-S faience 
Ss 9 n 
S glass paste 
Isopata    8-S pot  
Zapher 
Papoura 
  8-S pot 
8-S ivory lid 
  
Sellopoulo    8-S stone 
vase 
 
 
Table 2.12 Diachronic distribution of the sample symbols in the cemeteries of Knossos  
Quantitative Table of symbols/Period
Knossos Cemeteries
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
D/A
H/C
SK
8-S
T
S
 
Table 2.13 Diachronic nucleation of the categories of sample symbols in the cemeteries of Knossos 
 
Context/Pottery Date Number  Quality Function 
Early Chamber 
(WC) 
MMIB  125 (73% drinking)   
Dep A 
(Early Magazine 
A) 
MMIB 200 (95% drinking & 
pouring Vs) 
The greatest 
variation in the 
relationship 
quality/quantity in 
Knossos deps  
Formal 
Feasting 
Dep B 
(SW Houses) 
MMIB Few drinking/pouring Vs 
(mixed) 
plain Dom 
assemblage 
Olive Press Room MMIIA 33 One of the finest, 
very fine dec 
 
SW Room (Group 
F) 
MMIIA 62 (50  drinking cups) Fine, very rare 
eggshell cups 
 
Lime Kiln (PPS) 
Group G 
MMIIA 83 Mostly coarse  
Sm E Rooms 
(RRS) Group H 
MMIIA 34 Mostly crude 
drinking Vs 
 
Dep C 
(SW Houses) 
MMIIA Few Vs (but high 
percentage in drinking 
and fine ware) 
  
Dep D 
(SW Houses) 
MMIIA 250 the largest, mostly 
jars, cps, predominantly 
drinking Vs (mixed) 
Wheelmade (very 
rare for this period) 
 
Dep E 
SW House 
MMIIA Secondary dep  
70% drinking Vs 
  
 
 
Table 2.14 Table showing qualitative and quantitative properties of Knossian drinking/pouring assemblages (based on MacGillivray 
1998; Shoep 2004b; MacDonald & Knappett 2007) 
Site/Dep EMI EMII EMIII MMIA MMIB MMIIA MMIIB MMIII 
Well Group X        
WCH  X       
NE 
Magazines 
 X       
S Front  X       
S Front 
House  
  X X X    
Kouloures 
Houses 
  X X X    
Upper E Well    X X    
RRS    X X X   
SE Pillar 
Basement 2  
   X     
Early 
Chamber 
    X    
Early 
Magazines 
   X X    
NQ of the 
City 
   X X    
VRD    X X X   
MPB    X X    
Early 
Hypogaeum 
   X X    
Prepalatial 
Houses S of P 
   X X    
HCS    X X    
Dep. N of 
House A  
   X X    
Deps round 
Kouloura II 
   X X X   
Acropolis 
Houses 
     X X X 
SW Palace 
angle 
    X    
OPR     X X X X 
SWH    X     
SW Room     X     
Lime kiln       X   
Sm  
E Rooms 
     X   
NW Dep     X X   
NW 
Acropolis 
House 
     X X  
Early SW 
Houses 
     X X  
W Magazines    X X X   
RPS     X X   
LWB       X  
RSS      X X  
RSP      X   
E Corridor      X X  
SPolychrome 
Deps 
     X X X 
Early Houses 
A/B (NW of 
HF) 
Group P   
   X X X   
Hogarth’s 
Later Heap 
       X 
RRS 
Basements 
   X X X   
Extension of 
RR to W 
      X  
N of Villa 
Ariadne 
    X X   
Trial KV  
W of palace 
     X X  
Gypsades 
Houses 
    X    
Early 
Chamber W 
Court 
    X    
Hogarth’s 
Early Heap 
    X    
Dep A (DVII 
14) 
    X    
 
 
Table 2.15 EM and MM pottery groups from the Palace of Knossos and its immediate surroundings1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 MMIB
-IIIA 
MMIIIB-LMIA LMIB LMII-IIIA LM
IIIB 
Palace Steatite 
seal 
4 faience figurines 
Handle of faience 
bowl 
5 faience inlays 
Several handles of 
pithoi 
fresco 
5 SPT vessels lapiz lazuli bead 
vessel 
10-12 handles of 
alabastra 
fresco 
 
Villas   6 SPT vessels 2 vessels  
Town   2 vessels 
2-sided seal? 
  
Cemeteries    Handles on 
alabaster pyxis 
4 vessels 
Ivory lid 
Steatite seal 
Faience ornament 
Handles on 
serpentine vase 
 
 
Table 2.16 Diachronic distribution and representation in numbers and artefact categories of the figure-of-eight shield at Knossos 
(without the sealing documents, see Table 2.3) 
                                                          
1Based on Momigliano 2007; MacGillivray 1998; MacDonald & Knappett 2007; Schoep 2004b. In some occasions the dating of the above references is slightly different. 
Here, the broadest datings of all the above authors have been taken into account. 
 
  
 
Archanes 
 
 Town  Cemetery  Anemospilia/ 
Jouktas  
Hinterland  
ΕΜII   Tholos E   Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti  
Cave  
EMIII   Tholos Γ 
Area of the Rocks  
 Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti  
Cave  
ΜΜIA  Spring Chamber  Tholos B  Tholos E (upper 
layer)  
B 5-9, 12-13, 16, 18, 19  
 Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti  
Cave  
MMIB  Town locations (pottery) B 5, 19 (c.u.)  Jouktas  Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti 
Cave  
ΜΜIII-
LMIΑ  
‘Palace’ Tourkogeitonia  
Theatral area 
Kalpadakis plot  
Tholos B 
B 3, 17, 20 
B 4 secular  
Anemospilia: MMIIB-IIIA 
Jouktas  
Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti  
Cave  
LMIB  Levels in areas 17 and 18 
continuing use of LMIA 
shrine above 17 
Tholos B, LMII B 3 (c.u.)  Jouktas  Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti  
Cave  
LMIII  A-B building remains in 
SW of excavated area. 
LMIIIA-B pottery 
(Andrikou 1997)  
IIIA2: Tholos A Tholos Δ 
          enclosure, B 21 
          Tholos B, B 3  
IIIB:    B 21  
Jouktas  Xwsto Nero/Stravomyti  
Cave  
 Table 2.17 Present evidence of use of space in the area of Archanes 
 
 
 
New LMIII settlements  
in North-North Central Crete 
 
 
 
 LMIIIA 
Urban 
context 
LMIIIA 
Burial context 
LMIIIB  
Urban  
context 
LMIIIB  
Burial context 
LMIII 
(no secure 
dating) 
Moni   CT 
4 larnakes 
10 Vs  
(1 bronze) 
bronze 
knife/steatite 
seal 
   
Gazi   Shrine C Skafidaras 
(Alexiou 1972) 
4 larnakes         (1 
with D/As/palm 
trees) 
16 Vs (3 
Mycenaean 
LHIIIA-one with 
octopus) 
Larnax in rock pit 
(Alexiou 1970) 
larnax (rosettes/  
rock-pattern 
Skafidaras 
CT 
D/A decorated 
larnax/spiralsAl
exiou 1957  
(palm on lid), 3 
pots/2 incense 
pots/3 bronze 
rings/tweezers/sto
ne V frag 
Giophyr
akia 
 CT 
4 larnakes 
(only lid of one)  
1 with D/A dec, 
in tiers, 
flowers/Ss  
 
 Same CT 
2 larnax 
with H/C-D/A and 
bird octopus-palm 
pattern similar to 
Gazi stirrup jar 
(Alexiou 1972) 
 
Kavroch
ori 
  Maratho
kephala 
sherds 
2 larnakes  
(1 with D/A 
birds/chariot) 
 
Foinikia    C (looted) 
Sev burials  
30 Vs (1 T) 2 
obsidian pieces  
 
Trypiti 
(Herakle
ion) 
   Tomb  
Stirrup jar with 
bands 
 
Mastam
bas 
(Herakle
ion) 
   Larnax decorated  Larnax  
Some Vs 
Dafnes      
Ano 
Vatheia 
   C  larnax  
under it 2 burials 
(1 cup) 
 
Episkopi 
Markavo
usa 
 C 
2 larnakes 
Few Vs (jug/2 
kylikes) 
   
Episkopi  C 
6 larnakes 
   
Hagios 
Apostolo
s 
(papyri- 
flowers) 
Bronze 
chisel/pottery  
2 stone bowls/2 
incense 
pots/min. 
Jug/cc  
2 bronze 
chisels/ seal 
Episkopi 
Malathre
s 
 Tomb 1950 
2 larnakes 
Cups/jug/fine 
flask 
(traditional 
Minoan, no 
Mycenaean 
traits – (Kanta 
1980: 60) 
  Tomb 1961 
LMIIA? 
3 larnakes (one 
with octopus) 
Stirrup 
jar/bowl/cup/ 
Bronze knife 
Episkopi 
Ston 
Kampo 
   Tomb 1951 
Plain larnax 
Stirrup jar 
(octopus) 
 
Episkopi 
Kalyvoto
pos 
    Tomb A 
2 larnakes 
kylix/cup/bronz
e pin/mirror 
bowl 
Episkopi 
Kephala 
Cemeter
y 
 Tomb B-C-D 
Many ccs 
Pottery (sev 
jugs/2 
min.)/semipreci
ous beads/7 
seals/gold bead 
(the shape and 
the Vs of tomb 
C have MMIII-
LMI 
references) 
 Continuation of C 
with some 
LMIIIB Vs 
Tomb 1974 
Burial with 3 
craters in pit (one 
octopus) 
 
 
Tomb Θ: 
Whorl 
Episkopi 
Ston 
potamo 
    Larnax 
Incense pot 
Bronze mirror 
Episkopi 
Kavousi 
   C 
3 larnakes plain 
pottery incense 
pot 
 
Episkopi 
Christos 
 8 larnakes 
more burials 
L blossom 
bowl/gilded 
bronze 
ring/glass paste 
rock 
crystal//carneli
an 
beads/bronze 
chisels/Vs 
T on kylix  
 Some 
continuation in 
pottery stirrup 
jars 
(papyri/flowers/oc
topi) 
Tomb E  
Ss 
Pottery 
Rich bronzes 
(daggers/razors)  
Beads/whorls/st
one seal 
 
Table 2.18 Evidence for sample symbols and innovative symbolic motifs from newly founded LMIII sites of North Central Crete (based 
on data from Kanta (1980)2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
2Undated or undiagnostic evidence is not included here 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Rich LMIIIA graves Poor LMIIIA graves Rich LMIIIB graves Poor LMIIIB graves 
Episkopi  
Hagios Apostolos (Papyri) 
Min. Jug/cc/2 incence pots  
Kavrochori 
2 larnakes  
(1 with D/A birds/chariot) 
Gazi (ship/octopus) Trypiti 
(stirrup jar) 
Episkopi 
Kephala 
(min. jugs/ccs,  
gold helmet bead) 
in LMIIB context 
Giophyrakia  
D/A – S 
 Giophyrakia  
D/A-H/C 
(bird/octopus-palm) 
Episkopi Christos 
(in LMIIIB context) 
  Skafidaras 
(Alexiou 1972) 
4 larnakes          
(1 with D/As/palm trees) 
 Moni  Mastambas 
 Vatheianos Kampos  Ano Vatheia 
 Vatheianos Kampos 
L crater + Sm Vs 
 Episkopi Ston kampo 
Stirrup jar (octopus) 
 Episkopi Markavousa 
Jug + 2 kylikes 
 Episkopi Kephala 
Tomb 1974 (octopus) 
 Episkopi Malathres 
(Minoan traits) 
 Episkopi Kavousi 
(incense burner) 
 
Table 2.19 Sample symbols in relation to social contexts in newly founded LMIII North Central Crete sites 
 
 
  
 
 
 
North Central Crete Conclusions 
 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site 
hierarch
y 
Social 
different
iation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features 
of the sample 
symbols 
Knossos Palace Shells Rural  High?  Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
Natural 
ornamental 
cultural 
Archanes Cemetery  Shells  Rural  High?  Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
Structured 
depositions 
Ornamental 
natural  
Jouktas Shrine  D/As 
shells 
Rural  High? Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
Symbolic 
value 
 
Table 2.20 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Prepalatial North Central Crete 
 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site 
hierarch
y 
Social 
different
iation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features 
of the sample 
symbols 
Knossos Palace 
 
 
 
 
 
Town  
D/As 
H/C 
8-S 
Tritons 
Shells 
 
Shells 
 
Rural/ 
Industria
l/ 
commerc
ial  
 
 
 
 
High  
Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
Architecturalit
y  
Manufacturing 
skills 
 
 
 
Archanes Cemetery  Shells  Rural/ 
industrial
/commer
cial?  
High?  Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
 
Anemo 
spilia 
Shrine  H/Cs 
Shells  
Ritual  High? Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Structured 
deposition 
D/A? Ritual performance 
Jouktas  Shrine  Shells  Ritual  High? Ritual performance Symbolic 
value 
 
Table 2.21 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Protopalatial North Central Crete 
 
 
 
 
 Conte
xt 
Sample 
symbols 
Site 
hierarchy 
Social 
different
iation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features of the 
sample symbols 
Knossos  
Palace 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Villas 
 
 
 
 
Town 
 
 
Cemet
eries  
D/As 
H/C 
8-S 
S/K 
Tritons 
Shells 
 
 
D/As 
 
 
 
 
Triton  
 
 
D/A 
H/C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rural/ 
Industrial/ 
commercial  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
High  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Exotica/manufact
ured goods 
Ritual 
performance 
(public/private) 
Diversity  
Architecturality 
Performativity 
Prestigious materials 
Manufacturing skills 
Structured 
deposition 
 
Performativity 
exclusivity 
Structured 
deposition 
 
Performativity 
Structured 
deposition 
 
Citation of Palatial 
context 
Archane
s 
Town  
 
 
 
Cemet
ery  
D/As  
H/Cs 
Shells  
 
 
Shells  
 
Rural/ 
industrial/co
mmercial?  
 
 
 
High 
 
Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Performance 
 Exclusivity  
 
 
 
Performativity  
Vathype
tro 
Town  D/A 
H/C 
Rural/ 
industrial 
High  Elite architecture Architecturality 
Local manufacture 
Arkaloc
hori 
Shrine  D/As Ritual  High  Metal hoarding  
 
Metal hoarding 
Manufacturing skills 
Jouktas  Shrine  D/As 
H/Cs  
Shells  
Ritual  High Elite architecture 
Metal hoarding  
Performance 
Architecturality 
Metal hoarding 
Tylissos Town  D/As 
H/Cs 
8-S 
Rural/ 
industrial  
High  Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Material wealth 
Architecturality 
Performativity  
Poros Cemet
ery 
S/K-D/A Industrial/ 
commercial 
High  Elite architecture 
Material wealth 
Architecturality 
Performativity  
Amnisso
s 
Town  D/As Rural 
/industrial/ 
commercial 
High  Elite architecture 
 
Architecturality 
Storage  
Nirou 
Chani 
Town  D/As 
H/C 
S/K 
Industrial/ 
ritual 
High  Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Performance 
Architecturality 
Performativity  
 
Table 2.22 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Neopalatial North Central Crete 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site 
hierarch
y 
Social 
different
iation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features 
of the sample 
symbols 
Knossos  Palace 
 
 
Villas 
 
 
Town 
 
D/As 
8-S 
S/K 
Tritons 
Shells 
 
Rural/ 
Industria
l/ 
commerc
ial  
 
 
 
 
High  
 
 
 
Ritual performance 
(public/private) 
 
 
 
Ritual 
functionality  
 
 
Archanes Palace 
 
 
D/As 
H/Cs 
8-S 
D/A-S/K 
Tritons 
Shells  
Rural/ 
Industria
l/ 
commerc
ial  
 
 
High  
Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
Exclusivity  
Architecturalit
y 
Performativity 
Structured 
deposition 
Poros Town 
Cemetery  
8-S 
8-S 
Shells 
Industria
l/comme
rcial 
 
High 
Exotic/material 
wealth 
Manufactured 
goods 
Exotic/material 
wealth 
Manufactured 
goods 
 
Table 2.23 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Late Palatial North Central Crete 
 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site 
hierarch
Social 
different
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features 
of the sample 
y iation symbols 
Knossos Palace 
 
 
 
Town  
 
 
Cemetery  
D/A 
H/C 
D/A-S/K 
8-S 
D/A 
H/C 
shells 
D/A 
8-S 
Tritons  
Shells  
 
 
Commer
cial/ 
industrial
/rural  
 
 
 
 
High  
 
 
 
Material wealth 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
 
 
 
Material 
wealth 
Performativity 
Citation   
Structured 
deposition 
Archanes Town 
 
Cemetery  
Tritons 
 
H/C 
8-S 
Shells   
Industria
l/ 
commerc
ial/  
rural 
High   
Elite architecture 
Ritual equipment 
Ritual performance 
Material 
wealth 
Structured 
deposition 
performativity 
Poros Cemetery  8-S Commer
cial/ 
industrial 
High   
 
Table 2.24 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Final Palatial North Central Crete 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site 
hierarch
y 
Social 
different
iation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features 
of the sample 
symbols 
Knossos Palace 
 
 
Villas 
 
 
 
Town  
 
D/A 
H/C 
 
H/C 
Tritons  
 
D/A 
H/C 
Tritons 
 
 
 
 
Rural  
 
 
 
 
Modest    
 
 
 
Ritual performance 
Continuity of ritual 
space/ innovation 
 
 
 
Continuity/ 
innovation 
Archanes Town Tritons 
 
 
Industria
l/  
Rural 
Modest   
 
 
Tylissos Town   H/Cs Rural/ 
industrial 
Modest/
High 
Ritual performance 
Continuity of 
symbolism 
Continuity in 
performance 
and ritual 
space 
Amnissos Town  Triton Rural/ Modest/   
commerc
ial 
high  
Hinterlan
d  
Cemeterie
s  
D/A 
H/C 
Rural, 
industrial 
Modest/ 
high 
Innovation  Innovation  
 
Table 2.25 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Postalatial North Central Crete 
 
 
 
 
D/A  
MMs 
D/A 
stands 
D/A 
bronze 
Seals/sealings 
with sample 
symbols 
Frescoes with 
sample 
symbols 
Large H/C 
Knossos Many 7 2 min. Sev Many 2 
Archanes 1     1 
Tylissos  1 3?   1 
Poros    1 (D/A)   
Nirou 
Chani 
  4   1 (S/K) 1 
Amnissos 1  1    
Vathypetro      1 
Jouktas   35   1 
Arkalochori   Many    
 
Table 2.26 Distribution of elite Knossian Neopalatial symbolism in North Central Crete  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
DATA TABLES 
 
Area of Knossos 
 
PALACE 
St 
N
o 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period 
Bibliography 
Comments 
1 D/A 
At 
least 2 
Incised    WW 
Entrance of 
the First P 
Wall γ 
S of the WW 
Magazines 
 MMIB MacDonald
& Knappett 
2007: 7-8 
 
2 D/A Seal   P?  Uc  MMII CMS-II.8-
055-1 
 
  
3 8-S Steatite seal   P Uc   MMII CMS-II. 2-
032-1 
 
4 T Clay Full-sized Painted with w 
bands on a b 
background 
E slope   MMII Evans 1935: 
111 
 
5 D/A 2 
or 
more 
Incised  
on the under 
side of scale-
shaped 
moulded  pale 
green faience 
plaque 
 ‘Town Mosaic’ 
pos decorating 
a wooden box 
or chest 
LWB 
Between N 
border and 
NE portico 
Faience 
plaques 
dispersed in 
filling beneath  
pavement 
with frags of 
the min 
assemblage 
4 ivory 'men' 
of board 
game (from 
draught-
board) 
MMII 
(Evans)MMIII
A probably 
kept as a 
heirloom 
throughout the 
MMIII   
Evans 1921: 
301-314 fig. 
228i 
The mast holders 
suggest a public 
ritual space and 
momentWaterhous
e suggests it might 
be the MMIII P 
6 D/A Seal   P?   MMII-III CMS-II.8-
054-1 
 
7 H/C 2 Terracotta 
painted 
Min shrine 
models 
crowned 
with H/C 
w LWB Min 
Terracotta 
shrine area 
Scattered over 
the area pos 
fallen from uf 
shrine  
same context 
Part of min 
pillar shrine 
and altars 
assemblage  
(gold-faience 
MMII (Evans) 
MMIIIA (see 
also 
MacGillivray 
1998: 41) 
Evans 1902: 
28-32; Evans 
1921: 221 fig. 
166, 168 
Sm clay pan with 
carbonized contents 
overlaid by a gold 
spray 
St 
N
o 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period 
Bibliography 
Comments 
with 400 lws 
 
V 
8 Ts Terracotta 
painted 
models 
Min  w and red 
bands 
LWB Min 
Terracotta 
shrine 
As above As above MMII 
(Evans)MMIII
A (see also 
MacGillivray 
1998: 41) 
Evans 1902: 
28-32; Evans 
1921: 221 fig. 
166, 168 
As above 
9 D/A Stand gypsum 
stepped 
 Originally 
plaster 
imitating 
variegated 
stone 
W 
Magazines 
Long 
Corridor 
Also pos fallen 
from uf 
sanctuary 
 MMIII-LMIA  Evans 1921: 
438-9 fig. 314 
 
10 D/A Limestone 
stand stepped 
socketed 
Sm  'QM' Near the S 
end of the 
central 
stylobate 
(in 2nd use?) 
Frescoes of 
dolphins 
dancing lady 
and boys 
playing 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1930: 
346, 369 
fig. 249 
The N wall of the 
megaron and the 
D/A Hall bear a L 
con of D/A MMs 
11 D/A Gypsum 
stepped stand 
  SE angle 
fallen from 
uf 
ceremonial 
hall by 
earthquake 
in vault  
Intense cultic 
context dating 
back to MM 
(lustral basin) 
PC  
Life-size lion 
fresco frag 
that would 
not fit in a 
basement 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1928: 
189-194, 334 
fig.171  
Vault probably 
quarry (red earth 
for houses and 
pottery) before 
MMIII when it 
collapsed  
12 D/A (?) Bronze Very L 
(compared 
to Nirou 
Chani) 
about 1 m 
W 
 Entrance 
system? 
Associated by 
Evans with 
the L H/C 
found at the 
entrance 
 MMIII-LMIA 
(on basis of 
comparison 
with Nirou 
Chani) 
Evans 1921: 
160 
Only mentioned (no 
picture or further 
details elsewhere) 
13 D/A 2 Bronze plated 
with gold and 
shaft hole 
Min (c. 
2cm l.) 
Solid 
resembling the 
steatite 
examples of the 
Knossos shrine 
DQ 
East 
Treasury  
‘Ivory 
Deposit’ 
(fallen in 
closet of its 
basement)  
Pos in wooden 
box fallen 
from uf 
Ivory 
acrobats 
bull's head  
(w faience) 
sphinx and 
lion bronze 
frags 
MMIII-LMIA 
(MMIII signet 
in the same dep) 
Evans 1901-
2:    71-2; 
1930: 401 fig. 
277; 
Buchholz 
1959: 37 
 
14 D/A Incised   WW Including 
façade to WC 
 MMIII-LMIA Begg 2004: 
220-2 
Largest cons of D/A 
MMs in P 
15 D/A  Incised   HDA   MMIII-LMIA   
St 
N
o 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period 
Bibliography 
Comments 
16 D/A Intaglio agate  Shafted 
crowning 
bucranium 
with long horns 
NW 
Treasure 
House 
  MMIII-LMIA Evans 
1928.II: 619 
fig. 388 
 
17 D/A Fresco Min  Frieze of D/As 
alternating 
with incurved 
altars on 
checkerwork 
architecture 
DQ 
E Treasury 
‘Ivory 
Deposit’ 
 Evans 
implies that 
the same dep 
contained 
another min. 
fresco frag 
with a bull’s 
horn/ear 
MMIII-LMIA 
(MMIIIB   acc. 
Evans ; Hood 
2000:201) 
Evans 1930: 
207, fig. 141 
Decorating the 
frieze of a pillar 
shrine possible 
scene of bull-
leaping (bull frag 
above QM –Evans 
1930: 209, fig. 143) 
18 D/A-
H/C 
Fresco 
‘Pillar shrine 
Fresco’ 
 Facade of a 
columnar 
sanctuary in 
early style with 
Sm w D/As at 
capitels  of 
column. In 
between  w 
H/Cs 
W 
Magazines 
'Kasella' of 
the 13th 
magazine  
Separate 
section of the 
NW façade 
with very 
thick N and S 
walls and 
maybe 
associated 
with a shrine 
in its NE 
angle 
in   lowest 
layer from 
upper 
chamber?   P  
together with 
parts of a Sm 
frieze with 
triglyphs and 
half rosettes 
of the LMI 
style 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
figs. 319, 321 
Did H/C start as 
low architectural 
parts before they 
became crowning 
elements? 321 fig. 
crowning H/Cs as 
well in the same 
form and shape) 
associated D/A with 
the ones in the 
crevices of the 
Psychro cave 
19 H/C Fresco 
'Temple or 
Grand Stand 
fresco' 
 Amidst L 
crowd tripartite 
shrine crowned 
with H/C rows . 
NW insula 
basement 
chambers 
above Early 
Keep 
corner 
sanctuary 
Decorating 
the basement 
shrine (fallen 
on floor of 
restored P in 
N section of 
basement 
 MMIII-LMIA Evans 1928: 
fig. 371 
Correspondence 
with W facade of 
CC (Evans 1928: 
804-8) 
20 H/C Fresco of the 
warriors 
hurling 
javelins 
 H/C row on 
roof, women 
heads 
underneath  
NW 
Chamber 
As above 'Temple 
fresco'  
'Sacred 
Grove’spiral 
ceiling 
MMIII-LMIA  Perhaps part of a 
‘town Mosaic’ type 
scene (Evans) 
21 H/C Fresco  Row of H/Cs 
crowingHalf-
rosette and 
W 
magazines  
Below later  
  MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
fig. 377 
 
St 
N
o 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period 
Bibliography 
Comments 
triglyph frieze  13magazine 
in cist 
22 H/C Limestone 
probably 
coated with a 
layer of 
painted stucco 
Very L 
2,20m H. 2 
m broad 
 SW 
entrance 
system 
’over the 
Inner porch 
of 
the’House 
of the D/As’  
E border of 
entrance’s 
continuation 
built into a 
later wall by 
the S house 
Evans 
associated it 
with the 
matching in 
size sacral 
D/A and 
monumental 
SW porch 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1928: 
160 fig. 81 
Evans placed it 
inside a shrine of 
the entrance above 
the inner porch 
23 H/C Plaster 
painted 
(Evans 1930) 
stucco w-faced 
with clay core 
(Evans 1928) 
L(0,74m 
H., 1,30m 
W)-Evans 
1930 
L, 70cm H. 
1,25m W 
 East Hall E. suggests 
that East hall 
was a shrine 
(High reliefs)  
Near dep 
with bronze 
locks  close to 
the N 
boundary of 
the E Hall 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1930: 
525 fig. 367; 
Evans 
1928:160, n. 
3 
Evans suggests the 
H/Cs might have 
stood in front of 
statue (locks) for 
cultic purposes  
24 H/C Stucco w-
faced with 
clay core 
originally 
  CC by the 
Throne 
Room 
Fallen from 
terrace 
parapet  
found in CC 
 MMIII-LMIA Evans 1928: 
160 fig. 9 
 
25 H/C Steatite rhyton  Procession: 2 
men walking 
with extended 
arms holding 
shallow cups in 
front of 
sanctuary 
crowned with 
H/C 
S border 
(Evans 
situates it 
in the NE 
area of P 
  MMIII-LMIA Evans 1930: 
64, fig. 37 
 
26 H/C Bronze Min  NW 
Treasure 
House 
Basements  Fine MMIII-
LMIA 
pottery (but 
also later 
remain 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1928: 
619 
 
27 8-S 
4 
Faience F with 
8-S necklace 
(their back is 
flat probably 
attached to a 
flat surface) 
 8-S row (real 
from graves) F 
flounced 
costume hands 
above breasts.  
back flat - 
attachment to a 
level surface 
WW 
Early 
Propylaeu
m by E 
entrance 
(possible 
early 
interior 
Just by its E 
outer anta on 
the terrace 
edge S of the 
Lbuilt cist 
with the 
MMIIIB dep 
3 similar 
with cut off 
heads 
(Repositories
) Near 
bronze sword 
bronze F of 
young 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1928: 
702 fig. 440 
Evans - product of 
the same 
workshop/dating 
which produced the 
Repositories Fs 
St 
N
o 
Symbo
l 
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shrine) adorant N of 
dep frag of 
steatite 
rhyton with 
prostrate bull 
in an 
architectural 
setting 
28 8-S Handles/bosse
s on faience 
bowl 
 Forming Sm 8-
S projecting 
handles/bosses 
on its 4 corners 
(only 2 
preserved) 
East TR The E 
repository is 
regarded by 
Evans as the 
one which 
received the 
swept shrine's 
ritual objects 
ETR 
contained all 
the faience 
objects 
(including 
the goddesses 
with the 
exception of 
the upper 
part of one) 
and 
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
498 fig. 356 
Stone libation 
tables, bone 
artifacts and pos 
the relics of a roe 
sacrifice (bone 
knife handle, roe 
horns, fat matter) 
29 8-S 
5 
Faience inlays  Separate (not 
found attached 
to any object) 
East TR   MMIII-LMIA Karetsou et 
al. 1985: 105-
6 fig. 7b; 
Rehak 1992: 
116 
 
30 8-S sev Pottery pithoi 
8-S handles 
 Arranged on 
parallel 
horizontal 
bands 
W 
Magazines 
Royal 
Magazines 
Magazines 
of the Giant 
Pithoi   
  MMIII-LMIA Danielidou 
1998: 180-1, 
n. 6, K 43-44 
 
31 8-S Fresco  Spiral bands 
and 8-Ss 
NW 'N 
Threshing-
floor area' 
Swept out of P 
at a later 
period and 
found in a 
miscellaneous 
dep 
 LMIA (Evans, 
by comparison) 
Evans 1930: 
309 
 
32 T N   SE insula 
shrine 
NW angle 
Evans 
suggests a Sm 
dom shrine 
with altar 
(ledge) mostly 
SE of T 
steatite pyxis, 
cup with 
spirals Sm Vs  
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
580 
Part of larger 
sacral complex with 
magazine a 
bathroom and 
lustral basin and 
St 
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emptied of its 
cultic objects  
the later Sm SDA 
33 T Clay basin  T and rock-
work in relief 
East TR   MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
523 fig. 381 
Evans suggests that 
such basins would 
be used to serve 
marine food 
34 T w marble-like 
alabaster 
 There are 
borings along 
the rim of the 
mouth for the 
attachment of a 
metal plate 
Treasury 
chamber of 
S Hall in uf 
(S of 
Throne 
Room and 
the 
staircase 
which leads 
to the Piano 
Nobile) 
In Sm 
chamber 
Above floor-
level of 
corresponding 
basement 
frags of  cultic 
stone Vs of 
varied 
materials 
fallen to the 
basement at 
the collapse of 
the floor 
15 Vs8 rhyta/ 
libation Vs 
(lion head 
rhyton), an 
Egyptian 
import  
alabastron, a 
faience 
spouted V  
MMIII-LMIA 
(MMIIIB)LMII 
(Evans pottery 
typology) 
Evans 1928: 
822-3 fig. 
537, 539 
Perhaps Treasury 
for the tri-
columnar Hall 
(evidence for an 
UCS above a PC of 
the basement 
below) 
parallel from 
Kalyvia Mesara 
(Kenna 1963: 327-
338) 
35 T Faience 
rhyton 
 Imitating 
naturalistic 
features 
TR 
(probably) 
  MMIII-LMIA Foster 1979: 
Pl. 3 
 
36 S  Faience bowl 
with’ cockles’ 
(Evans) 
Sm  
as 
replacing 
the min. 
polychrom
e ones from 
the LB 
Shrine in 
more 
prestigious 
material 
Border of 
cockles 
East TR the E TR is 
regarded by 
Evans as the 
one which 
received the 
swept shrine's 
ritual objects 
E TR 
contained all 
the faience 
objects 
(including 
the goddesses 
with the 
exception of 
the upper 
part of one) 
and   
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
498 fig. 356 
Stone libation 
tables, bone 
artifacts and pos 
the relics of a roe 
sacrifice (bone 
knife handle roe 
horns fat matter) 
37 Ss Faience 
models 
 Highly stylized 
probably from 
the same mould 
East TR   MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
520 
fig. 378 
Pos belonging to 
composition (with 
rock work, flying –
fish, etc) 
38 Ss 
Huge 
con 
N  sev species   Painted some   
banded with 
fine red orange 
and brown 
East TR  Marine 
landscape  
faience and 
clay objects  
MMIII-LMIA Evans 1921: 
519-20 fig. 
378 
Mostly cockles 
(common Ss)  
St 
N
o 
Symbo
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green and b 
tints along their 
natural lines 
39 D/A Pottery 
pedestalled 
goblet sherd 
 b D/A frieze SW P angle 
presumed 
sanctuary 
border 
Pottery dep  LMIB Evans 1935: 
360 fig. 301a 
 
40 D/A Pottery tall jar 
(‘pithos’ with 
4 handles) 
 Central- 
repetitive 
theme (also 
reeds and 
rosettes in 
between D/As 
WW 
Between 
upper 
filling of 10 
Magazine 
and S 
border of 
SH 
  LMIB Evans 1935: 
342 fig. 285 
 
41 D/A Pottery cup   SW P angle Evans’ gift  LMIB Müller 1997: 
X O 346 
 
42 D/A-
S/K  
Pottery 
Open V 
 L DQ area to 
its SE 
Test pit N of 
Monolithic 
Pillars from 
top of W wall 
 LMIB Müller 1997: 
X Sf 316 
 
43 H/C Limestone Sm  RRN 
Urban 
villa? 
Dep in 
basement r‘A’ 
Sm frag of 
Lsteatite 
lion/bull’s 
head rhyton 
(and 6 more 
rhyta) 
2 rough off. 
tables 
rich pottery 
LMIB Hood 1961-2: 
27; Koehl 
2006: 306 
Conjectured 
sanctuary or house 
shrine 
In a nearby dep 
with Linear B 
tablets one  with a 
H/C ideogram 
44 8-S Pottery cup   Arsenal   LMIB Müller 1997: 
X GTa 
287a.b 
 
45 8-S Pottery  
L 
amphora 
 Frieze of 8-Ss 
in background 
spirals bearing 
rosettes in their 
centre 
WW 
Borders of 
NW SH 
  LMIB Evans 1935: 
341-2 
fig. 284 
Influence from the 
fresco 8-S friezes 
(Evans) 
46 8-S Pottery cup   WC Gift of Evans  LMIB Müller 1997: 
X GTa 288 
 
47 8-S Pottery cup   SW P angle Gift of Evans  LMIB Müller 1997:  
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X O 341 
48 8-S Pottery   SW P angle Gift of Evans  LMIB Müller 1997: 
X Sch 294 
 
49 T Pottery 
closed 
  QM to the 
W 
‘Lot from 
Treasury’ 
 LMIB Mountjoy 
1984: 170 
fig.18, 138 
 
50 T 2 Pottery 
closed 
  ‘Arsenal’ Unstratified 
in later deps 
 LMIB Mountjoy 
1984: 172 fig. 
18 143, 146 
 
51 T Pottery 
beaked jug 
 Marine weeds 
corals 2 Lstars  
RRN    LMIB Mountjoy 
1974: fig.1,1 
 
52 T-D/A Pottery closed   RPS   LMIB Mountjoy 
1984: 173 fig. 
18, 142 
 
53 T Pottery 
Beaked jug 
 With spray S Front 
(between P-
SH) 
  LMIB Mountjoy 
1984: 174 
fig.5, 7 
 
54 T Pottery    S Front   LMIB As above fig. 
5, 39 
 
55 T 2 Pottery 
cr  
  S Front   LMIB Mountjoy 
1984: 172 fig. 
11, 61, 64 
 
56 T 3 Pottery 
closed 
  S Front   LMIB Mountjoy 
1984: 172 
fig. 18, 137, 
140, 145 
 
57 T Sherd from 
amphora 
  W P border   LMIB Evans 1928: 
316, fig.253 
 
58 D/A or 
more 
Sherds from L 
jars 
 Palatial quality 
of jars 
NW 
Treasure 
House  
Basements  
From 'some 
SH 
above'(Evans)
. 
 LMII Evans 1928: 
619 
 
59 H/C Pottery sherd  Festoons at the 
top H/C  at 
base between  
shrine column  
(‘shrine fresco’) 
HDA S 
portico 
  LMII  (Evans) Evans 1921: 
494 fig. 353 
Festoon motif on 
frescoes 
materialized in 
faience beads of TR 
(Evans) 
60 T & 
D/A-
H/C 
Pottery 
amphora 
sherd 
 Ornamentalize
d beside D/A 
blade 
By the 
original SW 
corner of P 
  LMII Evans 1928: 
fig. 289c-e;  
Evans 1935: 
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including the 
piece above 
H/C with 3 
branches in it 
344 
fig. 289a-e 
61 T Pottery 
amphora 
 Sm 
complementary 
to L octopus 
NW border   LMIIA Evans 1928: 
307 fig. 240 
Evans –‘whorl’ 
probably a murex 
(species confusion) 
62 S/K Fresco 'Camp 
Stool Fresco' 
knot on the 
back of the 
‘Parisienne’ 
 2-zones mostly 
men on stools 
with   fleeces 
(sacrifices?) – 
seated priestly 
lady 
(Parisienne)  
W 
Magazines   
Above top of 
W wall of the 
11-13 
magazines 
under the SW 
corner of  
Sanctuary 
Hall  on either 
side of this 
wall 
Architectural 
frieze and 
other frags 
pos belonging 
to a Sm 
shrine 
LMII-III 
(LMIB acc. 
Evans) 
Evans 1935: 
381-9 fig. 319 
Note the gender 
exchanges in female 
robes and hair 
dressign similar to 
the female figure's 
used by the red 
males 
63 8-S Bead/pendant 
lapiz lazuli 
 Perforated for 
attachment. 8-S 
with looped 
spirals 
EW 'School 
Room' E 
border 
A little 
beneath the 
later floor 
 LMIIIA 
(Danielidou 
1998: 212) 
Evans 1930: 
315 fig. 207 
 
64 8-S Potterycup  With part of 
human figure 
pos armed but 
8-S on 
suspension 
DQ  
E light 
Area of 
QM 
Area of the 
Fish Fresco in 
SE quarter 
 LMII-IIIA Hood & 
Smyth 1981: 
no. 257; 
CroUwel& 
Morris 1995: 
179-180, no 
8, Pl. 23b 
 
65 8-S 
10-12 
Stone 
Gypsum 
alabastra (8 
Hägg/ 
12 Rehak)   
and 2 lids 
(1belonging to 
alabastron) 
 3 or 4 8-Ss 
around the 
shoulder  
Central on the 
lids 
WW 
Throne 
Room 
 Pos there 
were more 
alabastra and 
lids which 
were not 
preserved 
LMII-IIIA Evans 1935: 
938 fig.  
877; Hägg 
1988: 99-105; 
Rehak 1992 
Pos used as oil 
containers for 
anointment rituals 
in the room 
H. suggested they 
represent 
Mycenaean control  
but Rehak showed 
their Minoan origin 
(TR) 
66 8-S 'Shield Fresco' 
-(architectural 
fresco) 
 Row of L 8-Ss 
on band of 
spirals -rosettes  
Collonade 
Hall 
Loggia 
above the E 
section 
(opposite 
Evans 
restored the 
fresco as 
decorating the 
hall of the 
Colonnade 
 LMIIIA DQ 
(Immerwahr 
1990: 177; 
Hiller 1985-
non- figural in 
questionable 
Evans 1930: 
301-8  
fig. 196 
Evans realistic-non 
ornamental (effort 
for 3-dimension). 
Great Hall below 
Loggia spiral band 
fresco would host 
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Grand 
Staircase) 
context ranging  
between LMI- 
LMIIIB 
Evans in LMI 
real 8-Ss (Homeric 
descriptions) 
67 D/A  Steatite Min       
(2,5 cm) 
 SDA  As in No7, 
found next to 
the H/C on 
the left  
 LMIIIB Evans 1928: 
335-340 fig. 
189-191 
 
68 D/A-
H/C 
Clay circular 
stand 
 D/A with leafy 
shafts rising 
from H/C 
repeated with 
fish and 
argonaut 
NW 
Treasure 
House  
Superficial 
layers 
basements 
Fine  
MMIII-
LMIA 
pottery (but 
also later 
remains 
LMIIIB Evans 1928: 
620 fig. 390 
Evans regards NW 
Treasure House of 
palatial character 
(pottery size, dec) 
69 H/C 2 Plaster w over 
clay core with 
round sockets 
(for the 
insertion of 
Sm D/A?) 
Sm  SDA  On either side 
of a raised 
base of clay 
and rubble 
and on a 
flooring of 
water-worn 
pebbles 
Beside H/C 5 
clay Fs 
regarded as 
the divinity 
(22 cm dove 
on head, 
raised arms, 
rich outfit) 
and her 
votaries 
LMIIIB Evans 1928: 
335-340 fig. 
189-190 
One of the votaries 
holds out a dove 
with both arms 
 
 
 
 
 
VILLAS 
Study 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A 1 Incised   SEH PC Upper block close 
D/A stone stand 
N wall: stone 
bases for Vs S 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Evans 1921:425-
7 fig. 306 
On plinth plaster 
stand (red with w 
Study 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period Bibliography Comments 
in room limestone 
plinth 
 
wall: niche,  
SW: 
Sm artificial NL 
cave (not in use) 
rossettes) with 
cavity 
2 D/A Stand 
gypsum 
 Stepped 
truncated with 
socket on top 
SEH PC Close to the pillar 
on its N side 
As above MMIII-
LMIA 
Evans 1921:427  
3 D/A Stand 
stepped b 
steatite 
15 cm 
H. 
Sockets 
'originally 
coated with 
gold foil' 
(Evans) 
LP 
Space 35 
(Pit A) 
between 
staircase 
34 and PC 
36  
Debris dep with 
intrusive LMIIIA 
pottery 
With the greater 
part of the 
famous bull 
rhyton made of 
steatite  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Hatzaki 2005: 
119-122, 184-7; 
Evans 1921: 
438; Evans 
1930: 527; 
Evans 1914: 72 
 
4 D/A 2? Stone 
stand 
gypsum 
pyramidal 
37 cm 
H., 30 
base 
side, 16, 
top 
surface 
side 
Square base, 4 
sides tapering  
square cut 
uppersurface 
16 x 16 cm 
HHP 
private 
chapel 
Close by incurved 
limestone altar 
Evans based on 
principles of 
symmetry 
reconstructs a 
similar base on   
other side of 
altar. 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Evans 1935:211-
13 fig. 159, 160b 
 
5 D/A 
2 
Stand 
Gypsum 
pyramidal 
a) 28cm 
H. 
Both socketed SH 
a) NW PC 
b) from 
UCS (PC 
next to 
staircase) 
Pos 
communicating 
with SW P 
entrance porch 
a)Base with 3 
hollows 
‘evidently for 
the insertion of 
cult objects’-
Evans 1928: 
386, pottery 
(amphora), 
along N  wall 
low stone bench 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Mountjoy 2003: 
34, 175, Pl. 5A; 
Evans 1921: fig. 
208; 1928:  386, 
fig. 223 
b) Fallen from 
UCS with a 
bench and a 
hoard of silver Vs 
(3 cups-Sm pot) 
6 D/A 
2-3 
Bronze Solid 
cast 
(tools) 
 SH 
Inner store 
room 
Bronze hoard of 
tools 
 MMIII-
LMIA 
Evans 1921: fig. 
393 
 
7 D/A Pottery 
spouted 
jug 
 Dotted w and 
red dec and 
D/A frieze 
HF  
(used in 
MMIIIA- 
LMIA 
r H, most remote 
from the main 
entrance Sm 
room with  
elaborate floor  
in SW corner  
intact jug 
(spiral) and 
similar fine 
pottery 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Evans 1921:435-
7 fig. 253E-4;  
Chapin & Shaw 
2006:64ff 
Next to frescoed 
polythyron (ladle,  
limestone libation 
table with Linear 
A inscription) 
8 D/A Pottery 
cup sherd 
  HF 
As above 
As above As above MMIII-
LMIA 
As above As above 
9 D/A  Pottery 
Hole-
 Frieze of D/As 
elaborated 
SH Unstratified  LMIA Mountjoy 2003: 
66-7 
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mouthed 
jar 
with grasses 
10 D/A  Pottery 
Closed V 
 Part of 
elaborate 
blade  
SH Unstratified  LMIA Mountjoy 2003: 
66-7 
Similar to 
example from the 
HF 
11 S/K Ivory 
model 
  SEH PC Outside N wall 
(fallen from an uf 
or washed down 
from P) 
 MMIII-
LMIA 
Evans 1921:430-
5, 483-5 fig.308 
 
12 D/A Pottery 
L pithoid 
amphora 
 On neck row 
of D/A 
hanging from 
shaft 
LP Above E part  LMIB Müller1997:   
13 D/A Pottery 
pear-
shaped 
rhyton? 
 With shaft and 
curved blades 
SW House   LMIB Müller1997: X 
G 583 
 
14 D/A  Pottery 
Closed V 
 Part of D/A SH Unstratified  LMIB Mountjoy 2003: 
94-5 
Acc. Mountjoy 
sub LMIA 
15 D/A  Pottery 
Cup-
rhyton? 
 And foliate 
band 
SH Unstratified  LMIB Mountjoy 2003: 
95 
Acc. Mountjoy 
sub LMIA 
16 D/A-
S/K 
Pottery 
bowl 
  HF S room  LMIB Müller1997: X 
Sch 296 
 
17 8-S pottery 
bowl 
  SH   LMIB Mountjoy 2003: 
fig. 422.346 
 
18 8-S Pottery 
bowl 
 Alternating 
with papyrus 
SH ‘Room of the 
Silver Vessels’ 
 LMIB Mountjoy 2003: 
fig. 422. 355 
 
19 8-S 
3 
Pottery 
cup 
 Alternating 
with hatched 
crocus 
SH ‘Room of the 
Silver Vessels’ 
 LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
fig. 15. 9; X BTa 
255 a, c, f 
 
20 8-S Pottery 
cup 
  SEH Area of the 
Votive Tablets 
and the Libation 
table 
 LMIB Müller1997:X 
BT a 263; 
Popham 1965 
Pottery table 
81e 
 
21 T Pottery 
rhyton cup 
  SH Room of 3 Pillars 
near the stair 
With another 2 
MS sherds (93, 
127) 
LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
172 fig. 11, 53 
 
22 T Pottery 
closed 
  SH From  landing of 
the lower stair 
With joins 13, 
122, 126 
LMIB Mountjoy 
1984:172 fig. 18, 
139 
 
Study 
No 
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23 T Pottery cr  With star SH Unstratified  LMIB Mountjoy 2003: 
92  
fig. 4.19, 248 
Dated as sub –
LMIA by 
Mountjoy 
24 T 
8 
Pottery 
closed 
Vs 
  SH Unstratified  LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
172 fig. 24, 149;  
2003: 80-1, 89, 
95 fig. 4.12, 177, 
182; 4.17, 
230;4.20, 285-8 
Some are dated 
as sub-LMIA by 
Mountjoy 2003 
25 T Pottery  
2-handled 
jug with 
neck-ring 
pierced 
base 
 At front of 
neck 
HHP uc Mountjoy (1985: 
233-4) suggests 
association with 
shrine 
 LMIB Evans 1935:213-
4 fig. 165; 
Moutjoy 
1985:172 Pl. 27e 
The finest piece 
of the building 
unusual shape 
26 T Pottery 
goblet 
  UM 
Passage S 
of building 
Rubbish dep  With other 
LMII goblets 
and some earlier 
sherds 
LMIB-II Popham 1978: 
182 Pl. 24a-25, 
fig. 1b 
Earliest  MS 
goblet ? (LMII) 
in this style 
(LMIB) or LMII 
anachronism 
(Popham) 
27 T Pottery 
amphora 
  UM As above As above LMIB-II Popham 1978: 
182 Pl. 24b 
 
28 T Pottery   UM   LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
173 fig. 10, 38 
 
29 T Pottery  With spray UM   LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
173 fig. 10, 43 
 
30 T Pottery 
closed 
  UM   LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
fig. 18, 141 
 
31 T-D/A Pottery  With tricurved 
work 
LP 
E of the 
Bull’s head 
pit 
  LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
173 
 
32 T-D/A Pottery 
rhyton cup 
 4 Ts facing 
right, rock and 
weed 
LP Uc  LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
173 fig. 12, 54 , 
Pl. 22d 
 
33 T Pottery cr   With starfish NW 
Treasury 
House 
Adjacent  
NE rooms 
 LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
171 fig. 11, 60 
 
34 T Pottery cr    HF In a room in the 
SW corner 
 LMIB Mountjoy 1984: 
172 fig. 11, 62 
 
35 S Pottery  In scale frame SH Unstratified  LMIB Mountjoy 2003: Dated by 
Study 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period Bibliography Comments 
Beaked jug 89  
fig. 4.17, 231 
Mountjoy in sub 
LMIA 
36 S/K  Pottery  
jug 
 S/K-like motif LP 
Fallen 
from uf 
Associated 
contextually  and 
ritually with the 
LMIA cultic 
assemblage 
 
Near clay bull 
head rhyton 
octopus 
alabastron  
LMII Evans 1921:438; 
Evans 1930:527 
Not far, leaden 
LMIII F of a 
goddess with 
upraised arms 
37 8-S-
H/C 
Pottery 
jug 
 L 8-S under 
the handle  
and H/C atop 
a Sm altar 
under the 
spout 
UM   LMII Popham et al. 
1984, pl.60a; 
Rehak 1992:120 
fig. 13 
 
38 8-S Pottery 
stirrup V 
 On neck next 
to handle 
HHP   LMII Evans 1935:301 
fig. 235 
Inspired in 
metallic examples  
39 D/A-
H/C 
Pottery 
rhyton? 
  LP 
r22 
Pottery dep with 
pottery from 
different periods 
 LMIIIA Hatzaki 2005: 
113, 127 fig. 4.3: 
15 
 
40 H/C pottery L 
pyxis 
 Crowning an 
altar  
veg motifs, 
birds smelling 
flowers 
LP As above  LMIIIA Popham 1970a: 
194 fig. 3.4, Pl. 
46e; Hatzaki 
2005: 111-2 fig. 
4.31:1 
Typical V and 
dec of the period 
41 H/C Stone?   SEH, rL.i 
(inner 
room 
converted 
into a 
shrine in 
LMIII 
On pebble floor 
at higher level of 
the rest of room  
 LMIII 
reoccupation 
Evans 1921:435 
fig. 306 
 
42 H/C Stone   LP 
Space 17 
(Lustral 
basin)- 
‘Fetish 
Shrine’ 
On back ledge of 
balustrade in 
opening between 
columns-Acc. 
Hatzaki all fallen 
from uf 
 With sacral 
natural 
concretions 
(fallen from uf), 
pebbles,  a 
coarse clay wild 
goat F and parts 
of others (hard 
to date) 
LMIII? Evans 1914: 61; 
Hatzaki 2005: 
11-13, 186, 189, 
194, 202 
Inside the lustral 
basin were found 
sealings (one 
depicting a 
shrine) which 
might be related 
to the original 
shrine of the 
building 
43 H/C Pottery 
cup 
 Frag LP   LMIIIB Popham 1970a: 
194 fig. 3.3, Pl. 
46c 
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No 
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44 H/C-
D/A 
Pottery L 
krater 
 Frag LP from LP's shrine?  LMIIIB Popham 1970a: 
194 fig. 3.2, Pl. 
46d 
 
45 T (sev) Pottery 
sherds 
 Frags UM 
Yard to the 
N 
In refuse pit filled 
with very 
fragmentary  
 LMIIIB Popham 1970a: 
195: 50a; Frazer  
1968-9: 31-3 
 
46 T (sev) Pottery 
sherds 
 Frags LP ns (either rooms S  
of shrine or next 
to staircase or in 
courtyard 
between LP-UM 
LMIIIB Popham 1970a: 
195: 48d; see 
also Hatzaki 
2005 (‘whorls) 
 
 
 
 
TOWN 
St No 
Symb
ol 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage 
Bibliograph
y 
Comments 
1 S Clay molded on V 
(cockle) made from an 
actual mold of the S 
itself 
  WC 
House B 
beneath the 
kouloures 
Found with 
pottery 
(dated by 
Evans in 
MMIA) no 
floor 
mentioned 
MMIA  Evans 1935: 
108-9 
Fig. 75 
 
2 Ss Pottery   Red and w with 
b wash relief 
band molded 
with Ss 
SME below   
LMIB NC 
(F/FG) filling 
W of court 
Fine w-
plastered 
building 
with red-
painted floor 
steps  
MMII  Warren 
1980: 498;  
1980-81: 74, 
fig. 2, 3 
 
3 Ss Molded on straight-
sided cup 
Species not  
identified 
by Evans 
(Composit
e 'venus-
pecten') 
At least 2 rows 
of stamped Ss 
at widest point 
Ss in repousse 
relief  
WC 
Kouloura III 
(Evans) Group 
E W 
Polychrome 
Deps (MacG.) 
K 1045 MMIIA  Evans 1935: 
118  
fig. 84a 
Parallel 
from 
Phaistos 
(Evans 1935: 
177, fig. 83) 
Possibly 
made by the 
same stamp 
St No 
Symb
ol 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage 
Bibliograph
y 
Comments 
4 Ss 
(many
) 
N   Trial KV   
(NW of P) 
 MMIIB 150 whole Vs 
parts of 200 
more, frags of a 
stone lamp, of a 
L clay lamp and 
8 smaller and of 
plaster 
'hearths' foetus 
skeleton AB 
Popham et 
al. 1974: 
181-194 
Hearth and 
foetus  
ritual? 
(Popham  
1974: 189) 
(Ss as 
funerary) 
5 Ss N 'thorny oyster' -
spondylus gaederopus 
  WC 
Kouloura II  
refuse fill 
 MMII-III  Evans 1935:  
104  
Fig. 70 
One of many 
species 
found in this 
fill  
(E. 
suggeststhey 
were food 
source) 
6 D/A Pottery 
amphora 
 KW  
w D/A  hanging 
upside down 
from w 
borderline on 
V shoulder  
WC House B? 
 
In rich heap 
in the corner 
of the 
house’s yars 
MMII-III Rare types of 
jugs 
Hogarth & 
Welch 1901: 
80, 86: fig. 
12 
Related to 
foundation 
pit in 
another 
room of the 
same house 
which 
contained 
fine jugs and 
ccs 
7 S Molded in clay (part 
of a larger 
composition) 
‘pecten shell’ 
 Part of a 
marine 
landscape dec 
including rock 
work, limpet 
and crabs 
WC 
In ‘rubbish 
pit’ of 
Kouloura I 
Found with 
‘characterist
ic MMIII 
sherds’ 
MMIII  Evans 1921: 
522 
Fig. 380; 
Evans 1935: 
102 
Fig. 69 
 
 
8 Ss Min bridge-spouted V  In middle zone 
of w spirals on 
rim 3 plastic Ss 
w with b 
streaks along 
ridges central S 
red. 
WC  
E of the 
basements of 
Houses A and 
B (by the HF) 
Pottery 
Group P 
(1035) from 
the 
Basement 
floor deps 
MMIIIA 
(MacGil 
1998) 
MMII-III 
(Evans) 
 MacGillivra
y 1998: 51, 
144, Pl. 154 
fig.1.13; 
Evans 1928: 
371, fig. 206;  
Evans 1921: 
517-19 figs. 
377-8; Evans 
 
St No 
Symb
ol 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage 
Bibliograph
y 
Comments 
1928: 
369, fig. 
206f; Evans 
1935:116, 
fig. 82; 
9 T N   Gypsades, 
'open-air 
sanctuary'  
Poros altar 
and libation 
table 
MMIII-
LMIA 
200 upturned 
ccs on pebble 
floor in PC 
Hood 1957: 
22 fig.7 
Pos related 
to nearby 
buildings 
(House B 
and adjacent 
tomb (see B 
4 Archanes) 
10 D/A 
& Ts 
2 
Pottery 
cup rhyta 
 Starfish 
rockwork 
spray fronds 
SME CRB 
fallen from uf 
to the NC 
Associated 
with 
butchered 
children and 
ccs 
LMIB Same pottery 
group as 3 
pithoi 
containing 
ritual Vs and 
human bones 
with snails/Ss 
Wall et al. 
1986: 344; 
Warren 
1980-1: 86, 
fig.45 
 
11 H/C 
& 8-
S? 
Bronze signet ring Sm Flanked by 2 
tree shrines   
crowned by 
H/C (?)  2 
female 
figuresone in 
the air   
bending the 
tree 
HH A rubbish 
fill above ruins 
of rooms 
behind the 
houses 
Fallen from 
an uf? or 
shelf 
LMIB Egyptian 
scarab (13th 
dynasty-
1750BC) 
Hood 1958: 
19 fig.30 
Humble one-
storeyed 
rooms 
12 8-S Pottery 
tall cup rhyton (rivets 
on the handles 
imitating metalic 
prototypes) 
 In frieze  
alternating 
with helmets or 
bulbous plants 
(squill Urginea 
Maritima) and 
a 'unique 
apotropaic 
face' 
(‘gorgoneion’) 
SME CRB  
Uf collapse fill 
from N area 
37 Vs, 3 
pithoi 
containing 
12 rhyta 
(cups  
2 min. 
baskets min. 
pithos  
amphora 
kantharos) 
LMIB 7 tall cups 
imitating 
metallic only 
one the 8-S dec 
Warren 
1979: 386-7; 
1980-81: 81-
3 figs. 33-4 
Similar 
pithos dep 
containing 
situal Vs in 
SE Treasury 
house 
(Evans 1935: 
138) 
13 8-S Pottery min. amphora 
with internal cone 
suspended from rim  
air-hole in the 
shoulder 
 4 L 8-Ss with 
hide imitation 
surface and 
their straps 
and w dappling 
SME 
CRB  
As above LMIB In the same set 
with the No 1 of 
this table 
Warren 
1979: 386-7; 
1980-81: 81-
3 figs. 35 
As above 
St No 
Symb
ol 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage 
Bibliograph
y 
Comments 
14 8-S? Seal  
2-sided lentoid of 
serpentine 
 Deer naked 
female figure 
embracing 
rock? 
SME Trench Y  LMIB  Warren 
1980: 498 
Could also 
be a boulder 
15 T N   SME  
E half of the 
NC 
 LMIB Dep fallen from 
uf: 2 incense 
burners 
limestone lamp, 
few snails 
2 human bones 
Warren 
1981a: 391 
 
16 T-D/A Pottery  With starfish 
and tricurved 
arch 
SME 
Near 
courtyard 
In debris LMIB With another 2 
MS sherds one 
of which is next  
Mountjoy 
1984; 173 Pl. 
21e 
 
17 T-D/A Pottery 
Rhyton cup 
 With starfish SME 
As above 
As above LMIB As above Mountjoy 
1984: 173 Pl. 
22c 
 
18 T Pottery  
cup 
 Diagonally 
placed, 
inverted with 
rockwork at 
the base 
SME  
RCB 
Fallen from 
upper room 
frags of cup 
in next room 
with ccs 
LMIB Charcoal  
2 bowls 
Wall et al. 
1986: 335, 
pl. 22b 
Associated 
with 
butchered 
children and 
ccs 
19 T Pottery closed   Acropolis 
Houses 
Above LMI 
house –
surface 
sherds 
LMIB  Mountjoy 
1984:174  
fig.18 144 
 
20 T pottery cr  most of T and 
parts of marine 
weeds/corals 
HH  
In 2 rooms  
behind House 
A 
in ash and 
rubbish 
layer 
covering the 
LMIA 
destruction 
layer 
LMIB With other MS 
pottery under 
study including 
2 conical rhyta 
with T 
Mountjoy 
1974: fig. 
2,2; 1984: 
174  
fig. 11, 65 
 
21 Ss few N   SME CRB 
Uf  
collapse fill 
from N area 
Third pithos 
(2 first 
containing 
rhyta) 
contained 
burnt earth  
LMIB L quantity of 
edible snails, a 
few Ss and a 
few bones of 
children, fine 
ritual pottery 
Warren 
1980-81: 83 
E part of the 
upper r79 
lws (from 
box? not 
loom) cultic 
use) - 400 
lws (LB) 
22 D/A Seal rock crystal   SME Trench U In Iron Age 
layer 
LMI-ΙΙ  Warren 
1980: 498; 
1982-3: 81-
83, fig. 67 
 
St No 
Symb
ol 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage 
Bibliograph
y 
Comments 
23 Ss N   SME ‘South 
House’ 
E edge of 
excavation 
(Trench Q) 
Room 
Inside 
doorway 
only 
destruction 
dep with 
finds in 
building  
LMII Glass paste 
cornelian and 
blue frit beads 
ivory inlays and 
bronze stud 
(box?) 
Warren  
1982-3: 65 
Near them 3 
L kylikes (2 
decorated) 
24 D/A Incised  On top surface 
of N block (but 
invisible by 
upper course). 
NW trident on 
the external 
visible   
SΜE Circular 
Platform 2, Sm 
(dancing floor) 
In 2nd use (?) 
Warren 
regard it 
primary 
LMII-III  Warren 
1984: 309-11 
fig.1-2, pl. 
30c-d, 31 
Great 
circular 
building 
bears simple 
marks at its 
foundation 
blocks 
25 H/C Pottery 
Cr 
 Below rim 
band with H/C 
frieze (between  
H/C spray) 
Gypsades  
House A 
On 
LMIIIA2 
floor of 
earlier 
building 
LMIIIA2  Hogarth 
1899-1900: 
73, fig. 16 
 
26 T Pottery cup or bowl  With fish on 
interior spiral? 
On exterior 
SME 50 (PC) LMII-
IIIA 
 Crouwel & 
Morris 1995, 
no. 51 fig. 
4f; Popham 
1994: 100, 
fig. 3c 
 
27 D/A Pottery bowl   SME shrine Deep dep in 
'pit U' 10m 
away from 
shrine 
LMIIIB pottery REF  
28 H/C Stone? 23, 5 cm 
H.  
8, 5 cm W. 
at base 
Between H/C 
raised circular 
disc with holed 
socket 
SME 
shrine 
(N-S axis) the 
H/C pos set 
against the W 
wall 
Pebble floor  
2  incense 
burners n 
front of H/C 
LMIIIB 
(?)  
 Popham 
1970b: 190-4 
fig. 1, Pl. 
46a, 
D/A or a 
branch 
between H/C 
(LP LMIII 
parallels-
sherds) 
 
 
CEMETERIES 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A Incised on the 
pillar of the PC 
 Finely cut 
indicating 
early dating 
Temple 
Tomb 
PC MMIII-LMIA  Evans 
1935:971 fig. 
934 
 
2 H/C Limestone   Temple 
Tomb uf 
 MMIII-LMIA  Evans 
1935:965 
fig.930 
Evans: 
between 2 
columns (and 
not as 
restored)-one 
gypsum base  
found-the 
other 
postulates as 
in a 
bicolumnar 
open-air 
sanctuary 
3 D/A Pottery sherd   Lower 
Gypsades 
In the fill of 
the pit 
formed by 
collapsed 
roof of 
chamber  
LMIB  Catling 1976-
7: 11 
Tomb 
probably  
already 
collapsed 
during its 
construction  
not clear use 
of tomb/ 
pottery  
4 T Pottery sherds  2 of 4 frags 
depict Ts (one 
each)  
rockwork 
seaweeds 
corals 
Lower 
Gypsades 
(possible 
tomb) 
As above LMIB  Catling 1976-
7:11, fig.21; 
Mountjoy 
1984: 174 fig. 
11, 66;  
As above 
5 D/A Incised 
sev  
  Isopata  
Royal Tomb  
On ashlar 
limestone 
walls in sev 
spots 
MMIII-LMII Other MMs Evans 1904: 
104 
On one block 
branch, D/A, 
trident and 
wheel  
6 D/A 4  Bronze 
2 functional  
2 ritual (Alberti 
2009) 
Functional:  
20, 3cm 
l. Ritual:   
Sm (c. 7 cm 
l. 0,1cm th.) 
Another 
one: 18.8cm 
l., 11cm 
 Isopata 
Tomb 2 
'tomb of the 
Double axes', 
cist carved in 
D/A shape in 
tomb 
(tomb 
2 ritual and 
1 functional 
inside the 
grave 
The 2nd 
functional 
was encased 
in the filling 
LMII-LMIIIA1 
(Preston 2007) 
In tomb: silver 
cup frag 
pieces of bull's 
head  rhyton  
word gilded 
studs One ear 
of the rhyton 
in dromos.  
Preston 
2007:266-9, 
fig.8; Evans 
1914: 33-59 
fig. 48, 71; 
Buchholz 
1959: 36 
P. considers 
the Archanes 
Tomb A 
parallel with 
the ritual 
blocking of 
the primary 
burial with a 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
W. of 
wings: 
and traces 
of wood in 
its socket 
dromos: 
20,3cm l. 
with oval 
shaft hole 
(solid cast) 
disturbed 
and re-used) 
of the 
entrance 
duringvv its 
reblocking  
(1, 2m above 
floor level). 
Fine pottery 
(jugs-
amphoras, 
alabastron 
pedestalled 
cup)  brazier 
2 bronze 
knives  
20 arrowheads   
bull's head.  
7 D/A  Architecture 
shape of cist 
Max.l. 2, 
27m. 
Max W. 
1, 08m. 
 Isopata 
Tomb 2 
‘tomb of the 
Double axes’,  
Cist carved 
in D/A shape 
in platform 
found empty 
of burials 
and grave 
goods (only 
2 gold 
beads) 
LMII-LMIIIA1 
(Preston 2007) 
In tomb: silver 
cup frag 
pieces of bull’s 
head rhyton  
sword gilded 
studs One ear 
of the rhyton 
in dromos.  
Fine pottery 
(jugs-
amphoras, 
alabastron, 
pedestalled 
cup)  brazier, 
2 bronze 
knives, 20 
arrowheads   
Preston 
2007:266-9, 
fig.8; Evans 
1914:33-59 
fig. 48, 71 
Preston 
considers the 
Archanes 
Tomb A 
parallel with 
the ritual 
blocking of 
the primary 
burial with a 
bull’s head.  
8 D/A Stand limestone 
socketed 
29cm H. 
14cm W. at 
top  
26cm at 
bottom 
26cm top 
square 
cutting: w. 
0,036, 
depth 
0,06xxx 
Soft w 
limestone 
Shaft grave? 
opposite 
Temple 
Tomb 
No 
burial/finds 
(plundered?) 
Entirely 
filled below 
rock level  
surface with 
Llocal 
limestone 
blocks (sev  
worked)  a 
slab and the 
stand 
LMII? Slabs with 
mms (again 
branch) from 
P in 2nd use as 
covers of shaft 
graves in 
Sanatorium 
tomb 
Hood et al. 
1958-9: 281-4 
fig.1-2, pl. 
66b,e 
Hood: 
D/A stands 
larger/ 
stepped (but 
SEH 
example-also 
plain 
pyramid and 
HHP without 
socket 
9 D/A Seal onyx lentoid  Surmounting 
‘snake frame’ 
of goddess 
flanked by 2 
griffins  
  LMII-IIIA  Hutchinson 
1952:272, fig. 
16, pl. 54c 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
10 S/K Seal serpentine  For Forsdyke 
it is ‘woman 
between snake 
and spear’; 
CMS 
‘undefinable’. 
S/K? -  round 
rendering of 
upper part (not 
usual for 
women) and 
the textile 
impression of 
lower part 
Maurospilio 
Tomb VIIB 
 LMII-III Gold jewellery 
seal (woman 
between spear/ 
snake) stone 
Vs female F 
holding child  
2 cups  
2 min. 
alabastra  
2 jugs disc 
with central 
hole, cups 
sherds 
(including  
LMIII) 
Forsdyke 
1926-7: 263-4 
pl. 
XIX;CMS-
II.4-125-1 
Note that the 
8-S seal was 
also found in 
the same 
burial 
context 
11 8-S Alabaster pyxis 
handles 
 On upper part 
of body 3 8-S 
handles 
Temple 
Tomb 
 LMII-IIIA1  Evans 1935: 
1006 fig. 960; 
Danielidou 
1998 Λ11 
 
12 8-S Pottery 
on neck next to 
handle of stirrup 
V 
  Zapher 
Papoura 
Shaft grave 
no. 68 
 LMII  Evans 
1935:300 fig. 
234a; 
Evans 1906: 
74  
fig. 83 
Metallic 
prototypes? 
8-Ss on 
handles or 
rivet heads 
on Mycenae 
silver rhyton 
(Shaft Grave 
4)- hilt of  
bronze sword 
13 8-S Ivory lid of casket  Central frieze - 
alternating L/ 
Sm 8-S bosses 
and line of Sm 
8-Ss bordering 
lid rim 
Zapher 
Papoura  
'Tomb of the 
Tripod 
Hearth' 
 LMII-IIIA  Evans 
1935:302 fig. 
237 
 
14 8-S Pottery piriform 
jar/jug 
 Frieze of 3 8-Ss 
on the main 
body 
Isopata 
Tomb 7 
Relatively 
poor and 
badly 
preserved 
grave 
LMII-IIIA Mostly pottery 
(cups, goblets 
and few jugs, 
lw  bone inlay 
of handle) 
Evans 
1914:pl.4; 
Preston 2007 
fig. 25 (7.10) 
 
15 8-S Pottery 
(‘polychrome 
goblet’) 
 Central motif 
on one side on 
the other 
Isopata 
(‘D/As 
Tomb) 
Ledge and 
one burial 
LMII 
Evans in LMIA 
(contemporary 
Belonging to 
the burial with 
silver ring, 
Evans 1930: 
309-10  
fig. 198; 
Evans 
considers it 
ritual (also 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
helmet (one of 
2 almost 
identical 
goblets with 
coiled handles) 
with ‘Shield 
fresco’ and AT 
Royal Villa 
contents 
(earliest 
Isopata tomb) 
alabastra, 
goblets and a 
jug 
Evans 1914: 
25-7, fig. 
37a,b 
braziers in 
the tomb). 
Some of the 
grave goods 
are earlier or 
imitate 
earlier than 
the tomb 
artifacts 
16 8-S Pottery   C Isopata 
Tomb 5 
 LMIB-II  Preston 
2007: 191 
Unpblished 
by Evans 
17 8-S Steatite seal 
lentoid 
 2 men holding 
8-Ss 
Maurospilio 
Tomb VIIB 
2nd chamber 
of tomb VII 
 LMII-III As above  Forsdyke 
1926-7: 263-
4, pl. 
XIX;CMS-
II,3-032-1 
 
18 8-S Faience 
ornament/pendant 
  Upper 
Gypsades 
Tomb XIIa 
rectangular 
pit pos a Sm 
shaft grave 
like XII 
No signs of 
burial  but 
some grave 
goods in the 
fill (also pos 
material  
derived 
from  
neighboring 
tomb 
LMIIIA In fill most of 
a plain 
spouted V 
with side-
handle, a glass 
or faience 
bead 
Hood et al. 
1958-9: 197, 
251m no XII 
A.2, fig. 35 
(design), pl. 
59a 
Hood 
regards it an 
amulet 
19 8-S Handles on stone  
(serpentine) L 
  Sellopoulo 
Tomb II 
Rectangular 
chamber 
with 5 
burials all 
disturbed 
except  the 
far right  
Not assigned 
to specific 
burials. The 
tomb 
thoroughly 
plundered 
only few 
contents left 
LMIIIA2-B Goblets  parts 
of  stone Vs 
ornaments of 
glass paste  
gold/ bronze 
knife 
 
Hood 
1957:25, 
pl.2d; Rehak 
1992: 116 
At tomb 
entrance pins 
spindle 
whorls  
lentoid seal 
with 
wounded 
anima 
20 T Glass paste  w glaze with 
purplish bands 
perforated 
Isopata 
Tomb 6 
In the centre 
of the right 
space of the 
tomb 
LMIIIA (Evans 
on similarity of 
double V with 
Zapher 
Papoura 
parallel) 
Polychrome V, 
another glass 
paste shell 
(Trochus), clay 
F, clay bird, 
double V 
gilded sword 
stud, stone 
Evans 1914: 
31  
fig. 43 
Acc. Evans 
the species is 
Nassa or 
Scalaria but 
the shape 
resembles 
clearly the Tl 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
pyxis, gold-
glass paste 
beads 
21 T  
(‘conch’) 
N    Maurospilio 
Tomb VIIB 
2nd chamber 
of tomb VII 
 LMII-III Gold jewellery 
seal with 
woman 
between spear 
and snake, 
stone Vs, 
female F 
holding male 
child.. 
Forsdyke 
1926-7:263-4 
4 pieces  
2 cups, 2 
min. 
alabastra  
2 jugs,  disc 
with central 
hole plain 
cups  pottery 
(including 
LMIII 
sherds) 
22 S 
(cockles) 
Bronze jug  At the base of 
the handle 
Zapher 
Papoura 
‘Chieftain’s 
Grave’ 
Found above 
the 
sepulchral 
slabs 
LMII  Evans 1928: 
636; fig. 400 
Evans 1906: 
53-4, figs 52, 
54 
 
23 S 
(cockle) 
Steatite pendant  g Maurospilio 
Tomb VIIa 
double CT 
 LMII- LMIIIA 
(out of 
resemblance to 
previous S 
from tomb IV) 
Other pendant 
(a bullhead) 
bronze 
jewellery  
knife faience/ 
glass/ 
carnelian 
beads marble  
seal (Hittite)  
steatite gem. 
 whorl 2 
Forsdyke 
1926-7: 260-3 
stone min. 
bowls   2 
braziers 
hollow 
cylindrical 
stand  
pottery 
(including 
LMIII) 
larnakes 
sherds 
24 S n bivalve   Maurospilio 
Tomb XV 
Sm CT 
 LMII-IIIA? Steatite whorl 
beads bronze 
mirror discs 
Forsdyke 
1926-7: 274-5 
 
25 Ss 3 n   Maurospilio 
Tomb XX 
Shaft grave 
with a single 
larnax 
LMII-IIIA larnax 
(containing a 
single whorl) 
ouside: mixed 
with bones 
bronze wire/ 
knife/ 
tweezers, clay 
brazier 
Forsdyke 
1926-7:283 
 
26 S Crystal pendant c. 1 cm l. Smoky Maurospilio  LMII-IIIA LMIII larnax Forsdyke  
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
Tomb IV CT 
with 2 or 3 
chambers 
gold bronze 
faience glass  
semiprecious 
stone beads  
2  cups 
braziers 
sherds 
1926-7: 254-6 
Pl. XVIII15  
fig. 40 
Archanes 
 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 T n L  C Area of 
the Rocks N 
sector 
Under 
surface 
layer 
In centre of area 
just to the E of  
above W of rocks 
EMII Accompanying a 
skull  
Sakellarakis 
1981: 439-440 
Nearby 2 
skulls with L 
AB- teeth  
jug cap cc 
under  2nd 
skull 3 Vs 
2 S n Glycymeris  Perforated C Tholos E  EMII  Panagiotopoulo
s 2002: Taf. 55 J 
33  
 
3 S n Sm  C Area of 
the rocks W 
of B18-19 
Right next to 18-19 
found with a Sm 
pebble 
EMII Torso of CF  
28 blades  
4 chippings of 
obsidian  bronze 
pin 
clay F leg  
2 Sm bone frags 
pieces of coal 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 390 
SE of the 
space 
another sole 
pebble.  
4 S n Sm  C Area of 
the rocks W 
of B18-19 
In the NW area EMII Obsidian blade Sakellarakis 
1980: 390 
 
5 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks 
NW of B18 
and SW of 
tomb Γ 
 EMII CF frag, frags of 
bones, 4 Sm 
bronze frags  3 
frags of worked 
stone  clay lump  
lead frag, 12 Vs 
13 blades  2 
chippings core 
of obsidian    
2 coal pieces  
Sakellarakis 
1980: 399 
In same area 
the largest so 
far CF (in 2 
frags in 2 
different 
sections and 
layers-one 
associated 
with pebbles 
and a b cup 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
few pebbles containing 3 
pebbles 
6 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks 
SW rocky 
area 
Burial between 
sectors A-B lowest 
surface layer 
EMII With animal 
tooth  mixed 
with the bones of 
burials 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 430 
Beaked jug 
on skull of 
burial 
7 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks N 
sector lower 
surface 
layer 
Between the 
exterior corner of rs 
3 and 4 of B5 
EMII Ivory pendant 
(used as seal?) 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 437 
Nearby flint 
frag  tooth of  
L animal 
part of a 
human jaw  
frag of Sm 
larnax  
8 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks 
N sector in 
the centre 
Surface layer EMII 4 teeth of L 
animal with cc  
2 cups  
barbotine jug 
part of worked 
stone and of a 
clay disc 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 438 
 
9 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks N 
sector 
Under 
surface 
layer 
Centre of area 
W and parallel to 
the rocks 
EMII 3 animal teeth, 2 
obsidian blades 
and pieces of  
steatite lopas 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 439 
 
10 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks N 
sector N end 
Under surface layer  EMII Obsidian blade  Sakellarakis 
1981: 442 
Nearby 
human 
bones+ skull 
gold bead  
teapot spout 
11 Ss 4 n   C Area of 
the Rocks to  
S of B5  
Central area under  
burial layer 
EMII 4 Vs,  steatite 
pendant, jug 
squeezed in  
rock  obsidian 
blades, AB bell-
shaped F 
Sakellarakis 
1982: 492-3 
 
12 S n Sm  C Area of 
the Rocks N 
sector N end 
E of W wall 
of r3 of 
tomb 5 
Under surface layer EMII Jug frag, 10 
animal teeth 
obsidian blade 
human F of rock 
crystal (piece of 
another  surface 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 440-1 
 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
layer above it) E 
4 gold sheets 
gold bead 
13 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks  
N sector 
central area 
‘In deeper layer’ 
towards S of sector? 
(ns)  
EMII 2 skulls in frags, 
2 intact ccs, 
double V jug,  
lopas, pithos 
with burial  
Sakellarakis 
1981: 444-5 
Piece of 
green steatite  
2 obsidian 
blades 
human-AB-
teeth, bell-
shaped F 
14 S N   C Area of 
the Rocks  
N sector S 
area 
In deeper layer  EMII Stone V handle 
fine pottery 3 
obsidian blades,  
skull  2 ccs,  
green steatite V  
2 Sm jugs, CF 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 445 
 
15 Ss 2 n   C Area of 
the Rocks to 
the S of B 5  
SW section 
Burial with skull 
and few bones 
preserved 
EMII Cc with ring 
base cylindrical 
cup,  Sm jug 
with bands 
Sakellarakis 
1982: 482-3 
Many L 
animal teeth 
horns bones 
(funerary 
sacrifice?) 
16 Ss N  ns C Area of 
the Rocks 
W of  
B 18 
At its SE pos 
depositional area 
from Tholos C 
clearances 
EMIII L number of 
obsidian blades, 
many bones  
human jaw 
Sakellarakis 
1978: 321; 
1983: 134-5 
W of B18 
rich in CFs 
obsidian 
blades 
human bones 
-teeth  
17 S n  ns C Tholos Γ 
larnax no.8 
Sev larnakes all 
empty (except of S) 
outside 24 skulls 
with  very rich 
goods but no Ss) 
EMIII Few sherds 
stone V handle 
Sakellarakis 
1972: 330 (ns by 
Papadatos 
2005) 
Larnax no.4 
– Fs precious 
objects but 
no Ss  
(pebbles) 
18 S n  ns C Tholos Γ In collapsed dome 
(surface soil) 
EMIII Stone discoid 
whorl, teeth-  
jaw of animal 
Sakellarakis 
1972: 328 
 
19 Ss n  ns C Tholos Γ 
Dromos   E 
part   
Beneath base of 
larnax with human 
bones  
EMIII-
MMIA 
Sherds Sakellarakis 
1973: 180; 
Papadatos 
2005: 12 
 
20 Ss 80 n Sm See fig. 179b C Tholos Γ 
Dromos W 
part 
beneath 
Ss in upturned 
double V 
Complementary? 
To secondary burial  
EMIII-
MMIA 
Burial: female 
skull, a child’s 
tooth upturned 
goblet 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 180; 
Papadatos 
2005: 12 
 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
foundation 
of N wall 
(beneath opposite S 
wall) 
containing 
animal teeth 
21 H/C Pottery  
globular L-
handled cup 
with raised 
spout 
 On rim 
molded row of 
5 plastic H/C 
unpainted 
contrasting the 
b rest of V 
C Area of 
the Rocks S 
of r3 of B 5  
centre of N 
sector  
Under  surface 
layer 
EMII 
(MMIA acc.  
S&S 546) 
Nearby 2 human 
skulls core and a 
blade of 
obsidian 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 442 table 
265a; S&S 
1997: 546, fig. 
546 (bottom 
left), 550 
 
22 Ss n   C   B6 
Ossuary 
PK I: 296; PK III: 
197 
EMIII-
MMIA 
196 skulls   few 
stone Vs bronzes  
ivory pendants     
16 seals (14 of 
ivory 
some with 
hieroglyphs) fly 
model 
Sakellarakis  
1966b: 412 
Scarab 14 
sided prism  
seal  
2 sheepbell 
Fs 
23 Ss 30 n  ns C     B6 
(ossuary) 
Rs 1, 3 
196 skulls (without 
other bones) and 2 
larnakes inside each 
other (burial 
clearances?) 
EMII-
MMIA (see 
Soles 1992: 
142-3) 
> 70 clay Vs  
2 stone Vs  
2 bronze cutters 
Sakellarakis  
1967b; 1992: 98 
Few AB-
teeth  
(funerary 
meals or 
offerings to 
the dead like 
the Ss) 
24 S n   C Area of 
the Rocks  
S of B5  
SW section 
Burial  E of 
previous no.71 with 
skull 
MM? (on 
pottery of 
area) 
Animal tooth  
4 ccs with ring 
base 
Jug, one-
handled 
globular cup 
Sakellarakis 
1982: 483 
Pos animal 
sacrifice 
related to 
burial 
25 S n fossil   C Area of 
the Rocks N 
of the E end 
of path to 
Tomb 6 
Surface layer MM? (on 
nearby 
tumbler) 
Human tooth 
part of  skull+2 
frags of bones 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 390-1 
 
26 Ss 2 n  ns C B6  
r6 (N room) 
On L flat stone 
(NW corner) in a 
row with 2 inverted 
cups and a sheep 
bell 
MMIA 5 skulls with few 
Vs, few bones. 
Inside one skull 
2 Sm w plaster 
pieces  some 
orange  ones 
round it  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 170-1 
 
27 Ss 8 n  ns C B7  
in front of 
Burial outside  
larnakes in the C-W  
MMIA Next to  6 skulls 
4 obsidian 
Sakellarakis 
1967a: 156; 
Sealing 
(animal)   
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
entrance to 
Tholos B  
part of room blades  plaster 
frags, 2  min. Vs  
stone jar frag, 
bronze tweezers  
61 beads from 2 
necklaces 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 96 
3 seals, male 
F with arms 
below the 
breast 
Cycladic 
eastern 
influences) 
28 S n   C B7 room 
under  later 
Tholos B 
Crypt 
Bone deps on the 
paved floor 
MMIA Skull with 2 gold 
cut-outs thin 
gold band ivory 
seal 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 97 
 
29 Ss 70+ n   C B7 E 
room in 
front of 
Tholos B 
stairway 
With the largest con 
of skulls found in 
tomb 
MMIA 4 ivory seals 11 
rock crystal and 
carnelian beads 
of necklace 
Sakellarakis 
1967a: 155-6 
Larnakes 
very poor 
30 Ss sev n   C B7  
E room in 
front of 
Tholos B 
stairway 
Burial layer 
with 6 
larnakes  
Bone deps and 15 
skulls in between 
them especially to 
NE where Ss 
(larnakes had 14) 
MMIA with skulls but 
scattered 
obsidian blade 
handless cup 
and bronze 
dagger 
Sakellarakis 
1967a: 154-5 
Larnakes 
poorly 
furnished 
31 Ss 16 n  2 perforated C B7  
r under 
later Tholos 
stairway 
15 skulls on natural 
rock with many 
bones 
MMIA Disc-like whorl  
4 spherical 
amethyst beads  
cc,  wbt 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 97 
 
32 Ss 8 n necklace (at 
least one) 
 One 
suspension 
hole each 
C B18 In one of 3 S rs 
which contained 18 
burials 
MMIA No other grave 
goods 
Adjacent burials 
ivory pendant  
sealing  seal and 
beads  min. Vs 
Sakellarakis 
1992:   122; 
1989: 317 
 
33 Ss n belonging 
to necklace 
 Part of same  
necklace 
incised wbt 
C B18 
One of 3 S 
rs 
One of  3 necklaces 
in lowest MMI 
layer with various 
burials  
MMI 3 necklaces: 
steatite and 
faience beads 
ivory and 
steatite pendants 
Sakellarakis 
1989: 318 
 
34 Ss 3 n   C space 
between 
burial B8 
and 9 in the 
7 burials in 2-3 
larnakes 
MMIA 2 obsidian 
blades  
animal/shark  
tooth belonged 
Sakellarakis 
1982: 499 
There were 
another 8 
burials in 
larnakes in 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
most recent 
of the 2 
layers 
to one of the 
burials 
the same 
area 
35 Ss 7 n from 
necklace 
 They have one 
suspension 
hole each 
C B9  
in burial of 
the 2nd layer 
Burial in the 2nd 
layer 
MMIA Meteorite bead  
(from same 
necklace?) with  
ivory handle of 
an unknown 
object 
Sakellarakis 
1989: 319 
In third 
layer also 
necklaces 
(mostly  
steatite and 
semiprecious 
beads  
36 Ss 12 n   They have one 
suspension 
hole each 
C B9 
Burial in 2nd 
layer 
W of a pithoid V 
containing a child 
burial with 4 Vs 
and a clay seistron  
MMIA  Sakellarakis 
1989: 320 
Mentioned 
as streidia- 
but on photo 
they are like 
coweries 
37 Ss 3 n  ns C B9 
space SE of 
r2 
E of the inclined 
floor a destroyed 
burial  
MMI  Sakellarakis 
1973: 186 
 
38 Ss n  ns C B9 r1a 
(ossuary) 
49 skulls carefully 
deposited next to 
each other few 
bones  
MMI Sm and min. Vs, 
jugs, cups 4 min. 
bull Fs 2 bull 
rhyta  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 182-3 
 
39 S n  ns C B9 r1b Almost empty 
pithos and larnax 
(burials taken to 
adjacent ossuary) 
MMI In larnax very 
few bones  
In pithos 2 teeth 
the S  and few 
pebbles 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 183 
Outside  
larnax and 
pithos  more 
skulls and 
female F  
40 Ss n  ns C B9  
r2 
Later layer of the 3 
very disturbed 
contained 3 
larnakes 
MMI In room w 
plaster  ivory 
duck pendant  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 184 
 
41 Ss 3 n  ns C B9    r2 Earlier layer with 4 
larnakes 
MMI In E larnax   2 
burials  (only the 
3 Ss) 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 184-5 
 
42 Ss n  ns C B9    r2 Earlier layer with 4 
larnakes 
 In S larnax  Ss/ 
pebbles  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 184-5 
 
43 Ss n  ns C B9  r2 Burials outside  
larnakes between  N 
larnax and N wall 5 
skulls pos of 
secondary burial 
MMI Pieces of plaster Sakellarakis 
1973: 185 
 
44 Ss 2 n  ns C B9 r2 Burials outside MMI Ivory seal  Sakellarakis  
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
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larnakes at  S end 
of W wall 2 more 
skulls 
steatite bead 
obsidian 
chipping 
1973: 185 
45 Ss 11 n  ns C B9 
space S of 
r2  
open area  
In Sm niche at S 
wall Sm pit (7 
skulls- long bones) 
MMI Min. pithoid and 
the Ss 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 185 
 
46 Ss n  ns C B9 
space SE of 
r2  
in S room in larnax  
SW corner 2 burials  
MMI  Sakellarakis 
1973: 186 
 
47 Ss n  ns C B9 
space SE of  
r2 
Spread in space 
with bones 
in S room in NW 
corner opposite 
larnax bone heap (6 
skulls) 
MMI Min. jug pieces 
of  basin in NW 
corner,  animal 
teeth in SW 
corner  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 186 
 
48 S n  ns C B12  
(ossuary) 
E of the 
dividing 
wall 
2 burials (NW-15 
skulls and SE-20 
skulls) 
MMIA SE: the S 3 parts 
of obsidian 
animal tooth  
thin gold ccs 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 175-6 
NW burial: 
alabastron, 
cc parts of 
steatite V  
part of  
obsidian 
blade, 2  
animal teeth   
49 S n  ns C B12 
(ossuary) 
E of 
dividing 
wall 
2 burials (NW-15 
skulls and SE-20 
skulls) - and one of 
pots 
MMIA Cups jugs 
golden sheet   2 
frags of obsidian 
blades chipping 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 175 
6 frags of 
animal teeth  
only one 
skull 
50 S n  ns C B8 r1  MMIA Bronze sheets 
(one from knife 
point)  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 177-8 
Part of green 
steatite V 
orange 
plaster frags 
51 S n  ns C B8 r1 Related to  14 
burials most of 
which along N wall 
bench (with only an 
upturned 
fruitstand) 
MMIA Bronze sheet  w- 
orange  plaster  
frags of AB- 
teeth   
Sakellarakis 
1973: 178 
 
52 S n  ns C B8 r1 
deeper than 
no.99 
Above in SW 
corner burial 
enclosed by stones 
MMIA Inverted cc Sakellarakis 
1973: 178 
Another 
burial in 
tomb cc 
attached to  
St 
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l 
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front of skull 
and obsidian 
blade 
53 S n  ns C B8  
r2 
In filling under 
surface layer 
MMIA 2 ccs inverted 
orange plaster  
Sakellarakis 
1973: 178 
 
54 Ss 8 n  ns C B13  
r2 
Next to few Sm 
bones perhaps of 
child burial 
MMIA Golden sheet in 
shape of a bird. 
E part of  room  
obsidian blade/ 
chipping 
Sakellarakis 
1973: 186-7 
 
55 Ss 31 n  ns  
2 were 
perforated 
C B5 r7 
only 
accessible 
from W 
very Sm 
Full of secondary 
burials on stone 
slabs on top of each 
other (very 
disturbed)  
MMIA-B Pottery 
rock crystal 
bead  
obsidian blade 
Ss scattered in 
room 
Sakellarakis 
1972: 321-2 
2 Ss in a V 
(number of 
skulls ns) 
56 Ss 15 n  ns 
some 
perforated 
C B5 r8 
larnakes 
disturbed 
depositions  
along S 
wall-centre 
later layer 
More than 5 
larnakes -2 burial 
pithoi burials in 
and out of  larnakes  
MMIA-B Ss next to one of  
30 (S wall) 
Nearby  long 
schist whetstone 
Sakellarakis 
1972: 323-4 
 
57 Ss 10+ n  ns C B5 r8 
later phase 
 MMIA-B 2 jugs, cc with 
ring base part of 
a clay V cover 
stone V base, leg 
of animal F seal 
Sakellarakis 
1972: 324 
Ivory sword 
pommel 2 
ivory 
pendants, 
cores- blades 
of obsidian 
parts of 
animal teeth  
painted 
plaster 
58 Ss n  ns C B5 r8 
older phase 
(with few 
larnakes 
compared 
to later 
phase)  
 MMIA-B In Vs 
With sherds 
70 Vs mostly 
lopades jugs ccs, 
11 skulls few 
mixed bones 
some jar burials  
Sakellarakis 
1972: 325 
On top of 
one skull cc  
under 
another  
steatite bead 
bronze sheet 
obsidian 
blade, 2 seals  
59 Ss 
many 
n  ns C B5 r8β 
earlier layer 
2 larnakes 
containing equal 
MMIA-B Under it 2 min. 
Vs and Ss  
Sakellarakis 
1972: 326-7 
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burials but no grave 
goods only 1 S in E 
larnax.  
Under its NE 
corner clay bull 
rhyton (painted 
details) 
60 Ss N   C B19 
upper of 2 
layers 
which 
contained 
mostly 
children's 
jar burials 
and 
larnakes 
Burial ns found 
with skull and 
bones Smaller Vs 
necklace beads 
animal  bones 
MMIA-B Offerings in 
layer:  137 pots, 
3 stone Vs, 2 
silver rings 
bronzes 25 
beads 12 
obsidian blades  
Sakellarakis 
1992: 123-6 
Consumptio
n as food 
association 
with children 
61 Ss 
100+ 
N   C B19 Unlike upper layer  
lower one had 
mainly adult burials 
(105 burials) and 
less Vs but richer in 
precious finds 
MMIA-B Fs amulets seals, 
some made of 
ivory a gold 
band 26 
obsidian blades. 
16 ivory, bone 
rock crystal 
faience steatite 
beads animal-
bird bones 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 126 
Note the 
equal 
number of 
burials-Ss 
and the same 
pattern with 
the upper 
layer as 
found with 
animal and 
bird bones 
despite the 
difference in 
age and 
wealth 
criteria 
62 D/A Steatite seal  Incised on the 
other side 
cross 
C Tholos E 
Upper layer 
Mixed burials MMIA  Panagiotopoulo
s 2002: Taf. 71, 
E 14a-b 
 
63 H/C-
D/A 
Pottery 
kernos with 
holes in 
shape of the 
symbols 
L 3 
communicatin
g Vs 
(barbotine & 
polychrome) 
Tall cylindrical 
perforated 
base in shape 
of D/As-H/Cs- 
incurved altars 
C Tholos B 
blind 
passage NE 
of  B 6 
under  
paved area 
and  wall 
dividing B 6 
from Tholos 
B 
Dump with 
succession of deps 
Pottery fill (300 
pots)  
MMIA 
(d.o.l. and  
polychrome
) ‘early 
pottery’ 
Another ritual V 
(composite)   
Sakellarakis 
1997: 403-4, fig. 
346 bottom 
right end, 361 
Unique 
object 
St 
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64 S N  ns C  
Tholos B 
NW annex 
r10 
Disturbed burial on 
ground near S wall 
(many larnakes but 
burial outside) 
MMI-III Frags of 3 seals 
w/red plaster 
frags  
in skeleton’s 
hands steatite 
seal. 
Sakellarakis 
1966a: 176; 
1983: 96 
In same 
area: at least 
3 surface 
burials with 
an ivory seal 
(hieroglyphs) 
between 
fingers 
65 Ss N  ns C Tholos B 
PC (good 
masonry 
painted 
plastered 
walls, 
griffin gold 
ring steatite 
ring  (bull's 
head) 
uf undisturbed 
context mixed with 
human remain rich 
grave offerings 
(silver pin with 
Linear A 
inscription) 
MMI-III AB, part of 
bronze V, 8 
parts of obsidian 
blades, part of  
w stone ring  
b steatite bead 
Sm part of a 
gold sheet 
Sakellarakis 
1966a: 177; 
1967: 152;  
1983: 94-5 
Nearby 
pieces of 
human 
bones- teeth  
Sm part of 
skull (from 
disturbed 
larnax 
burials from 
the uf) 
66 Ss N  ns C B3  
(annex to 
Tholos B) 
NW room 
Upper layer very 
disturbed 
finds mixed with 
frags of 3 larnakes, 
frags of bones-teeth 
MMII-
LMIII 
As above Sakellarakis 
1966a: 180-2; 
1983: 108 
As above 
67 Ss N  ns C B3 
Tholos B 
N rs 
Filling 
Lower layer of W 
and central room 
mixed with L 
numbers of broken 
larnakes bones- 
teeth 
MMII-
LMIII 
Painted 
plastered pieces 
frags of ivories 
and bronzes 
bronze nails Sm 
parts of schist 
plaques 
Sakellarakis 
1966a: 182; 
1983: 110-2 
Ss were 
found in 
other spaces 
of Tholos B  
68 D/A Incised on 
porous base 
stone block 
 With shaft TG  
r10 
Shrine assemblage 
fallen from uf 
Upper layer of r10 
ground-floor dep  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Many sherds 
bull-animal Fs 
part of a b 
steatite lamp 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 38 
 
69 H/C Clay Sm  Tn 
Troullos  
SW of main 
building 
E sector 
Space 16 
In the lowest of a 
series of layers  
MMIII-
LMIA 
6 ccs, clay 
animal F  plaster 
frags obsidian 
core frag mortar 
sherds (bands-1 
FS) 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 368-9 
 
70 H/C Porous stone Sm  Troullos  
E of NE 
main 
Minoan  layer  MMIII-
LMIA 
lws grinder  
bronze sheet 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 371 
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excavation 
71 H/C Stone porous  On its sides 
incised MMs 
(2 branches -1  
trident) 
Similar marks  
on wall of 
room 
'Palace' 
‘Theatral 
Area’ paved 
area with 
walkway 
Originally 
pos 
crowning 
altar 
Probably reused 
later in wall (mms 
on both sides, 
plaster on one-the 
exterior?)  
MMIII-
LMIA 
In the channel 
next to the 
walkway were 
found plain ccs 
Lembessi1976; 
350, Design. 1, 
Design.1 III, 
Table 273b; 
S&S 1997: 122 
Open area 
suitable for 
public 
gatherings 
72 8-S Golden cut-
out sheet 
 2 8-Ss (in 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 110 only 
one is 
mentioned) 
C B3 
Tholos B 
Central   
N r 
Under remains of a 
removed larnax  
MMIII-
LMIA 
(MMII-
LMIII 
LMIIIA 
(Dan 1999: 
219) 
Frags of bronze 
V and nail  
Sakellarakis 
1966a: 183, fig. 
153b;   1983: 
110; Danielidou 
1998: M11 
The metallic 
parallel from 
Mycenae 
shaft graves 
rather 
support an 
early date 
73 T? Clay  Piece with 
ridged surface 
TG s 
Space 17  
2nd layer MMIII-
LMIA 
As above Sakellarakis 
1983: 405-6 
As above 
74 T N   TG trench 
Δ4  
SW of 1964 
excavation 
NW corner of 
trench 5th layer  
where first 
architectural 
remains appeared 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Spread  AB 
(many burnt)- 
teeth- Ss bronze 
bead bone object 
rock crystal 
piece   
Sakellarakis 
1978: 318-9 
Burnt wood  
2 possible 
bull Fs  
part of stone 
V/ rhyton 
seal 
75 T N   TG  
Space 18 
(2nd LMIA 
layer, third) 
W of wall K LMIA Jugs, spouted 
Vs, fruitstands  
amphoras, cps 
incense pot  ccs,  
obsidian 
chippings 
grinder,  lw, 
stone V frag  
Sakellarakis 
1981: 414 
In space 18 
rich painted 
plaster  
76 T N   Troullos  
W sector W 
of Minoan 
wall A 
In the space S of the 
1978 trench  in the 
centre of the W part 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Part of rhyton 
pebbles, 2  stone 
Vs frags 
marble chipping 
cylix blue frit 
sherds (1 FS) 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 380 
 
77 Ss N  Streidia TG As 
above 
As above MMIII-
LMIA 
As above Sakellarakis 
1978: 318-9 
As above 
78 Ss N  ns TG  
Space 18  
Only part of this 
space without 
LMIA Sm Vs, 2 
obsidian blades 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 413 
In area: 
Ccs, fine 
St 
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(1st LMIA 
layer (2nd) 
stones painted plaster 
pieces 2 grinders 
2 mortars  
pottery 
FS+spiral 
little coarse 
79 S N   TG space 17 
2nd layer 
Evidence 
for stone 
workshop 
 MMIII-
LMIA 
Worked stone 
pieces, parts of 
stone Vs (and of 
sword pommel) 
saw 
grinders/mortar
s 
stalactite needles  
obsidian blades  
chippings/cores 
burnt glass paste 
bronze/gold 
sheets   
Sakellarakis 
1983: 405-6 
Part of a 
bell-shaped 
F sealing on 
pithos 
handle leg of 
a clay tripod 
altar 37  ccs, 
4 min. Vs 
(fruitstands, 
jugs pithoi 
strainers 2 
ccs)  
80 S Steatite 
pendant 
 Incised like N 
S 
Troullos  
W sector W 
of Minoan 
wall A 
1st layer SW corner 
lots of Sm stones  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Lws (common in 
this layer across 
the area) 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 379 
Table. 218a 
 
81 Ss N (streidia)   Troullos  
W sector 
As above 
As above MMIII-
LMIA 
 
 
As above Sakellarakis 
1980: 380 
 
82 Ss Fresco relief 
plaster part 
of wall min. 
marinescape 
2 w Ss 
max.l. 
0,09m 
 TG 
Space 19 
(uf) 
Not in the 
industrial 
context 
(elaborate 
marble and 
pebble 
floor) 
 LMIA 
(see S&S 
1997: 492) 
2 min. ccs 
containing (1)a 
gold cut-out) 2) 
animal horn, 
goat and 
braided human 
Fs 
painted  tripod 
altar 
690 ccs    
2 flower pots  
2 buckets jugs  
3 cps  
2 amphoras 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 45; 1983: 
411-414; S&S 
1997: 501-2, 
figs. 491, 493 
On E wall a 
fallen block 
bore a 
trident MM 
83 S N   C space E of 
B 9 
Area  disturbed 
material mixed with 
later intrusions 
LMIA Sherds of ccs 
few larnakes 
pieces, very few 
bones stone Vs 
grinder  
Sakellarakis 
1982: 499-500 
 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
2 blades  
obsidian 
chipping  w 
plaster 
84 D/A 2 Stand porous 
stone 
pyramidal 
  TG  
Space 17 (or 
from uf) 
Aligned with N-S 
axis of  room 
To W  clay tray 
with the skull of 
animal to E stone 
altar with AB in  
central cavity  
LMIB N: stone pyxi, 
fruitstands ccs, 
upper part of 
human F 
S: jugs 
fruitstands  
2 animal skulls 
and bovine F 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 44; S&S 
1997: 108 
In between 
at least 6 
gold-ivory Fs 
with pebbles/ 
Ss  
MS 
85 D/A Stand porous 
stone 
pyramidal 
Base 
dimension
s 42 cm X 
35,5 cm 
 TG 
Courtyard 
11 
'Exedra'  
SE corner   perhaps 
on paved area of 
structure.  
LMIB 2 attached 
rectangular and 
stepped altars in 
N extension of  
'exedra'  
Sakellarakis 
1992: 40; 1983: 
380, 384-5; S&S 
1997: 102-3 
Altars and  
'exedra' are 
linked to  
long drain 
running N of 
altar into 
Courtyard 
11 
86 D/A Pottery 
amphora 
 Vertical  
arrangement 
(unique) of 
D/As on 
shoulder 
TG  
Space 4 
Immediately 
beyond entrance to 
room another  2 
amphoras and an 
incense burner 
LMIB Rich fine pottery 
In NE corner  
stepped 
plastered  
pedestal-Sm clay 
animal F 
Sakellarakis 
1989:  
316; S & S 
1997: 88-9 
 
87 D/A 1? Pottery sherd   TG  
Space 17 
 Fallen from 
uf 
 LMIB 2 grinders  
5 stalactite 
needles part of a 
mortar part of L 
steatite V 
Sakellarakis 
1983: 402-3 
 
88 D/A-
S/K 
Pottery one-
handled cup 
 Frieze of 
repeated D/A-
S/K motifs  
divided by 
stars 
TG  
Space 17 
Fallen from 
uf (?) 
Found with the 2 
D/A stands 
LMIB As above Sakellarakis 
1992: fig. 32; 
S&S 1997: 107-
110 
As above 
89 D/A-
S/K 
Pottery sherd   TG 
Space 17 
Main W part of  
area same level as 
no.46 
LMIB 1 glob. Cup, 2 
ccs grinder  part 
of a steatite table 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 383-4 
Most sherds 
MS, FS 
90 D/A-
S/K 
Pottery sherd   TG 
Space 17 
In the central and 
W part of the area 
LMIB Steatite off. table  
jug piece of red 
plaster and of 
gypsum 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 383 
Common 
motif on 
cups  jugs 
and middle-
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
sized Vs (also 
spirals, 
bands ripple) 
91 H/C 2 Plaster   TG  
Space 10 
uf  
N section of divided 
room facing portico 
20 
shrine assemblage 
fallen from uf  
found in upper 
layer of r10 
LMIΒ L stone 
sacrificial altar 
about 30 tripod 
plaster off.tables 
lentoid seal 
(bull).  
Veined marble 
and red plaster 
linings 
decorated the 
upper floor 
Sakellarakis 
1965: 560, figs. 
706 b-c; 1979: 
334-5; 1992: 38-
9; 
Slightly 
higher layer 
AB 
(sacrifices? 
Altar known 
from 
sacrifice 
iconography) 
92 H/C Porous stone   TG 
Space 12 
Fallen from uf of r 
10 
LMIB Animal Fs 
seated human F 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 41 
Alternatively 
fallen from 
altar (Area 
12) 
93 H/C Stone porous   TG 
Space 16 
Fallen from uf and 
related to areas 17-
17a 
LMIB Fine pottery 
cups,  piece of 
gold leaf 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 42 
The area was 
adorned with 
coloured 
plaster 
94 8-S Pottery L 
one-handled 
cup 
 Frieze of  
8-Ss hanging 
from rope or 
wire and 
divided by 
rock motifs 
TG  
Space17 
Found with the 2 
D/A stands 
LMIB Stone pyxis 
around N stand 
To W  clay tray 
with animal 
skull  
To E stone altar 
with AB in  
central cavity  
S stand 
surrounded by 2 
animal skulls 
and bull F 
Sakellarakis 
1992: fig. 32 
Between 
stands at 
least 6 ivory-
gold Fs  
(fallen from 
uf) with 
pebbles/Ss 
and MS  
95 8-S Pottery sherd 
(one or more) 
  TG 
Space 17 
2, 45m from the 
ground (Minoan 
level) 
LMIB  Sakellarakis 
1980: 383 
 
96 8-S Pottery 
sherds 
  TG 
Space 19 
 LMIB Together with 
MS 
Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 40 
 
97 8-S Pottery 
globular cup 
 Anemonas and  
8-Ss 
TG 
Space 21 
Staircase leading to 
22 and S spaces 
LMIB Fs (parts of the 
ivory group) seal 
(lion) clay object 
(gorgo-like 
Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 41, fig. 
28; Sakellarakis 
1992: 48 
Assemblages 
similar to 
those found 
in 17 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
motif) fine MS 
and FS 
98 T n   TG  
Space 17 
In NE corner LMIB Lapiz lazuli 
piece  rhyton 
worked steatite  
obsidian blade w 
or red plaster 
pieces 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 426; S&S 
1997: 109 
 
99 T/S? 
(conch) 
n   TG 
Space 17 
S wall LMIB It contained as 
recipient 
upturned cups 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 44 
 
10
0 
T n   TG  
Space 10 
Inside veined 
marble jug-like V in 
the centre of the 
ground floor 
LMIB Bronze chisel  
marble pestle  
Sakellarakis 
1992: 38-39; 
S&S 1997: 103 
S.: to invoke  
deity but 
channel  on 
floor might 
indicate  
libation use 
10
1 
T n   TG  
Courtyard 
11 'exedra' 
Found on the 
'exedra' 
LMIB Part of a stone 
libation table 
AB, frag of  
stone V and 40 
ccs 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 38; S&S 
1997: 103 
Similar to 
one in r10 
10
2 
T n iridiscent   TG 
Space 19 
continuatio
n of LMIA 
layer 
 LMIB 2 grinders part 
of  pyxis stone 
(pyxis) cover  
part of lw, Sm 
murex  golden 
leaf in cc  
obsidian blade  
Sakellarakis 
1983: 409 
298 ccs, 
other cups 
flower pot, 
jugs bucket, 
discs  
painted 
plaster (veg 
motifs) 
10
3 
T n   TG 
Space 18 
From room or uf 
area 
communicating 
with 19 
LMIB Incense pots 
MS-FS, stone 
rhyton frescoes 
(women with 
blue dresses?) 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 45 
 
10
4 
T n   TG  
Space 33 
Upper layer 
SW corner 
Pos stone 
workshop 
(unworked 
stone 
uf  also painted with 
frescoes and seemed 
to have been a 
luxurious space of 
unknown use 
LMIB Wbt, part of lw 
and of clay pipe, 
very few AB and 
worked pieces of 
stone pos 
Sakellarakis 
1984: 264-5 
 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
pieces) 
10
5 
T Pottery sherd   TG  
W sector W 
of Minoan 
wall A 
In the SW part of 
the area 
LMIB Red plaster  Sm 
lopas  
4 ccs         2 
grinders 2 
obsidian blades 
sherds MS-FS 
Sakellarakis 
1980: 382 Table 
220 
 
10
6 
T Pottery sherd  Octopus TG 
Space 18 
High in the SW 
corner 
LMIB  Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 39, fig. 
23-48;   
 
10
7 
T Pottery sherd  Octopi and 
rock 
TG 
Space 19 
NW corner LMIB  Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 40 
 
10
8 
T Pottery sherd 
of fine closed 
V 
 Octopus and 
rock 
TG 
Space 21 
Staircase leading to 
22 and S spaces 
LMIB Fs parts of the 
ivory group  seal 
(lion) clay object 
with a gorgo-like 
motif 
important MS 
and FS 
Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 41, fig. 
27; 1992: 48 
Assemblages 
are similar to 
those found 
in 17 
10
9 
T Pottery sherd 
of fine V 
 Anemona TG 
Space 22 
 LMIB  Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 41 fig. 
30 
 
11
0 
T Pottery cr?  Rocks and 
corals 
TG 
Space 22 
 LMIB  Sakellaraki 
1988-89: 41 fig. 
30 
 
11
1 
Ss 2 n streidia   TG space 17  
1st layer on 
the fallen 
floor  under 
layer of 
1982 
excavation  
Found in the dep of 
the 2 D/A stands 
LMIB 2 grinders  
5 stalactite 
needles  
part of mortar 
part of L steatite 
V  
Sakellarakis 
1983: 402-3 
2 Sm 
obsidian 
blades parts 
of cores  
2 bronze 
pins 4 ccs, 
jugs 
Fine-coarse 
ware 
11
2 
S n Sm  TG space 17 
extension to 
S end of 
new trench 
(intense 
traces of 
fire) 
Evidence for 
heavily decorated 
walls 
4 ivory Fs stone 
altar with cavity 
LMIB Pottery fallen 
from uf (?)  
5 obsidian 
blades, pieces of 
stone Vs  stone 
tool worked  
unworked 
steatite  
Sm clay plaque 
Sakellarakis 
1982: 520 
Many AB-
teeth 
(sacrifice?) 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
11
3 
S n   TG Court 
11  
A sector S 
of r3 
entrance 
removal of 
Minoan 
layer S of 
pipe 
Between  entrance 3 
closed with 
incurved altars and 
the ‘exedra’ 
LMIB L piece of stone 
V  of b stone 
lamp of red 
marble  of green 
worked steatite  
Sakellarakis 
1983: 379 
Clay whorl 
Sm animal F 
(perhaps ox)  
3 obsidian 
blades, 
sherds (ccs, 
other cups, 
jugs  
cps) 
11
4 
Ss n  ns TG  
Space 18 
upper layer 
(LMIB) 
ccs around  centre 
of space  
LMIB Coarse and fine 
pottery (MS) 
obsidian 
chippings rock 
crystal  inlay 
with coal -burnt 
wood 
Sakellarakis 
1981: 412 
Cups 
scattered in 
room fallen 
as from 
stacks 
No AB 
recorded 
11
5 
Ss n?   TG  
Space19 
Industrial activity 
in S section of uf  
LMIB lws, ccs in piles  
pigments 
mortars pestles 
obsidian blades 
(industrial use?) 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 45 
This is the 
final phase/ 
use of  room 
different 
from other 
areas or  
other periods 
11
6 
S Fossil n 
ahivada 
  TG  
Space 17  
1st layer on 
the fallen 
floor  under  
layer of 
1982 
excavation  
 LMIB 2 grinders  
5 stalactite 
needles part of a 
mortar part of  
Lsteatite V  
Sakellarakis 
1983: 402-3 
2 Sm 
obsidian 
blades parts 
of cores  
2 bronze 
pins 4 ccs, 
fine and 
coarse 
pottery   
11
7 
H/C Clay   C Tholos B 
animal 
sacrifice 
context  
Beheadings of dogs 
on the outside 
barrier  blocking 
the dromos crab 
pincers  
LMIIIA 
(last period 
of usage of 
burial 
complex) 
On the inside 
there were more 
animal sacrifices 
of pig, dog 
rabbit bones and 
wild bore tusks 
S&S 1983: 91 
fig.66 
 
11
8 
H/C Larnax dec   C Tholos A  
pit 
Rectangular pit at S 
section of tomb 
floor in front of the 
side-chamber 
entrance 
LMIIIA Larnax empty 
and broken 
(from looting?) 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 75-6; S&S 
1997: 478-9 
All other 
burial 
remains had 
been 
removed 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
11
9 
8-S Ivory Sm 
ornament 
Parts of 25 
ivory objects 
probably all 
decorating 
wooden box (?) 
Other themes: 
galloping lion, 
goat bending 
its head. 
C B3 
(annex to 
Tholos B)  
NW r 
As above LMIIIA 
(Dan. 1999: 
184) 
As above Sakellarakis 
1966a: 180-2, 
Pl. 150b; 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 108; 
Danielidou 
1998: 183-4, E2 
As above 
12
0 
8-S Ivory 
footstool 
footstool: 
35 cm long 
3 L and 18 Sm. 
Between them 
column-like 
elements and 
rosettes on the 
back 2 warrior 
heads on the 
front 
C  
Tholos A 
(regarded 
as royal or 
priestly  - 
gold rings 
and  bull 
sacrifice 
deposition  
In front of the 
larnax with female 
burial and next to 
the entrance (rest of 
Tholos looted) 
LMIIIA Inside larnax 
bronze hoard 
mirror 
(elaborate ivory 
handle) pottery  
Gold-semi-
precious stone 
beads seal, 2 
gold Sm boxes  
Sakellarakis 
1966: 413, fig. 
446b; S&S 
1997: 721-9 figs. 
836-47 
 
12
1 
8-S Rock crystal 
Bead/pendan
t 
  C 
Tholos D 
Next to head of rich 
female burial Inside 
clay painted pyxis 
with gold beads of 
various shapes 
LMIIIA  REF  
12
2 
8-S Seal 
cornelian 
 2 wild goats  
on the left 
corner up a 
Sm 8-S 
C Tholos A  
As above 
Inside larnax  
As above 
LMIIIA As above Sakellarakis 
1967b: 277-281 
As above 
12
3 
8-S 4 gold rings   C Tholos A 
Side room 
2 on woman’s 
breast (together 
with gold ring) 
2 outside larnax in 
SW corner with 
jewellery pos in 
wooden pyxis 
LMIIIA Larnax  sealed   
female- no 
weapons 
jewellery very 
rich finds-
ceremonial 
context (bull 
sacrifice 
deposition) 
Sakellarakis 
S&S 1997: 660-
1 figs. 725-8  
As above 
also hair 
ornaments  
2 iron beads 
(rare) 
12
4 
Ts Bronze jug 
attachments 
 Relief band of 
Ss on shoulder 
of jug 
C  
Tholos A 
Side room 
Side outside larnax 
with 7 piled bronze 
Vs (one with similar 
argonauts)-also a 
tripod/ hydria/ 
bowls  
LMIIIA Another 3 
bronze Vs  
under larnax 
(lamp, cup and 
handled V) with 
ivory 
adornments of 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 78; S&S 
1997: 591, figs. 
608-9 
 
St 
No 
Symbo
l 
Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
wooden Vs 
12
5 
T Stone seal 
(agate) 
 Bull turning its 
head 
backwards, 3 
circles above 
its back, T 
under its legs 
C B3 
(annex to 
Tholos B) 
NW r 
Upper layer  (very 
disturbed)  
Finds mixed with 
broken pieces of 3 
larnakes/bones/teet
h 
LMIIIA  Sakellarakis 
1966a: 180-2  
Tb, 169c; 
1967b: 277-281 
fig. 7; S&S 
1997: 700, fig. 
807 
 
12
6 
Ss Bronze 
hydria 
attachments 
 Relief band of 
Ss on shoulder 
of hydria 
C  
Tholos A 
Side room 
Side outside larnax 
with 7 piled bronze 
Vs (one with similar 
argonauts)-also a 
tripod/ hydria/ 
bowls  
LMIIIA Another 3 
bronze Vs  
under larnax 
(lamp, cup and 
handled V) with 
ivory 
adornments of 
wooden Vs 
Sakellarakis 
1992: 78; 
S&S 1997: 452 
 
12
7 
T  Pottery  Stylized T   LMIIIB  S&S 1997: fig. 
436 
 
12
8 
T Pottery  Stylized ‘whorl 
shell’ 
  LMIIIB  S&S 1997: fig. 
435 (up left) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SouthofKnossos 
Jouktas-Anemospilia 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A 
34 
Bronze 
   Ps 
Jouktas  
In 2nd use as 
MMIII-LMIA 
foundation hoard 
In hoard MMIIB-
IIIA 
 Karetsou: 1978: 
236, 243, 258; 
1980; 343 
Originally offerings 
in the MMIA pyre 
2 D/A Bronze   Ps  
Jouktas 
In pyre layer 
Under  
MMIII-
LMIA 
shrine 
MMIIB-
IIIA 
 Karetsou 1980: 
341 
 
3 Ss 
many 
n (murex and 
similar 
  Ps 
Jouktas 
In pyre layer 
 MMIIB-
IIIA 
 Karetsou 1978: 
258 
Collected dead 
4 D/A Pottery Sm 
amphora 
with vertical 
handles 
 Horizontal 
bands  
Anemospilia  
E room floor layer 
In group of 
7 Vs found 
between the 
first pithos 
and the N 
wall 
MMIIB-
IIIA 
Cylindrical cup 
3 Sm jugs 
incense pot  
2 Sm amphoras 
(one with D/A) 
Sakellarakis 
1979: 377; 1983: 
fig. 120 
The other amphora 
had blue spirals 
5 D/A? Stone stand? 
L pyramid-
shaped stone 
L  Anemospilia  
Central room 
Centre of S 
wall  
ΜΜΙΙB-
IIIA 
Simple middle-
sized pottery 
undecorated 
Sakellarakis 
1979: 360; (ns in 
1983 guide nor 
represented in 
the 
reconstructions) 
Pos association with 
bucket depicting a 
running bull (for 
the collection of the 
sacrificial blood) 
6 H/C Porous stone L  Anemospilia 
antechamber  
Surface  
filling  shallow on 
slope's inclination  
Excavator 
suggests it 
crowned a 
building 
MMIIB-
IIIA 
Many L fallen 
stones mainly 
from the S wall 
of the 
prothalamos  
Sakellarakis 
1979: 351 
Stones of other 
walls probably 
washed down by 
erosion 
7 H/C (?) Carved stone L  Anemospilia 
antechamber 
('prothalamos') 
SE 
Fallen  with 
8 Vs  
MMIIB-
IIIA 
W part of room 
only painted 
plaster in red 
and w 
Sakellarakis 
1979: 358 
Antechamber: built 
structures with 
pottery scattered  A 
rectangular one E 
of entrance to 
central room had  
Sm deep carved 
cavity 
8 S N L 
piece 
 Anemospilia  
E room 
In the N-NE 
area around 
the N pithos 
with 2 
pebbles 
MMIIB-
IIIA 
N sea pebbles 
(different 
colors)  
5 under  
threshold, few 
in Sm pit one 
Sakellarakis 
1979: 381 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
under 4th pithos 
9 H/C Stone porous  At least 30 
Sm or larger 
pieces the 
largest of 
which is 66 
cm l. 
Ps  
Jouktas 
From the 
facade of rs 
I-V   
MMIII-
LMIA 
With slabs pos 
decorating the 
facade 
Karetsou 1980: 
340-1 
 
10 H/C Clay model   Ps  
Jouktas 
In offerings 
dep 
MMIA-
LMIA 
 Karetsou 1981a: 
408 
 
11 8-S Steatite bead   Ps  
Jouktas 
In pyre dep MMIII-
LMIA 
Pendant with 
scorpion in 
relief, animal 
and human Fs, 
a model of bull 
and man o 
horns and off. 
tables 
Karetsou 1977: 
20 
 
12 Ss 
many 
n (murex and 
similar) 
  Ps  
Jouktas 
In offerings 
layer 
MMIII-
LMIA 
 Karetsou 1978: 
258 
Collected dead 
13 H/C Pottery   Cave 
Stravomytis 
 LMIIIB  S&S 1997: fig. 
436, 438 
 
14 H/C Pottery   Cave Stravomytis  LMIIIB  S&S 1997: fig. 
436 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 North of Knossos 
Tylissos 
 
St No Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A Stand stone 
pyramidal 
with central 
socket 
  Tn House 
A 
Hall 3 
 In room: 
peculiar  basin  
L steatite V  
sheep/pig bones, 
one of bull, 
frags of painted 
plaster 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Hatzidakis 
1934: 
14-5 
In NE corner the 
famous Tylissos bronze 
male F probably fallen 
from the uf (1 meter 
higher) 
2 D/A Pottery jug   Tn House 
A Hall 3 
(storage 
area?-
abundance 
of jars) 
Next to 
central 
square 
porous pillar  
As above MMIII-
LMIA 
Hatzidakis 
1934: 14-5 
As above 
3 D/A 3? Bronze A Sm  
one with 
thin blades 
but drilled 
hole and a 
smaller 
solid one  
without 
hole 
Both have 
curved blades 
and shaft hole 
votive 
Tn 
House A  
PC (Hall 3) 
with paved 
floor 
Same 
context as 
above 
Not described L jars sherds   MMIII-
LMIA 
Hatzidakis 
1912: 222, 
fig.32; 1934: 
14-5; 
Vasilakis 
1997: 46 
Number of axes 
deduced by fig. 32  
4 D/A Bronze  Gold leaves 
from wooden 
box dec 
Tn 
House A  
Hall 15 
 Fallen from uf? MMIII-
LMIA 
Vasilakis  
1997: 36 
 
5 H/C Porous stone Sm  Tn 
House A? 
  LMIA Hatzidakis 
1912: 217, 
fig. 26 
 
6 H/C Stucco with 
polished with 
clay core 
  Tn 
House C  
PC Hall 2 
uc Found with 
LMIA sherds 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Hatzidakis 
1934: 35, 101 
Mentioned in a list of 
objects  
7 8-S Ivory Sm Pos part of 
dec of game? 
Tn 
House A 
Magazie 16 No more 
information 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Hatzidakis 
1912: 224, 
fig.33 
 
St No Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period Bibliography Comments 
8 8-S Pottery cup  Dense frieze 
of 8-Ss 
between 
bands 
Tn 
House A? 
  MMIII-
LMIA 
Vasilakis 
1997 
 
9 H/C 2 clay  Brown dec Tn   LMIII Hatzidakis 
1934: 101 
 
10 T N   Tn Only 
mentioned in 
a catalog of 
different 
spieces of Ss 
found at the 
site in general 
2 murex    2 
Littores   2 
Cypraea  2 
Patellas  2 
Kytheraea 2 
Cardium 1 
Navanoe 1 
Spondylus 
(streidia), 2 
Gaderopus 1 
mussel   1 
Limnaia   1 
Pinna 
 Hatzidakis 
1912: 232, 
fig. 41:3 
Fish bones 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Poros-Katsambas 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A 2 
'butterfly' 
motif 
Pottery 2 
cups 
 w circles 
linked with the 
butterfly motif 
Poros CT  
main 
chamber 
Ossuary with 
mixed and 
undistinguished 
burials/ grave 
goods lower 
layer 
MMIIIA 3 cups  Lembessi 1967: 
201-2;  
 
2 D/A-S/K carnelian 
seal 
prismatic 
with 3 sides 
Suspension 
holes in gold 
granulation 
 The other 2 
sides: a) 
amphora with 
S-shaped 
handles b) 
moon-like 
motif.  
Poros C   
CT 
main 
chamber 
Under the 
wooden remains 
in front of the 
pit 
LMIA (from 
the S/K motif 
and the 
amphora) 
Cups with 
spirals 
Lembessi 1967: 
207, Pl. 188 
Nearby 
another such 
steatite seal 
(similar 
amphora-
building-pair 
of scorpions 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
3 Ss n Species ns  Poros 
C 
Recorded 
generically 
MMIII-LMIB  Dimopoulou-
Rethemiotaki 
1988 
 
4 8-S 4(?) 2 bronze2 
silver 
pendants  
 Fine 
hammered 
sheet back side  
flat 
Poros C  
CT 
main 
chamber 
In mixed 
material of 
skeletal remains 
and grave goods 
LMIB With LMIA 
pottery 
Lembessi 1967: 
205-6, Pl. 187a 
 
5 8-S Ivory Sm (3 cm l.- 
1,6 cm W.) 
On back 
surface 2 
attachment 
holes perhaps 
from  cover 
handle of 
ivory pyxis in 
same tomb 
Katsambas 
Tomb H 
associated 
with one of 
the 3 
larnax 
burials in 
the 
chamber 
finds 
scattered  
N of pillar  at 
the far end with  
Sm cover of 
stone V 2 
weights 
(perhaps related 
to a 
psychostasia) 2 
bronze razors  
clay larnax to 
W and N of 
pillar  
LMIB (on 
stylistic 
grounds of 
pyxis) 
LMIIIA (from 
the false-
spouted jar) 
Between 8-S 
and larnax 
also PS' 
amphora 
false-spouted 
jar kylix, 
clay tripod 
altar under  
larnax kylix, 
2 cc ivory 
comb 
(sphinxes) 
ivory pyxis 
(bull 
hunting) 
Alexiou 1964 
Table 80a; 
1967: 56-57 
Table 36b, 
inserted table E' 
Behind   
larnax  plaster 
blue tripod 
altar, 2  
altars?  
6 8-S Pottery 
Sm cup 
 Frieze of 
hanging 8-Ss 
alternating 
with papyri 
Poros  
Tn 
Liouni 
property 
 LMIB  Banou 2011: 
502-3  
fig. 2e 
Cup with 
metallic 
profile 
7 S Pottery   
jug of fine 
proportions 
(similar to 
the zakros 
ones) 
 Attached 
molded in 
rows at handle 
neck 
shoulder(lined 
by plastic 
trilobes) 
in scaled 
background 
nautiloi and  
marine motifs 
Poros C 
CT 
Probably 
central burial as 
most of the 
pottery is 
reported to 
come from it 
LMIB In tomb:  
gold jewels 
semiprecious 
stone beads 
lws many 
obsidian 
flakes/ blades  
pumice stone 
Vs  
Dimopoulou-
Rethemiotaki 
1988: 326 
Rich pottery 
starting in 
MMIIB (CW) 
and 2 LMI 
phases(spirals 
FS) many ccs 
8 Ss few 
(ahivada) 
Crystal rock 
glass paste 
green/blue 
beads 
  Poros C   
CT main 
chamber 
 LMIB  Lembessi 1967: 
206 
 
9 8-S Pottery  
jug long 
> 0, 50 m On neck in 
relief    (few 
Katsambas 
Tomb B 
Standing right 
to left of 
LMII (on 
stylistic 
Pos related 
to main  
Alexiou 1952: 
25-41, Pl. A΄; 
Jug later than 
other finds 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
slender rn L 
S-shaped 
handle  
conical 
projections 
in 4 rows on 
body and 
foot 
papyri motifs 
and 
nautiluses) 
entrance next to 
S jamb next to 
N  gold/ faience 
beads The 
arrangement of 
artifacts seems 
deliberate and 
careful  
grounds) burial S in 
the tomb in 
blue wooden 
larnax Under 
it blue 
plastered 
tripod altar 
and  rare 
incense pot 
another one 
and 
alabaster cup 
next to 
larnax 
Alexiou 1967:     
6, 44  
fig. 4 
(mostly 
LMIA-B)  
shape similar 
to jug on 
Aghia Triada 
sarcophag 
10 H/C Porous stone   Poros Tn 
(Agias 
Lauras st.) 
remain of 
building 
Stirrup jars on 
left side of 
stream 
LMIIIB  A spear point 
sherds  
Petrou-
Mesogeitis 
1939: 535 
 
11 S Mould 
(steatite) for 
manufacture 
of glass paste 
jewels 
Rectangular, 
l: 11,5, 
W:7,2-7,7, 
th:2-2,5 
Double row of 
grains 
(granulation 
effect) point of 
suspension 
hole  visible 
(pendant) 
Poros Found by a 
local 
LMIIIA1 
(based on the 
type of the 
crinopapyrus) 
 Papaeuthimiou-
Papanthimou 
1973:372 -396, 
pl. IB',1-IΔ' 
 13 jewels 
types Front: 
S, animal 
spirals 
Back: rosette 
drop-like 
types  
Similar types 
in real 
Minoan 
jewellery 
 
 
 
 
Amnissos 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A Incised on 
porous block 
  Tn 'Megaron' 
Areal C  
E wall 
LMIA W of wall  stone block frag 
with 'branch' MM 
Schäfer  1992: 
155-8  
Table 28 
 
2 D/A Pottery 
amphora 
41 cm 
h. 
L main motif 
(d.o.l.) on 
either side of 
V 
Tn Areal E outside  
SW corner of 
building  
(Area IIIB)  
fallen from uf 
LMIA Not far sardonyx seal with 
schematic representation 
of a V 
Schäfer  1992: 
190 Pl. 50, 4 
 
3 D/A bronze   Tn  LMIA  Marinatos 1934  
4 8-S Alabaster 
pyxis cover 
 In centre of 
rosette 
C 
Krateros 
Mafeze CT LMIIIA-
B 
 Marinatos 1927-
8: 72, no 10, p.81 
Pl. 1.10 
 
5 T n Sm  Tn Areal F  
rP, Sm room in 
the SW corner 
of excavation 
LMIIIB Inside 
cp found upturned and 
close to a clay shrine 
model with door 
Schäfer  1992: 
188 
V regarded as 
votive by Schaffer 
(1997: 188) and 
room as shrine 
6 T? n (shell 
probably T) 
  C Krateros  
CT under the 
larnax 
LMIIIB-
C 
2 incense pots/3  bowls   
Inside larnax golden hair 
fastener  dozen glass paste 
beads, 2 incense pots 
Marinatos 1927-
8: 68-90 , fig. 1  
Table 2, 16-7, 25, 
29 (as above) 
 
7 Ss n   C Krateros CT 
(not part of C)  
6 larnakes all 
with broken Ss 
cons 
LMIIIB-
C 
Bronzes, incense burners 
in every larnax. R ichest 
larnax no. 3 (more Ss than 
the others (bronzes, silver 
ware, semiprecious beads, 
an ivory decorated comb) 
Marinatos 1927-
8:68-90 fig. 1 
Dated as LMIIIC  
 
Jewellery-burners -
no weapons-
isolated position of 
grave might 
indicate priestesses’ 
of Eileithyia Cave 
(Marinatos) 
Nirou Chani 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A 4 Bronze a)Very L 1, 
173m l.  
0, 63m 
W at blades 
0, 24m 
W at shaft  
b) 0, 93m l.  
0, 53m  W at 
blades 
made by 4 sheets 
34 mms thick 
each  probably 
decorated with 
incised patterns 
(very eroded) 
‘Villa’   r7 
'Room of the 
4 D/As' or 
'shrine of the 
villa' 
On floor N of  
largest of 2 room 
compartments  
(intense traces of 
burning and coal 
on floor) 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Only a 
steatite V in 
both 7a and 
7b 
Xanthoudides 
1922: 6, 12-3, 
fig. 5, 10; Evans 
1921: 437 fig.313 
Smallest 
compartment 
had a hearth  
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
0, 19m 
W at shaft 
2 H/C Stone 
limestone 
(kogxuliates) 
L        0, 38m 
l.         0, 51m 
th.      0, 20m 
est complete 
size l 0, 76m 
l. 0,55m H 
Made of 2 
attaching pieces 
originally 
‘Villa’ 
 S of EC 
Next to the 3-
stepped stone 
structure 
(thripartite 
shrine?) 
MMIII-
LMIA 
 Xanthoudides 
1922: 2, 14-5 fig. 
2, plan A 
 
3 S/K Fresco  Alternating 
tessles (red/ w) b 
contours red 
background 
‘Villa’ 
corridor11 
and r17 
In filling pos fallen 
from uf 
MMIII-
LMIA 
 Xanthoudides 
1922: 11 fig.9 
r7 pos for the 
production of 
red pigment 
4 T Pottery 
cylindrical 
spouted V with 
2 horizontal 
handles  
18cm H. 
16cm d.  
MS 4 standing 
Ts, corals/rocks 
 
‘Villa’ 
corridor 8 
It either came 
from shrine 7 or 
from uf 
MMIII-
LMIA 
 Xanthoudides 
1922: 20  
fig. 17; Evans 
1928: 284-5 
fig.168 
Described as 
one of the 
finest pieces of 
site 
 
LMIIIB settlements in North-North Central Crete 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A-
H/C 
Clay 
larnax 
 On all sides dense dec 
(birds/papyri/palm 
trees/veg 
motifs/fish/animals/chariot) 
C 
Kavrochori 
the other 
only 
geometric 
motifs 
LMIIIB Pyxides 
alabastron 
kylikes amphora 
Rethemiotakis 
1979: 228-259 
figs. 2-8  
Extensive 
settlement 
(LMIII-historical 
times) nearby 
2 D/A Clay 
larnax 
 On long sides palm trees on 
upper parts of which D/As 
formed by stripes on long 
side a papyrus in narrow 
sides papyri and palm trees 
C Skafidara CT 
disturbed 
4 
larnakes 
entrance 
to the N 
LMIII Pottery 
(bands/geometric 
motifs, few 
octopi, papyri 
(common themes 
with larnes) The 
wavy lines- sea  
Alexiou 1972: 
86-98  
Other larnakes: 
symbolic themes 
(boat/octopi 
altars?/ 
papyri/palm 
trees/bands/rocks 
4 D/A Clay 
larnax 
 D/As and spirals C Skafidara  Inside 
‘horse-
shoe’ CT 
LMIII  Hood  1957: 
16 
 
5 D/A Stone? 
Stand 
  Tn 
Skafidara  
In site: 
stone Vs 2 
LMIII  Hood 1957: 
16 
 
stepped clay 
potters 
wheels 
 D/A-Ss Clay 
larnax 
 D/A dec in frieze, wtih 
flowers 
C 
Giophyrakia 
CT 
4 arnakes 
LMIIIA  Kanta 1980  
 D/A-
H/C 
Clay 
larnax 
 bird octopus-palm pattern C 
Giophyrakia 
CT 
4 
larnakes 
LMIIIB  Kanta 1980  
EastCrete 
 
Pseira 
 
Charonia Other shells obsidian Bronze tools Dated pottery Tomb/grid AB 
1 2 M, 1 P, 1Pi Scraper in 1525E-1910N Saw in 1525E-1905N FN-EM 1530E-1870N 
Unknown Tomb? 
2,2 mandibles 
 M, P   FN-EM 1530E-1875N  
 M6   FN-MM 1530E-1880N  
  Blade   1530E-1885N 2 sheep/goat? 
 M  saw FN-EMI 1530E-1890N  
4 M20, P,    FN-MM 1535E-1875N  
1 M20, P Flake  FN-MM 1535E-1880N  
 M2, P   FN-MM 1535E-1885N  
 M   FN-MM 1535E-1890N  
 M2   FN-MM 1535E-1895N  
 M   FN-EM 1535E-1905N  
 M8, P2, Mn   FN-EMI 1540E-1875N  
1 M9, P4, Mn Blade  FN-EMI 1540E-1880, T7  
 M4, Mn 3, P2   FN-EM 1545E-1870N  
1 P2, M Flake  FN-MM 1545E-1880N  
1 P2, M Scraper  FN-EM 1545E-1885N  
 M2   FN-EM 1545E-1890N  
1 M14 Flakes 2  FN-MM 1550E-1870N  
 P10, M5  Mn4   FN-MM 1550E-1875N  
 M8, Mn2, P2 Blade  FN-EM 1550E-1880N Sheep/goat femur sawed 
 M Flake  FN-EM 1550E-1895N  
 M   MM 1550E-1900N  
 M2, P4   FN-MM 1550E-1905N  
 M   FN-MM 1555E-1865N  
 M4   FN-MM 1555E-1870N  
 M2   EM 1555E-1875N  
1    FN-MM 1560E-1870N  
1  Blade  FN-MM 1570E- 
1900N T3 
 
 P5, Mn   EM-MM 1595E-1870N  
 
Table 3.1 Distribution of grave goods in trenches of Prepalatial cemetery at Pseira (based on the tables from Pseira VI, Ch. 6 ’Data from 
the Intensive Surface Survey’) 
 
Tomb Charonia Other shells Obsidian Bronze tools Dated 
pottery 
AB 
1 1 Mn4, M Blades 2 Pin EM-MM 2 sheep/goat 
1 near tomb  Mn7 Blades 5  FN-MM 1 sheep/goat 
2  P  Chisel EM-MM  
2  
near tomb 
 P, M, Sm Gastropod  Chisel FN-MM 1sheep/goat 
3 inside and near 
tomb 
 P2, Mn Blade   EM 2 sheep/goat cut 
marks 
4 cave/court 
Inside and near 
  Flake blades 4   FN-MM 
mostly 
MM 
 
5   Blade   FN-MM  
6    Core, blade, flake    
7 
Inside 
3  
Apicaldistal 
Body 
P56, Mn21 M45, Pi2 
Spondylus 
(total 125) 
Core 1 blade 2 
flake 3 
*Gold ornament 
EMII unique 
EM  
7  
near tomb 
2  
distal 
P8, Mn5, M13 Cymatium   FN-EM  
8 
Inside 
1 
body 
Mn3, M3 Columbella Blade  Needle 
fish hook 
MMI-II  
9  P Blade, flake 3 pin EM-MM  
9  
Near tomb 
2 
Lip apical 
frag 
P7, M3 Blade 7 core 
scraper flake 2 
 FN-MM Bird bone 
10    Pin EM-MM  
10  
near tomb 
 M2, Pi 
CerastodermaColumbella 
 Sheet MM  
11     poorly 
preserved 
    MM  
12   eroded     EM-MM  
13    Seager    tweezers EM-MM  
14  rock shelter 
found empty 
      
15  rock shelter       
Found empty 
16  old excavation     FN-MM  
17-19  
rock shelters 
Found empty 
      
 
Table 3.2 Distribution of grave goods at Prepalatial the cemetery of Pseira (based on Pseira VII, Part I ‘Excavation of the tombs’) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Building  Context  Date  ‘Pseiran assemblages’ Feasting equipment/ 
ritual vessels  
Palatial features  
PB 
Central Square 
building 
combining 
industrial/ cultic/ 
dom areas 
Uf over wing BV (fallen 
from uf). BV private 
shrine where ritual 
activity was 
concentrated-
inaccessible area 
LM 
IB  
7 rhyta including a cup 
rhyton horn of a bull-
shaped rhyton complete n 
T marble chalice  
5 scoops  
6 min. tripods firebox fenestrated 
stand footed Vs, stone libation table 
painted plaster high percentage of 
drinking Vs (ritual drinking dining 
or offerings)  
-  
BQ 
Main port 
entrance to town  
Seager ‘s excavation ns, 
BQ largely washed 
away  
LM 
IB  
Basket-shaped rhyton 
(D/A) lid (D/A)  
5  cr, bull-shaped, askos n 
T  
Lid  
cylindrical jar  
D/A decorative 
treatment and Knossian 
clay of rhyta  
AF ‘House of the 
rhyta’ 
Tip of peninsula S 
end of town  
Uf of 5A  LM 
IB  
8-S on sherd n T, more 
than 10 rhyta, bull-shaped 
V marble chalice  
Pithoids, total of 240 sherds (LMI, 
few MM) From uncatalogued 
sherds a 70% are cups highly 
fragmentary. pieces of painted 
plaster 
MS pottery (parallel at 
Archanes) pithoids with 
linear A  
Only building with PC-
like arrangement in 
town 
AB  
One of the 
wealthiest 
residences 
dom pottery  
 LM 
IB  
In same room  clay bull 
head 's rhyton, sev stone 
Vs rhyton, n T 
The largest pottery con 
coarse/fine/some cooking Vs.  
Rhyton with MS/FS  
 
Table 3.3 Indexical Associations of the ‘Rhyta Hoards’ (Based on Pseira I-X and Betancourt 2001)  
 
Thearchitectural 
attributes 
The contents of the Cist Dep The Malia parallel Connection to 
Neopalatial Central 
Crete cists 
Sm size (3 main rooms) speaks against a 
function a L private residence 
A fossil,  frags of a sheep/goat skull  Architecture, size and 
arrangement of rooms  
TRs 
Only Pseiran building occupying an entire 
block  
3 T frags 
2 frags of tun shells 
Frag of F (?)  
Clay T 
F  
HHP with concave-
sided altar and a 
pyramidal D/A base  
Elaborate entrance (facing S but its offset 
facing W connecting 2 different levels 
combining a ‘bent axis approach’ common 
in sacred buildings (Marinatos & Hägg 
1986: 73)  
 Vs with religious symbols 
(D/A-H/C)  
Off. tables benches  and 
other features  
Nirou Chani kasellas 
contained cups with 
lumps of pumice  
Unusuallyelaboratefrescodec Space 10 (destruction debris) around the 
cist/stone platform:  
jar with broken foot and 
buried up to its handles 
(receptacle for libations?)  
Aghia Triada  slab-lined 
rectangular pit 
contained conical cups 
and various LMI sherds  
Unusual plan, complex design owed to 
previous phases. Double orientation W-E 
with possible separate functions between 2 
parts 
charcoal, AB, drinking cups and pouring Vs   Phaistos   
slab-lined rectangular 
pit packed with whole 
LMIA ccs  
Stone platform, slab-lined cist, rest of 
building was found empty (plundered?) 
with only dom pottery   
Food preparation/consumption    
 
Table 3.4 Indexical associations of Building AC-‘Shrine’ 
 
Mochlos 
 
Table 3.5 West Terrace house tombs I-II-III and IV-V-VI: comparison of wealth of finds and amount of sample symbols.  
        
 Tomb I  Tomb II  Tomb III  Tomb IV  Tomb V  Tomb VI  
Period EM  
II-III  
EM II (no later 
finds)  
EM II EM II-EM III  
Mortuary chapel  
EM 
 
EM (probably 
oldest)   
Preservation Few finds  rich  Looted  Empty  Intact  Almost intact 
Pottery Sm jug bowls  3 Vs   Cup, 2 L jars,clay 
head  
L jug  6 Vs  
Stonevessels 2 Sm jugs/bowls   15 Vs  MM bowls cup  Vs, pebble-pendant  Bowls-jug   
colour-table  
14  Vs  
Bronze Dagger cutter (ivory 
handle)  
9 Vs, 3 daggers 
pincers, 2 knives  
MM ring knife  Knife blades   Tiny lion  cutter 
(ivory handle)  
Gold Bead 
leaf  
85 ornaments  EMII-MM rich 
gold ornaments  
Ornament, 
gold/crystal necklace  
ornaments  Ornaments 
animal mask  
Silver Babylonian seal  Fewpincers    1 V ornaments  
Semipreciousstones Crystal/ amethyst 
bead chalcedony 
seal   
  Chalcedony pigeon 
with suspension hole  
 Crystal 
ornaments  
Lead  4 Vs    Rodent’s skull 
model?  
 
ivory  2 seals     Ornaments  
S/Ss  3 metal  D/As      
Tomb  Type  Period  Stone  Pottery  Bronze  Precious  Ritual 
objects 
S/Ss 
VII  Rock shelter   Vs   Bowl  Amethyst bead    
VIII  Rock hole   V  3 coarse      
IX  Slab-line cist  MMI, 
MMIII  
   Mochlos ring   with 
bronze Vs/talismanic 
seal  LMI 
  
X  Slab-line cist  MMI, 
MMIII  
Seals 
(D/A? on 
one) 
 cups     
XI  enclosure  MMI  b steatite 
Vs  
Bowls cups 
fruit-stand  
Dagger   bull 
rhyton 
(net)  
 
XII  Cist grave  MMIII  Vs, prism 
seal  
Bowls cups 
hand lamp  
Bowl, cup ring     
XIII  Cist-grave  EMII, 
MMI  
 Jugs 
cups  
knives   female 
figure V  
 
XIV  Rock hole      Silver ring    
XV  Built against 
cliff  
EMII-
MMIII  
Beads 
jugs cups 
bowls  
  Silver signet    
XVI  cist  EMII  MMI seal  Sm bowls, 
cups, jugs 
fruitstand  
 Gold ornament    
XVII  built  EMII   Cups bowl      
XVIII  Rock hole  EMII-III  Few Vs  Cups, bowls, 
dishes, jugs  
 Steatite cylindrical seal     
XIX  Very poor 2- 
room 
construction   
EMII  bowls  V with foot  Pincers/cutters/dagger/knif
e arrowhead  
Gold ornaments    
XX   MMIII  b steatite 
Vs  
2 Vs  Knives spearheads     
XXI  cist  EMII-III  Fine 
bowls 
cups 
jugs  Daggers cutter  Alabaster sword 
pommel, gold 
ornaments  
  
 Table 3.6 South Slope tombs (VII-XXIII): comparison of wealth of finds and amount of sample symbols 
 
 Building  Hoard type  Context  Assemblage  D/A Function 
of hoard 
1  AQ  A  Foundry 
hoard  
Shallow stone-lined pit against 
the exterior wall  
2 L spill pieces, 15 Sm ingot frags, 2 
frags of bowls and a handle  
 recycling  
2  C.3  Foundry 
hoard  
Storage basement for 
agricultural produce. Hoard in 
NE corner of SE room and 
hidden behind L Vs  
L number of ingot frags and a variety 
of scrap, all broken, worn or 
incomplete tools and Vs (balance 
pans, knives, tongs, spear point)  
Half 
ceremonial 
axe  
Household treasury as 
liquid asset  
3  C.7  Foundry 
hoard  
Storage. Hoard in NE corner 
and hidden behind LVs  
L copper ingot frags and damaged 
objects (2 knives, 2 Vs, ring bezel)  
2   
4  C.3  Trader’s 
hoard  
Interior r2.2 (living-storage). Pit 
(0,50m depth) beneath ground 
floor concealed by stone quern  
Half oxhide ingot incised with mark 
adze, sistrum, 8 knives, 2 bowls, 7 
chisels, balance pans (all intact)  
9  Dealer’s assemblage 
unknown why it was 
hidden  
5  C.6  Trader’s 
hoard  
Hidden in shallow hole in the 
ground floor of a living room 
and built in with Sm stones  
4 basins stacked in each other and a 
bowl  
 Trader’s hoard, pos 
hidden to protect it 
from raids  
6  C.3  Ceremonial 
hoard  
Basement storeroom in  niche at 
bottom of wall  
1 shovel 
(All 3 objects were intact)  
2 
LMIA  
Foundation dep 
beneath the house  
7  B.2  Ceremonial 
hoard  
SW wing of B2 (storeroom) 
Under embedded pithos  
1 trident almost intact on top of an 
ingot both probably Syrian imports  
 Foundation dep 
8  B.2   SW wing  in room across Hoard 
7 buried beneath the floor  
6 L basins nested in each other   Foundation dep-high 
tin content  
9  B.2    Basin, probably Knossian import    
footed Vs  
XXII  trench  LMI  Steatite 
ring  
 Land normal ring  Gold ring/ necklace, 
amethyst bull’s head 
pendant  
Stone 
pestle (no 
wear) 
 
XXIII  built  EMII-III  Vs    Gold ornaments    
10  B.2   PC on floor beneath the window 
pos in display  
Ingot complete  
(upturned cc  on top of it) 
 Ritual display 
 
Table 3.7 Mochlos LMIB bronze hoards (based on Soles 2008a). 
 Architecture  Objects  Structured  
Depositions  
Palatial features  Megaron Hall 
3-storeyed 
Ashlar masonry 
Basement Magazines with pithoi  
Knossian? Basin 
Imported MS pottery (only one nearly complete-
octopi)  
 
Ceremonial 
/ritualfeatures 
PC-UCS above (red plaster) 
Adjusted to preserve EM structure 
with altar above (ancestral cult)  
Stand with bowl at entrance 
F frags, rhyta, fine stone drinking Vs 
Hundreds of ccs and cps from uf (feasting) 
Obsidian blades  
Stone kernos and basin (near it 
incense burner) in Megaron Hall 
with drain leading out to street 
Ingot with inverted cc on top  
 
Table 3.8 The palatial and ceremonial characteristics of Building 2 (based on Soles & Davaras 1994; Soles 2004) 
 
 
Table 3.9 Use of shells in LMIB Mochlos (based on Soles & Davaras 1992; Soles 2003)   
Gournia 
 
EM  North 
Trench  
Ea NW corner  Pit house 
(unpublished)  
  
MM  MMI A4, dom ‘shrine’, jugs, libation 
table, ‘impluvium’ in A4 . Aa  
Ek Polychrome, 
d.o.l.  
Block E  Some houses in 
D  
Ca (dep B)  
MM-
LMIA  
Block D 
D29 Dep, l.o.d., spirals. Only MMIII 
pithos found intact and published (Hawes 
1908: pl. I29). At the end of this period the 
entire quarter was abandoned.  
Ca 4 impluvium 
(also MMI like 
Aa)  
Ei? bronze tweezers, 
needles, weaving 
hooks, fine red 
plaster  
El   MMIII 
pottery, lower 
pavement and N 
extension   
El 77 enclosed 
extension, paving 
stone with ring of 
hollows  
LMIA1  ‘Palace’ first phase with rubble masonry  C58 pottery dep 
(crocus, spirals)  
 Bc   
LMIA2  ‘Palace’ remodelled Knossian features, W 
ashlar facade, recessed window and WC, 
D/A Corner tower? 13 with MM on S wall, 
upper banquet hall?,  shallow portico in 
Public Court  
  Bb   
LMIB      
LMIII  He, the most impressive architecturally  
original plan plundered  
Eh  He    
 
Table 3.10 Evidence from Gournia per chronological period 
 
Tombs  Type  Bodies  Stone 
Vs 
Pottery  Metal  Deps  
I       N 
compartment 
(Ss)  
House tomb 
finds in SE 
corner  
Bones in 
disorder  
V  Kantharoi  bowl with  
2 skull frags  
Tweezers  Outside  NW corner (MMI re-
deposition from EMII burial):  
8 skulls, Ss, 2 pyxides  
2 fruitstands, 4 stone Vs 
2 stone seals beads, 15 Sm ivory 
plaques  
I      S 
compartment 
(rim with H/C)  
=  =  3 
bowls  
MMI polychrome rim 
with H/C. (spouted 
bowl),Vapheio cup 
Silver kantharos and 
2 clay ones imitating 
metal shapes  
Outside at SE corner, 2 Sm Vs, 
min. jug  cup 
II 
r1 (unclear if W-
E)  
House tomb  Masses of 
broken 
bones  
4 Vs  MMI cups  3 tweezers  Outside NE corner of tomb: 
3-stepped altar and kernos with 
only frag of a cc. Amulet 
outside tomb Dep of jugs in E 
room fruitstands  
IIr2  =   3 Vs  KW-MMI pottery    
III  House tomb  Bad 
preserved  
 5 pyxides  
2-handled bowl, Sm 
jug  
Bronze/gold sheet, 
awl  gold bead, silver 
beads necklace  
 
IV  House tomb  No finds  No 
finds  
No finds No finds  Maybe not for burials, too thick 
walls  
V  Rock-shelter  Scattered   EMIIA Vasiliki ware    
VI  Rock-shelter  Scattered   =   Bone amulet 
VII  House tomb  scattered   Coarse ware tripod 
cooking-Vs  
Knife with bones in 
SE corner another in 
larnax dagger with 
gold seathe  
 
VIII  House tomb/ 
enclosure  
=   MMI kasella (MMI 
dating of the VII based 
on this one)  
  
 
 
Table 3.11 Gournia North Spur cemetery (based on Soles 1973; 1992) 
 
 Burial Finds  
Stou Takhir to Spilio Larnax (octopus) Min. stirrup jar LMIIIB-C 
Town 
In LMI house 
Larnax (octopus) Double pyxis-like V 
F of pregnant woman 
LMIIIB 
Alatsomouri 
Rock shelter 
2 Larnakes (1: suckling calf      2: 
papyri, flowers, octopi) 
Amphora, 8 stirrup jars, 3 min. 
jugs 
LMIIIB 
Alatsomouri  
Rock shelter 
Larnax 21 Vs (no details) LMIIIB 
Alatsimouri 1951 Tomb 3 larnakes, burial in pit Over pit: off. Table, stirrup jar, 
stone bowl, balance weight, pyxis 
containing beads and 2 plain gold 
rings 
LMIIIA 
Aissa Langadha (SE of 
Alatsomouri) 
Pithos burial 17 Vs, mirror disc, bead, pin LMIIIA2 
Aissa Langadha  Pithos burial 10 Vs, 2 skulls 
Pyxis containing beads and baby’s 
skull 
LMIIIA2 (?) 
Kateri Koumos              (near 
Seager’s Villa) 
3 larnakes 1 Stirrup jar, 3 beads, steatite seal, 
carnelian seal  
2 steatite beads 
3 stirrup jars, cups + jug 
LMIIIA2-LMIIIB 
 
Table 3.12 LMIII burials at Gournia (based on Kanta 1980) 
Palaikastro 
 
 
 Height Material  Colour  
Well 576  129/1 26 cm  
(x 51, 5 cm l.)  
Sandstone Plastered w with red traces 
Well 576  129/2 ‘Slightly larger’ Sandstone Plastered with red traces 
Well 576  Sandstone Plastered with red traces 
B6  Sandstone Purple sandstone 
B6 21, 51cm Sandstone  Unplastered 
 
Table 3.13 Horns of consecration associated with Building 6 of Palaikastro 
 
 
 
Period  B 1  B 2  B 3  B 4  B 5  Area 6  B 7  
LMIA  Built late in this period  Rich house 
very good 
pottery  
watchtow
er  
Ashlar masonry after 
eruption and ritual 
dep in r15 (jug, 
drinking cups, AB) 
Few good Vs from uf, 
ground floor - food 
preparation.  
Built later than B 1 
and B 3 abutting to B 
3 and with irregular 
plan. Good quality 
pottery  
Good 
pottery  
Fine pottery 
Linear A on rim, 
wild cat clay 
head, H/C on 
rim of kernos, 
cylindrical 
stand, off. table  
LMIB  Non typical dom plan  
LH/C on balcony facing 
the entrance to the E  
Out of use  Non 
typical 
dom plan  
Non typical dom plan 
r15 storage space now 
r14 (‘PC’ using older 
ashlar blocks) inverted 
ccs at base of pillar, 
knife and AB  
Ashlar blocks with 5 
D/A MM, isolation of 
1-2-13 from the rest of 
house  
Dooropeningto Plateia 
  
LMII-
IIIA  
PS jar, fine pottery and a 
bronze knife  
     Bead seal with 
humans facing 
H/C  
LMIIIA
2  
Continuation of ritual 
character  
 Remodell
ed after 
great 
damages  
Dom 
character 
Min. 
Votive Vs 
and H/C 
Continuation of ritual 
character  
Remodelled after 
great damages 
Pottery, parts of 
female F with raised 
arms  
 Platform with 2 
cavities on 
phallic stone, on 
the other  schist 
flakes, a single S, 
T and cylindrical 
stand next to it. 
T and stalactite 
in closet with 
stone tools  
LMIIIB  Mainly dom character 
Female F on inverted 
cup on pebbles and row 
of inverted cups. 
Deposition of a variety of 
Ss on pebble and slab 
platform with bowls and 
jars  
T  Continuat
ion of 
ritual 
character  
Coarse jars male 
terracotta torso in 
kouros pose, another F 
with scarf  
  Clay bull’  head 
rhyton  
 
Table 3.14 Evidence in the area of Buildings 1-7 from the Neopalatial to the Postpalatial period 
 
 
 
 
 
Zakros 
 
Phase  Correspondence to Evans & 
Mackenzie system  
Contexts  on site  Related pottery  
NL  Neolithic  Mauro Aulaki cave   
Zakros I   EMI-II  Gorge of the Dead, caves and rock shelters   
Zakros II  EMIII-MMIA  Harbour settlement, stratified under LMIB  
P kitchen 
Gorge of the Dead  
w-on-dark 
Early Polychrome style 
stone pyxis with dog  
Zakros III  MMIB-MMIIA  Destruction layer N Hill area Pezoules House 
Tombs I-II larnax-pithos multiple burials  
EastBuilding, ‘Zakros deposits’ 
Late Polychrome style 
ordinary pottery, few stone Vs and lws  
Zakros IV  MMIIIB-LMIA 
and  ‘mature LMIA style’ 
(EB filled in late LMIA)  
B G, edges of WW and SW of P, BNWS, BNPK, 
‘EB’  
d.o.l.- l.o.d. (ripple, scroll, feather 
motifs) – glossy light background 
LMIA: reed, spirals 
Zakros V  LMIB  Wide destruction horizon of settlement 
Epano Zakros and other villas (earlier styles used 
in LMIB)  
Diversified fine pottery, Knossos 
(SPT)/cc imports and local products  
Zakros VI  LMII-LMIIIA1/ 
LMIIIA2 
Reoccupation  
St. Anthony Hill (Houses A, B, Δ, Ε) 
NW Hill (House N) N of P (BSD)  
 
 
Table 3.15 Dating system and co-relation of periods and contexts  
 Ts pottery lw grinder Cp ccs AB/teeth stone Off. 
table 
Min.  
vase 
F Bull 
model 
EB 1 Stone  sherds sev 2 querns         
EB 2      Horse?maxilla 
skull of horned 
animal 
     
EB 1  sev  1  Bull horn      
DB 1 fossil pottery      2 Vs     
P SE 
corner 
1 pottery    5       
House A 1 pottery    40 
bases 
Sev      
Open-air 
shrine 
3 L jug    Many       
P EW 
XXXIX 
1 Jug, 
fruitstand 
sherds 
          
EB 1 Jug/cups    10 Sev 
Wbt 
     
EB 1 sherds 2   7 Horse? maxilla      
EB 1 sherds 2    Wbts V 
Door 
hinge 
1    
DB 1  1     V     
 
Table 3.16 The MMIII-LMIA ‘Zakros assemblages’ containing tritons 
 
 
 Ss Pottery Lw Grinder cp ccs AB/teeth Stone Off. 
table 
Min.  
vase 
F Bull 
model 
Traostalos 
ps 
  1  1    1 with 
cavity 
1 Sev 
frags 
Sev 
large 
P XXXI  Many sherds    1 Sm Sev Many 
Vs 
    
WC house 3 30 sherds 1  1   Sev 
bases 
 Door 
hinge 
V 
1    
WC house 1 L dep 2     V     
WC NE 
pass 
1 Sherds 1 2          
WC house 1 L dep 2          
WC NE 
pass 
1 Sherds 
Fruitstand/cups 
        Close 
male 
headless 
F  
 
WC 
NE pass 
C Sherds     Wbts/ 
maxilla with 
teeth 
  1   
EB 1 Sherds 
Beaked jug 
1 1   Sev  V 
 
    
EB 1 Sherds 2 1   10  V     
EB 2 Sherds 1   Sev 3 wbts      
EB C  2 1  1 Sev  Sev    V 
WC 1   1  Sev Sev V     
NE pass bases 
WC 
NE pass 
C Sherds     Sev      
Under P 
XI 
C Jugs     L teeth      
House 
outside P 
III 
C Pottery Sev    Sev Vs     
EB C  1 1    Sev maxillas 1 ½ 
door 
hinges  
2 Vs 
    
EB 1  4 2    Sev V     
EB 3  1 
and 
a 
frag 
 1 1     1 Cook. 
V/lopadio 
  
House Γ 
(outside) 
1 Cups  Sev 1         
 
Table 3.17 The MMIII-LMIA ‘Zakros assemblages’ containing shells 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ts pottery Lw grinder cp ccs AB/teeth Stone Off 
table 
Min  
V 
F Bull 
model 
P  
S 
workshop 
stone       Vs tools     
P  
S 
workshop 
1 Rich 
pottery 
dep 
1 1   Sev V     
P EW  
LXVII 
1 Rich 
pottery 
dep 
Sev 1    Lamp Kernos Cauldron   
P EW 
LXVIII 
1            
P 
S 
workshop 
sev Dom 
pottery 
Sev    Sev 
Wbt 
Tools Vs 
weights 
Sev 
painted 
   
BNHR 1 Sherds 1  2   Weight 
Door 
hinge 
sherds 
    
BNHR 1    1   V 
Basin 
weight 
    
House D 1 Cups 1  Sev         
House Da 1 Pithos  
cup 
          
BSD 1 Storage 
Vs 
incense 
burner 
      1    
BNHR 1 Sherds    3 Maxilla      
BDD 1     Sev  V     
B G 1            
BNHR 1 Pottery 4     Door 
hinge 
    
BCT 1            
E BNHR 1       Weight 
basin 
    
House Z 1 Sherds  1  2 Ox? teeth Door 
hinge 
    
B H 1  1          
House A 1 Cup 4 2  1  Basins     
House B 1 Cups    Sev Many      
House B 1 Jug 1   Sev L tooth Handle     
House B 1 Strainer    2       
House D 1 Sherds           
House D 1            
House Ξ 1 Pottery      Lamp     
House N 1      L tooth Lamp     
House N 1            
 
Table 3.18 The LMIB ‘Zakros assemblages’ containing tritons 
 
 
 
 Ss Pottery Lw Grinder cp ccs AB/teeth Stone Off. 
table 
Min 
V  
F Bull 
model 
P 
Ceremonial 
Hall 
1 
model 
Amphoras 
jugs/cups 
          
P EW 
 
1      L tooth V     
P NE Con Pottery  Sev  Sev  Vs     
P XI Con Pottery     L teeth  sev    
P WC 
NE pass 
2 Sherds     Sev 
1 tooth 
Vs     
P WC 1st 
Terrace 
 Sherds 1    Sev 
L teeth 
     
P W 
industrial 
annex 
Con Pottery           
P outside 
SW wall 
Con    Sev Sev Sev      
P  
S 
workshop 
1 Amphora 
handles 
          
P  Con Rhyta     Sev  Sev  Headless  
S 
workshop 
P 
S 
workshop 
Con 
faience 
           
B G 1  1      1    
BNHR 1       Cover     
BNHR 3  2     Vs 
cover 
    
BPD 1 Bowl     2 knuckle       
BPD 1 KW sherd 1  1        
DB 1 Rich dep 1  1   V   Marble 
CF 
 
House B 1      L maxilla cbsh     
House B 1 Sherds  1 
2 querns 
2        
House B Con  1     lopadion     
House B Con   1 1  Sev 
bones/teeth/maxillas 
     
House D Con   1         
House  D 1 Sherds 1          
House A 2 Sherds      V     
House A 1 Jug/cups 1  1  Few bones/teeth      
House A Con Sherds  4 
1 quern 
  Sev      
House N 1          1  
House N 1 Sherds 3 ½      Sev      
House N 1 Sherds jugs 2          
House N 3 Jug sherds 1     cbsh 
lamp 
    
 
Table 3.19 The LMIB ‘Zakros assemblages’ containing shells 
 
Conte
xt 
Perio
d 
cc Other 
pottery 
lw Stone Pum
ice 
Obsi
dian 
S AB Special 
object 
EB rI MM Sev sev  F     Funnel-
off.table
s or 
lamps 
shaped clay 
V 
EB rI MMI
II-
LMI
A 
Sev Sev 
frags 
1 cbsh 1     
 
 
 
Conte
xt 
Perio
d 
cc Other 
pottery 
lw Stone Pum
ice 
Obsi
dian 
S AB Special 
object 
EB 
rM 
MM sev Sev 
frags 
some 
FS jug 
necks 
8       
EB 
rM 
MMI
IIB 
 Sev 
frags 
some  
 Leg of 
tripod 
table 
    Curved bull 
horn 
(rhyton?) 
 
EB 
rM 
MMI
II-
LMI
A 
1 Sev 
frags 
2 bV frag 
core 
with 
cavity 
  1 
purple 
  
Contex
t 
Peri
od 
c Other 
pottery 
lw Stone Pum
ice 
Obsi
dian 
S AB Special 
object 
EB rM 
(E 
filling) 
MM  Sev 
frags  
 2 
grinders 
(serpenti
ne) 
    Min jug 
EB rM 
(E 
filling) 
MM
IIIB 
S Many 
frags 
5 bV frag  1 
core 
 2 
maxillas 
1 horn  
Dec plaster 
from 
off.table 
 
 
 
 
Conte Perio cc Other lw Stone Pum Obsid S AB Special 
xt d pottery ice ian object 
BNH
R, S 
of 
Ψm 
MM     V frag 1 Sm 
blade 
  clay animal 
ear 
BNH
R, S 
of 
Ψm 
 
MMI
II-
LMI
A 
   Pyr 
frag 
  Sm 
blade 
  Frags of bull 
horns 
(rhyton?), 
coal piece 
 
 
 
 
Conte
xt 
Perio
d 
cc Other 
pottery 
lw Stone Pum
ice 
Obsid
ian 
S AB Special 
object 
EB 
rL 
MMI
II-
LMI
A (1) 
sev F 
tripod 
cp 
2 bV frag 
grinder 
sev sev 
blade
s 
sev Worke
d bone 
bull-shaped 
V frag 
sev frags 
bronze nails 
EB 
rL 
MMI
II-
LMI
A (2) 
1   Sm cbsh 
w frag 
    Min spouted 
V 
 
 
 
 
Conte
xt 
Perio
d 
cc Other 
pottery 
Lw Stone Pum
ice 
Obsid
ian 
S AB Special 
object 
NE 
GA 
MM    Spouted 
V 
     
NE 
GA 
MMI
IIB 
 Many 
fargs 
   1    
 
Table 3.20 Sequence of assemblages in successive layers of the same deposit 
 
  
 
 
Petras 
 
Table 3.19a Shell species representation at Kephala and Minoan Petras (Theodoropoulou 2012: Table 1) 
 
East Crete Conclusions 
  Context Sample 
symbols 
Site hierarchy Social 
differentiation 
Criteria of social distinction Elite features of the 
sample symbols 
Pseira Funerary Shells/tritons Rural/ industrial Low Symbolic topography 
Ancestry of grave 
grave ‘sacrifice’  
unique ceremonial 
equipment/structural arrangements 
golden artefact 
ritual feasting 
Rarity/ quantity of 
shells 
Mochlos Funerary Shells  
D/A 
Commercial/industrial  High Elite funerary architecture 
Elite topography 
Exotica 
Locally manufactured goods 
Shells as body 
ornaments 
‘Cultural’ vs natural 
shells 
Gournia Funerary Shells/tritons Commercial/industrial High Elite architecture 
Exotica 
Locally manufactured goods 
Exclusivity of use of 
shells 
Palaikastro Funerary Tritons  Modest - 
commercial/industrial 
Low  Ritual/symbolic  architecture 
Symbolic topography 
Ancestry of grave 
Single burial 
Symbolic offerings 
Symbolic value 
Structured eposition 
Zakros Funerary  Shells  Rural Low  Exclusivity of use of 
shells? 
Petras       
 
 
3.21 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Prepalatial East Crete 
 Social 
differentiation 
pottery bronzes Exotica 
valuables 
Ritual 
objects 
SYMBOLS 
Pseira Rich  Some  1  Ss 
Poor Some Some    
 
Mochlos Rich  Some Many Few 3 D/As 
Poor  Few Few Some  
 
Gournia Rich   Many  H/C?, Ss, Ts 
Poor      
 
Palaikastro Rich  
(Gravel Ridge) 
Some  1 Few  T 
Poor (Hellenika) Some    (Few) T (special 
burial) 
 
Zakros Modest Some  Few   1Ss 
Petras Rich Some Some Some Some  
 
Table 3.22 Prepalatial period: Correlation between site social differentiation and the sample symbols 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site hierarchy Social 
differentiation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features of the 
sample symbols 
Pseira Funerary/ 
town 
Shells/ 
tritons 
Rural/ commercial Modest Elite Architecture 
Symbolic town 
topography 
‘cultural’ shells 
Mochlos -  -  Rural/ 
commercial 
Modest  Ritual architecture  
ancestry 
-  
Gournia -  -  Rural/ 
commercial 
Modest  Ritual architecture   -  
Palaikastro Town  D/As Commercial/ 
Industrial 
High  Elite architecture Manufactured/imported 
objects 
Zakros Town  Shells  Rural/commercial High Elite architecture 
Access to imports 
Public ritual 
performance 
Public 
consumption/’cultural’ 
shells  
Petras Funerary/town Shells/tritons Rural/commercial/industrial   Ritual architecture 
(urban/funerary), 
ritual equipment and 
performance 
Shell feasting/ 
‘cultural 
shells’/manufactured 
imported objects  
 
3.23 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Protopalatial East Crete 
  
 
 
 
 Ashlar 
masonry 
Architectural 
features 
Bull symbolism Vases Ccs SYMBOLS 
Pseira    ‘Shell scoops’ (East Crete-Malia) No  
 
Mochlos   Seal: bucranium and 2 men 
holding a saw (Malia prism) 
   
 
Gournia  ‘impluvia’ Aa4, Ca4 (Malia 
parallels) 
 Fine KW-silver kantharos (11 
from Crete-in Malia and Zakros) 
Few 
in C 
 
 
Palaikastro  Minoan Hall 
Ashlar masonry 
 Kamares 
‘Shell vessel’ 
  
 
Zakros   Bull-head rhyton Kamaraic pottery 
‘Shell vessel’ 
yes  
Petras  Benches/open ceremonial 
area of House Tomb 2 
3 large column ritual 
context I Sector III 
Incised  bull’s heads on sea 
pebble 
Kamaraic pottery No  
 
Table 3.24 Elite palatial symbolism in Protopalatial East Crete 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site hierarchy Social 
differentiation 
Criteria  
of social 
distinction 
Elite features of the sample 
symbols 
Pseira Town  D/A Rural/ commercial Modest Elite architecture Storage  
Mochlos Funerary/ 
town  
D/As Industrial/ 
commercial 
Modest Elite architecture Storage  
Gournia -  -  Industrial/ 
commercial 
High  Elite architecture -  
Palaikastro Town  D/A 
H/C 
Industrial/ 
commercial 
High  Elite architecture 
Symbolic 
topography 
Storage  
Architecture 
Ritual performance 
Zakros Town  Tritons/ shells 
D/A 
H/C 
Rural/ 
industrial/ 
commercial 
High  Elite architecture 
Symbolic 
topography 
Public 
performance 
Symbolism of real life 
Symbolic topography 
Architecture  
Ritual performance 
Petras Town D/As Rural/ 
industrial/ 
commercial 
 Elite architecture Storage 
Palatial architecture 
 
Table 3.25 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Early Neopalatial East Crete 
 
 
 
 
 
 Period Vessel type Pot function assemblage Context 
Pseira LMIA Piriform jar (with bucrania) Storage Dom pottery AB 4, storeroom?  
Mochlos MMIII  Jar 
Incised pairs of D/As 
Burial (infant) No other grave goods Other jar burials 
with no grave goods 
LMIB     
Gournia  LMIB L4-handled stamnos Storage  E 39 
Cellar 
 
Palaikastro 
LMIA Bucket-shaped 
Bucrania-D/As-flowers 
 Fine goblet incense-pot 
steatite lamp pithos, lid 
δ18 ‘Megaron Hall’ 
LMIA   Frags of 4-5 clay bulls’ 
heads rhyta 20 clay 
lamps fine pottery (FS) 
Π 24 ‘prolific NE 
area of house’ – in 
π41 sacrifice(?) 
remains 
Bones of oxen cores 
of horns ashes 
     
Zakros LMIB    House Z 
Wine installation 
LMIB     
Petras 
LMIB Pithoid jar (amphora) painted with 
inverted D/As 
Private residence 
Ritual 
context(large stone 
bench,  column and  
hearth  light-well 
frescoes) 
Fallen from upper 
floor  
Plastered libation 
table, a rhyton? 
with a feline head 
kernos, bull 
figurines  
 
Table 3.26 MMIII-LMIA double axe pottery contexts  
 
 
 
 
 
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site hierarchy Social 
differentiation 
Criteria of social distinction Elite features  
of the sample symbols 
Pseira Town  Triton 
D/As 
8-S 
Commercial/ 
rural/ 
industrial 
Modest/high Elite architecture 
Symbolic topography 
Knossian ritual equipment 
Exclusivity 
performativity 
Structuration 
Mochlos Town  D/As 
8-S 
Industrial/ 
commercial/ rural  
Modest/High  Industrial/ commercial 
material culture 
Elite architecture 
Industrial 
Commercial 
Gournia Town  D/As 
H/Cs 
Tritons shells 
Industrial/ 
commercial/ rural 
High  Elite architecture Architecturality 
exclusivity 
Performativity 
Palaikastro Town  D/As 
H/Cs 
S/K 
tritons 
Industrial/ commercial High  Elite architecture 
Performativity 
Architecturality 
exclusivity 
performativity 
Zakros Town  D/As 
H/Cs 
S/K 
8-S 
Commercial/ 
industrial/ rural 
High  Elite architecture 
 
 
Architecturality, 
Exclusivity, 
Performativity 
Tritons 
shells 
Petras Town D/As  
H/Cs 
Commercial/ 
industrial/ rural 
 Elite architecture 
Performativity 
Architecturality  
performativity 
 
Table 3.27 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Late Neopalatial East Crete 
 
 
 
 
 D/A- 
DA-S/K 
pottery 
Ts  
represented on  
libation vessels 
Large feasting 
equipment 
Bull- shaped 
vessels 
Location of storage Possible location of 
performance  
Pseira Occasional Stable component Symbolic spaces Stable 
component 
‘Strategic locations’ Plateia 
AC 
 
Mochlos No No  No   
 
Gournia In sev  
houses 
In sev   houses In sev houses In sev houses House on Ring Road P Court 
 
Palaikastro D/A-S/K 
potter 
MS rhyta 
1 n  
In houses on Main 
Street 
In houses on 
Main Street 
House on Main Street Plateia` 
 
Zakros D/A-S/K 
pottery 
 Along the outer wall of 
the WW and to its S   
Around the NE 
entrance to P 
 WW 
WC 
House A (rhyton and bull-
leaping scenes on sealings) 
Central Court 
WC 
       
Petras D/A pottery No Palace 
House II.1 
No House II.1  Domestic 
 
Table 3.28 Distribution, contexts and spaces of performance of elite feasting symbolism in LMIB East Cretan towns 
 
  
 Context Sample 
symbols 
Site hierarchy Social 
differentiation 
Criteria of social 
distinction 
Elite features  
of the sample symbols 
Pseira -  -  -  -  -  -  
Mochlos Town/cemetery D/A 
D/A-S/K 
D/A-H/C 
Commercial/ 
industrial 
Modest/ High 
 
Exotica 
Industrial products 
Ritual performance 
Exclusivity 
Citation of Neopalatial 
contexts 
Gournia -  -  -  -  -  -  
Palaikastro Town  Shells 
tritons 
Industrial/ rural Modest/high  structuration 
Zakros Town  tritons Rural  Modest -  -  
Petras -  -  -  -  -  -  
 
Table 3.29 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Final Palatial East Crete 
 
 
 Context Sample symbols Site hierarchy Social differentiation Criteria of social distinction Elite features  
of the sample symbols 
Pseira -  -  -  -  -  -  
Mochlos -  -  -  -  -  -  
Gournia Town D/A 
H/C 
Rural High  exclusivity Exclusivity 
citation 
Palaikastro Town  Shells 
tritons 
Industrial/ rural High? polarization Mutual exclusivity 
structuration 
Zakros -  -  -  -  -  -  
Petras Town D/A 
H/C 
Rural?  ? ? ? 
 
Table 3.30 Distribution and the social role of sample symbols in Postpalatial East Crete 
 
East Crete 
 
DATA TABLES 
 
Pseira 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Assemblage Period Bibliography Comments 
1  T   12 
 
   n   C 
surface 
survey 
See table V for 
analytical 
position 
 FN-
EM/ 
FN-
MM  
Pseira VI: Ch. 
6 
 
2 T  5   n   C 
Tomb 7 
3 inside  
2 outside grave 
Unique EMIIB gold 
ornament massive S 
con (152 Ss) 
obsidian chippings 
FN-EMIIB pottery  
FN-
EMIIB 
Pseira VII: 63-8 Different species;   
56 Patellae 
21 Mn 
45 murex  
5 T 
1 Spondulys 
3   T 
 
  n   C 
Tomb 9  
Outside tomb Bird bone FN-
MM 
Pseira VII: 73-
81 
 
4   T   n   C Tomb 1  
inside tomb 
4 Mn  
1 murex  
2 obsidian blades  
1 bronze pin, 2 
sheep/goat bones 
EM-
MM 
Pseira VII: 5-17  
5   T     n   C 
Tomb 8 
Inside tomb 3 Mn  
3 murex  
1 Columbella 
MMI-II Pseira VII: 69-
72 
 
6 S Pottery 
scoop 
 Molded on rim Tn 
AA 7 
  MMIIB Pseira I: figs. 
12, 36, Pl. 10; 
Pseira III: 35, 
190 
Common shape in 
East Crete 
(parallels from 
Malia) 
7 S Pottery 
scoop 
 Molded on rim Tn 
PB 
  MMIIB Pseira III: 30-1, 
fig. 3, 24 
 
    8           D/A Pottery 
piriform 
jar  
 Alternating 
bucrania-D/As 
with branches 
Tn 
AB 4 
'Storeroom? Rest of pottery 
dom 
LMIA Pseira I: 28-32, 
figs. 16, 38, pl. 
13 
Little evidence 
for rest of the 
room, pos looted  
7 D/A Pottery 
basket-
shaped 
rhyton 
 4 D/A friezes 
with doubled 
blades wavy 
lines 
Tn  
BQ1 
Port entrance 
of Tn 
‘Rhyta hoard’ LMIB Seager 1910: 31 
fig. 22, pl. 7; 
Pseira IV: 135-
6  
fig. 14, pl. 19B-
D 
Some of the 
rhyta nested into 
one another 
(storage)  
8 D/A Pottery lid  4 D/As with 
doubled blades 
radiating from 
centre 
Tn  
BQ1  
Port entrance  ‘Rhyta Hoard’ LMIB Pseira IV: 136 
fig. 15, pl. 21A 
Same style as 
BQ 2 basket-
shaped rhyton  
9 8-S Pottery 
closed V  
  Tn  
AF  
'House of 
the 
Rhyta' 
r5A fallen 
from uf 
240 sherds LMI  
and some MM   
LMIB Pseira X: 63 fig. 
7 
70% of 
uncatalogued 
sherds cups 
10 T n fashioned 
into a cup  
  Tn 
 B12 
  LMIB  Seager 1910: 
25; Pseira I: 44, 
pl. 148 
AB 12 the 
largest pottery 
con (fine-coarse)  
11 T  n   Tn  
PB 
(BS/BV) 
Fallen from 
uf (cultic 
area?).  
Footed V  
5 scoops 6 min. 
tripod Vs firebox 
painted plaster 
numerous 
drinking Vs  
LMIB  Pseira III: 208-
216 
L number of 
edible Ss from 
the same 
building 
12 T  n   Tn  
AF  
'House of 
the 
Rhyta' 
r5A fallen 
from uf 
Pithoids some 
with Linear A  
LMIB Pseira X: 166  
13 T  n    Tn  
BQ1 
  LMIB Pseira IV: 136 
fig. 15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mochlos 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 D/A Copper Sm:  
7, 5cm l. 
 C 
Tomb II 
A stone colour 
table (II. 53, fig. 
13) was found 
just outside the S 
end of the tomb 
EMII Tomb I-III was one of 
the earliest and 
wealthiest in the whole C 
Seager 1912: 
22-37  
fig. 12, II.46;  
Evans 1921: 
fig.70 
It s called 
'votive' by 
Seager 
obviously 
because of its 
Sm size 
2 D/A Lead Sm  
4 cm l. 
 C 
Tomb II 
As above EMII Related to a buckle-
shaped object of same 
length (4 cm) 
Seager 1912: 
22-37, no 
picture 
 As above 
3 D/A Lead 6cm l.  C  
Tomb II  
 
As above EMII related to a buckle- 
shaped object of same 
length (6 cm) 
Seager 1912: 
22-37, no 
picture 
  
4 D/A? Pottery fruit 
stand 
   C 
Tomb II  
As above EMII only 3 sherds in total in 
Tomb II- one of them 
bears ‘butterfly’ motifs 
Seager 1912: 
22-37  
fig. 15, II.1 
  
5 T n    C   
Tοmb 'Λ' 
Sm 1-room 
structure framed 
in enclosure of 
MMIB Tomb Λ 
EM IIA T frags with 3 jugs.  
Tomb Λ contained 
EMIIA pottery, frags of 
incised pyxides and gray 
ware  
Soles & 
Davaras 1992: 
420, figs. 3-5 
Another EMII 
secondary 
burial 
(cremation) 
was enclosed 
in Tomb Λ 
6 D/A? Seal  
3-sided 
steatite 
prism 
 X- motif 
inscribed in 
square 
C 
Tomb X 
Slab-lined cist MMII  Bronze cups, 4 seal 
stones (MM-LMI) 
deamon, dragon-flies 
CMS-II, 2-
250c-1;  Seager 
1912: 58, fig. 
27, Xa 
Stylistically 
belonging to 
Malia group 
7 D/A Pottery 48cm H.  
40 cm d. 
Sm frieze of 
D/As 
incised in 
C  Infant jar burial MMIII  No grave goods Seager 1912: 
88 fig. 51 
More MMIII-
LMI children 
jar burials 
pairs on 
rim  
without grave 
goods were 
scattered 
around the 
slope 
8 D/A 2 Bronze Heavy  Tn  
C3  
Area E3 
r 1.1 
in NE corner, the 
axes lay on the 
floor to one side 
of the hoard in a 
Sm niche at the 
bottom of a wall  
LMIA Apart from the above in 
previous record, tools 
included: a broken saw  
an unusual rasp, 2 
chisels 2 knives, a long 
awl and a pair of tongs 
(some of the tools 
wrapped in cloth) 
Soles & 
Davaras 1996: 
194-6, pl. 56b; 
Soles 2008: 
143-156 
Trident on top 
of ingot 
(Syrian 
imports) 
9 D/A Bronze 
ceremonial 
Half  Tn  
C3  
Area E3       
r1.1  
In NE corner of 
SE storage 
basement hidden 
behind LVs 
LMIB Copper ingot frags 
broken pos by hammer 
from one L ingot (12 
kilos), bronze worn or 
damaged tools, V,  2 
balance pans, scrap 
pieces and tools 
mentioned in next 
record 
Soles & 
Davaras 1996: 
194, pl. 56a 
intended for 
bronze 
recycling 
10 D/A 9  Bronze   Tn  
C3 
Area E3 
r 2.2 
Living and 
storage context 
(interior room).  
Pit beneath the 
ground floor and 
concealed by a 
stone quern  
LMIB Half oxhide ingot incised 
with mark (ownership?), 
sistrum, 8 
knives/daggers 2 bowls, 
1 adze, 7 chisels balance 
pans (all intact)  
Soles 2008: 
143-156 
 
11 D/A 2 Bronze    Tn  
C7  
Area E3 
r1 
Upper LMIB 
floor  
in NE corner 
LMIB 4 pithoi, a L stirrup jar, 
4 L jugs. At NE corner, 
stone channel and clay 
drain for liquids and in 
NE corner a foundry 
hoard 
Soles & 
Davaras 1996: 
200ff, fig. 13 
Beneath Ingot 
frags 
damaged 
bronzes: 2 
knives, 2 Vs 
bezel of a ring 
12 8-S Carnelian 
bead 
   Tn Block A Area 4 
uf of house along 
its E wall facade 
LMIB In luxurious ivory pyxis 
and containing ten ivory 
hair pins, 80 amethyst 
beds of 1 Sm and 1 
larger necklace a bull's 
head silver pendant 
glass paste lapis lazuli 
Soles & 
Davaras 2010 
 
13 T n    Tn  Block D  
area D2 
Trenches 400-500  
in E room of L 
LMI   Soles & 
Davaras 1992: 
429 fig. 6, Pl. 
94a 
Ladle? The 
hole at its 
base was too 
Sm for it to 
house excavation 
not yet complete 
context unclear  
have served as 
a rhyton (S & 
D 1989: 429). 
14 T  n    Tn 
AQ  
B r2 
Close to doorway 
to r1 'Bench 
shrine' 
LMIB In r2 central area not 
excavated because of 
tree roots but well 
preserved piriform jar 
with bands and an 
incised lily, cc lamp, a 
straight sided cup frag, a 
lw (104) and 2 
amphibolites drill guides 
Soles 2003 : 
figs. 4, 23, 37-
40, pl. 20) 
Associated by 
Soles with r1 
where Min. 
jugs similar to 
330 are often 
associated to 
these later 
tubes 
15 T n Frag  Tn 
AQ B 
r1 
'Bench shrine', T 
close to bench 
with chisel and a 
Sm piece of 
calcite and jug in 
NW corner of 
room 
LMIB Many bowls and 
receptacles for Sm 
offerings  
2 nearly identical stands 
(-snake tubes), different 
types of tripod Vs, a 
min. bowl, a tripod tray, 
a domed lid 
Soles 2003 : 
figs. 4, 23, 37-
40, pl. 20) 
Ritual and 
dom context 
(other Ss and 
7 cooking 
dishes) 
16 8-S Seal 
serpentine 
  C  LMII-
IIIA1 
 CMS-II, 4-206-
1 
8-S and lion 
17 D/A Stone stand 
(sandy 
limestone) 
25cm H. 
12, 5 cm W. 
12cm at top 
24, 5 cm at 
bottom  
 Tn 
House A 4 
Phase 2 floor 
level 
LMIIIA LMIB?in B2, retrieved 
by LMIII House A 
occupants (Mochlos IIC: 
65). In LMIII it was pos 
related to a rhyton and 
served as D/A stand and 
locus for libations 
Mochlos IIC: 
65-6 Table 3.2; 
fig. 36, pl. 27 
upside down 
with its 
hollowed base 
serving as 
mortar (or 
talent (Brogan 
2006b) 
18 D/A-
S/K 
Semiglobular 
cup 
Sherd  Tn LMIII 
House A 
 LMIA in 
LMIIIA 
context 
 Mochlos II.B; 
fig.91 
Parallel in 
Gournia 
(Hawes et al. 
1908, pl. 8:26) 
19 D/A seal   C 
Tomb 16 
 LMIIIA  REF  
20 H/C-
D/A 
Pottery 
handless 
pyxis (II.B 
795) 
  C  
Tomb 9 
 LMIIIA2  Mochlos II.B: 
103 
fig.70;pl.27; 
Banou 2005: 
163-4, fig.25; 
Kanta 2005: 
182 
2 sets of H/Cs 
one with D/A 
It is 
considered an 
import from 
PK 
Gournia 
21 H/C-
D/A 
Pottery 
pyxis  
  Tn 
House E 
 LMIIIA2  Mochlos II.B 
(800): 103-4: 
fig.69; pl.28  
 
22 H/C Pottery  
pyxis  
  C  
Tomb 7 
 LMIIIA2  Mochlos II.B 
(791): 103; 
Banou 2005: 
161-4 
Sarcophagus 
with 
afterworld 
scenes 
23 H/C-
D/A 
Pottery 
globular 
krater 
  Tn 
House A.2, 
4c, 5, 6 
 LMIIIB-
C 
 Mochlos II.B: 
60; fig.23 
 
Study
No 
Symbol Material Size 
 
Decoration 
Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 Ss n marine  
(species ns) 
  C  
NSC 
Tomb I 
Dep in pit 
outside  NW 
corner of N 
compartment 
EMII? 
(pottery 
ΕΜ, 
stone Vs 
mostly 
MMI 
 8 skulls 
2 EMII 
pyxides  
2 EM 
fruitstands 4 
stone Vs  
stone seal  10 
silver beads  
gold-plated 
bead, 15 Sm 
ivory plaques 
Soles 1992: 8-
9, 13-17. 
(Based on the 
reports of the 
cleanings 
carried out by 
Davaras in 
1971-2) 
Pos re-
deposition 
from EM 
burial  
2 Ts 
(ns 
number) 
N   C 
Sphoungaras 
Dep A (no 
more details) 
EMII 
(from 
finds of 
Dep A 
Dep A: ivory 
seals F, bronze 
tweezers gold 
jewellery 
ritual Vs and 
stone Vs 
Hall 1912: 53  
3 H/C? For 
Soles it is 
just the 
spout of 
the V 
Clay  
on rim frag 
from spouted 
bowl 
  C 
NSC  
Tomb I 
S 
compartment 
found by 
Davaras' 1971-
2 cleanings on 
the bedrock 
floor 
MMIA with extremely 
frag bones  
sherds (cup 
tumbler).  
Soles 1992: 8, 
11, fig.4 G I-6 
Parallels: 
Mallia 
(Demargne, 
Mallia, 
Necropoles I, 
7, Pls. III, IV; 
Betancourt 
1985 'w on 
dark ware', 41 
(shape3A). 
4 T Clay rhyton   Tn 
Eb 13 
Eb 13 – utility 
room 
MMIII-
LMIA 
 Soles 1979: 
165 
S. the room 
would also be 
used for 
household 
ritual 
5 D/A 2 Stone bases 2   Tn  
Cc 13 
 LMIB  Mountjoy 
1985: 237 (as 
found in 
Hawes 1908: 
Pl. H)  
Mountjoy 
relates it to the 
MS V of r15 
and the ritual 
artifacts from 
an uf shrine 
6 D/A Bronze 31cm l. 14, 
5cm W. 
3,2cm th. 
(solid cast 
but with 
very thin 
blades) 
 Tn  
C 31 
 LMIB In house: 
hoard:  
fish hook 
chisel  
sickle handle 
of tray  
bronze scraps 
and a folded 
sheet of bronze 
Hawes 1908: 
Pl. XI B 22; 
Buchholz 
1959: 35 
The house 
could have 
belonged to a 
bronze dealer 
Buchholz 
implies it may 
be ceremonial 
(non-
functional) 
7 D/A Bronze 24, 5cm l. 
(made of 2 
sheets 
joined by 
rivets) 
 Tn 
Hill House 
In hoard LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
Pl. V 16; 
Buchholz 
1959: 35 
B. Type IV 
(ceremonial) 
8 D/A 3 Bronze 13, 1 cm l.   
2, 5cm th. 
(solid cast) 
 P 
from stair N of 
G1 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
pl. XI B:23; 
Buchholz 
1959: 34 
 
9 D/A Bronze 11, 7cm l.  
Solid cast 
(tool type) 
 Tn  
F 18 
Hoard LMIB karpenter 's 
kit buried at 
entrance to r 
18 (balance-
pan, saw hook, 
5 chisels, 3 Sm 
bars razor, 
half a pair of 
tweezers) 
Hawes 1908: 
23 
Buchholz 
1959: 34 
records 2 D/As 
in this hoard 
10 D/A 2 Bronze a)17,7 cm l.  
b)18cm 
(tool type) 
 Tn  
A 23 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908; 
Buchholz 
1959: 35 
 
11 D/A MM   Tn  
G 13 
on the outer 
face of a block 
of ashlar 
masonry on 
the S side of 
G13 
LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
55, fig. 9 
Described as 
careless and 
superficial 
cutting  
12 D/A Rock crystal   Tn   LMIB  Hawes 1908:  
seal 'from one of 
our best 
houses', 
Hawes 1908: 
54 
54, fig. 30, 1 
13 D/A Pottery sherd 
from open V 
  ns  LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
39, fig. 18, 1 
 
14 D/A Pottery- 
rhyton   
22 cm H. On shoulder 
zig zag band 
with D/As 
Tn  
Hill House 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
58, Pl. I 
 
15 D/A-S/K Pottery L 
stamnos  
4 handles  
projecting 
rim and base. 
52, 5cm H.  Tn  
E 39 (in the 
catalogue of 
the Plates, 
Hawes places 
the same 
object in F40 
(Hawes 1908; 
Fotou 1993: 
74-5) 
Cellar LM IB 
Or  
LMIA 
Belongs to 
another group 
(IX, 19-20, 23-
25, 27) which 
H. 
characterizes 
as of 
‘Camaraic 
tradition’) 
Hawes 1908: 
44, pl. IX, 28, 
pl. K 
 
16 D/A-S/K Pottery wide-
mouthed 
pitcher  
12cm H.  P 
G 14 
From the same 
room is 
recorded a 
round clay box 
LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
44, pl. IX, 12-
13, G 1 
 
17 D/A-S/K Pottery 'urn-
strainer' 
15, 3 cm H.  Tn  
D 24 
provenance 
wrong Acc. 
Fotou 1993: 
74-5 on 
Hawes' notes 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
40, Pl. VII, 21 
 
18 D/A-S/K Pottery cup 
rhyton  
14 cm H.  Tn 
 Ck 48 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
42, Pl. VIII, 
26; B & S 
1991: 53-4 
Common 
shape in East 
Crete 
19 H/C Stone coarse 
limestone 
38 cm H. 
38cm l. 
15cm W. 
 P NW corner of 
public court. 
LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
48 
 
20 H/C Stone Sm  Tn 
Great House?  
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
48 
 
21 8-S  
2 
Fresco relief Sm 
paintedpiec
es 
 P 
G2 
 LMIB With piece of a 
swallow and 
parts of 
animals 
Hawes 
1908:35; 
Fotou 1993: 73 
 
  
 
22 8-S bronze 
perforated  
attachment 
designed to 
cover rivet-
heads 
Min 
2, 1cm l. 
1, 8cm W. 
 Tn  
A 43 
 LMIB House A 
contained 
'ritual' Vs and 
rhyta in 
different 
rooms 
Hawes 1908: 
33, 48 
Hawes thinks 
they were 
decorative or 
marks of 
distinguished 
families 
23 T Gray clay 
rhyton mould 
28, 2 cm l.  
12, 9 cm W. 
 Tn 
Suburb Hill 
house 10, 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
48 
 
24 T Gray clay 
rhyton mould  
30, 7 cm l. 
14, 2 cm W. 
 Tn 
E 13 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
48 
 
25 S Marble 
rhyton 
  ns  LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
48 
These were 
cast in moulds 
made 
probably from 
real Ss 
26 S Bronze 
attachment 
designed to 
cover rivet-
heads 
1, 6cm l.  
1, 8cm W. 
 Tn  
C 30 
 LMIB  Hawes 1908: 
33, 48 
As above 
27 D/A Pottery 
pithos frag  
  Tn 
Shrine  
 LMIIIB As previous Hawes 1908: 
47-8, Pl. XI, 8, 
Pl. VIII, 26 
 
28 H/C  
3 
Pottery 
‘snake tubes’ 
with 6-8 loop 
handles and 
handle 
surmounted 
by H/C 
38 cm H.  
40, 5 cm H. 
42 cm 
 Tn 
Shrine  
Plastered clay 
3-legged off. 
table in situ, 4 
tubular stands 
around it and 
a 5th on it 
(disputed by 
Evans, Seager 
& Russell 
(1979: 30) 
LMIΙΙB Clay figure of 
a ‘snake 
goddess’ and 
parts of other 
figures  
4 Sm clay 
doves and 
snake heads  
all of coarse 
clay 
Hawes 1908: 
47; Russell 
1979: 27-32 
Hawes 
considers it a 
tree shrine 
29 H/C Unknown Unknown  Tn  
H34 
('Mycenaean 
megaron') 
 LMIIIB Bull’s head 
found out of 
H34 between 
NW-SW 
corners of He 
and Hb 
respectively 
Fotou 1993: 96 
(HB/NB 
III:63, 68) 
 
  
 
Palaikastro 
St 
N
o 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage 
Bibliograph
y 
Comments 
1 T n   C Ellenika 
Tomb II 
NE compartment 
Single burial with  
few bones and 
skull   
EM 
IIB 
25 EMIIB 
Vs MM 
pottery  fine  
stone basin  
Sm clay boat 
model 
PK III: 
196-7 fig. 1; 
Soles 1992: 
181-3 fig.72 
Continuous use of 
SW compartment 
for EM-MM 
offerings. (Soles: 
multiple burials 
affected by 
erosion-MM 
offerings to them)  
2 T? 
(murex) 
Prism 
seal  3-
sided 
green 
steatite 
 a) head of ram 
b)man and 
spider  
c) goat - murex  
Tn 
β37 
In sunk pithos 
below separator 
(jar for oil-
making) 
EM III  PKU II: 
44-5  
fig. 8;  
Evans 
1921: 123 
ff 
Evidence for early 
use of murex for 
dying  
3 D/A 2 Pottery  
Coarse 
ware 
 Deeply 
scratched in 
wet clay 
Tn 
ns 
 MM  PKU II:48-
9  
fig. 43 
 
4 T n   C Gravel 
Ridge Tomb 
VII 
Burial enclosure 
with 5 
compartments 
(under a skull) 
MM 
I 
Polychrome 
bowl 2 cups  
coarse tripod 
cp (pottery  
characteristi
c of  Tn 
PK I:  296 
fig. 5 10 
97 skulls and 140 
Vs from Tomb 
(only non clay 
offering is the T) 
5 D/A Graffiti 
on disc lw 
 D/A and oblong 
incuse-mark 
Tn  
δ46 
Lowest level MMI-II  PKU II:48-
9 fig. 41 
Lw with 2 Sm 
perforations 
6 S Pottery 
‘Shell 
vessel’ 
sherd 
  Tn 
Δ? 
   Evans 
1921: 592 
 
7 D/A Pottery 
bucket-
shaped V 
0, 30 cm 
H. 
Flowers at 
handles 
between them 
on each side  
great frontal 
bucranium 
with D/A 
Tn 
House δ18 
 MMIII Frag of 
goblet 
imitating 
alabaster 
elaborate 
firebox 
steatite lamp  
PKU I: 19-
21 Pl. XII 
Good quality but 
inferior to 
Knossian parallels 
(Evans 1921: 563, 
fig. 409)  Parallel 
from β13 
(bucranium badly 
suspended 
above it 
pithos  
lid frags 
preserved) 
8 H/C  min  Tn 
Block B  
r42 
40-47 edifice 
entered from the 
interior court of 
the house no 
external door 
(shrine?) 
MMIII?  Off. table 
with 3 cup-
like 
depressions, 
2 pieces of 
stalactite  
r40:  KW 
(mostly jugs 
and cups)  
r43 -   L clay 
scoop, r47 
part of a 
steatite lamp 
and kernos 
PK II: 289 
Pl. VI 
r43 and 47:  floors 
of pebble-concrete 
r47: central 
column-base  
r43 steps leading 
nowhere (cave 
circulation 
pattern?) 
9 D/A Pottery 
sherd 
 d.o.l. with 
added w on axe 
Tn 
Area 6 
Well 576 dep 2 LM 
IA 
 MacGillivr
ay 2007: 
83, fig. 
3.19:82 
 
10 D/A Pottery 
sherd 
6 cm H. Blade and shaft  Tn 
House π24 
NE area of house 
(prolific dep)  
LM 
IA 
 PKU I: 31, 
fig. 19e 
Associated with 
possible animal 
sacrifice (PK III: 
286 ff.) 
11 D/A Pottery  
jug sherd 
c. 10 cm 
H. 
D/A frieze Tn 
B1 
Associated with 
the early walls in 
Area 10 
LMIA? With mass of 
sherds 
including 
decorated  
LMI d.o.l. 
sherds 
PK 1988: 
261-2, fig. 
3; 
Betancourt 
1985: 139 
Related to pottery 
from B2  (PK 
1987: 150-1, Pl. 
24d) 
12 H/C Plaster 
covered 
with a 
fine layer 
of w 
plaster 
L 
'quadrupl
e' H. 
10cm W. 
14, max. 
Th. 0,47 
Relief 
representation 
of H/C and 
altars 
ps Petsofas In SW area of  Sm 
shrine at  summit 
of the hill 
MMIII-LM 
IA 
 Davaras 
1980; 2010 
Davaras:  portable 
astral device 
(Land light) 
its multiple 
structure 
'enhances its 
numinous 
meaning' (Davaras 
2010) emphasizing 
the sacredness of 
the place (1980: 
92-3) 
13 H/C Applique 
on rim of 
kernos 
  Tn 
B7 early phase 
Widespread dep 
pos  fallen or  
cleared from the 
MMIIIB-LM 
IA 
Sherds of 
fine jugs/ 
cups, one 
PK 1991: 
137  
Pl. 14b 
Assemblage 
suggests possible 
shrine 
building with Linear 
A cylindrical 
stand head of 
terracota 
wild cat 
tripod off. 
table  
14 H/C 3 Soft 
sandstone 
(ammoud
a) 
129/1 best 
preserved 
example, 
est. 
overall H. 
26, l. 51, 5  
W. 10 
129/2 est. 
as slightly 
larger 
example 
than 
129/1.  
Plastered w 
with red traces 
 
Tn 
Area 6 
Only wells in 
use during 
LMIB (rest 
abandoned) 
Well 576   in 
building rubble 
sealing over 
primary dep (L 
number of LMIB 
water jars- Well-
public water 
source 
) 
LM 
IA 
 PK 1994: 
261-2 fig. 
2, 5b, 19; 
MacGillivr
ay  2007: 
177-180 
figs. 9.1-
9.4, pl. 37 
The largest stone 
H/C so far found 
at PK comparable 
to those found in 
the late phase (LM 
I A) of rB of the 
EB 
15 H/C Purple 
sandstone 
 L frag Tn  
B6 
Beside the North 
Terrace Wall (no 
details on this 
find's context) 
LM 
IA 
 PK 1994: 
261; PK 
1998: 247 
 
16 H/C Sandston
e 
unplaster
ed 
21.5 cm. 
H.   
8 cm. W.   
8, 5 cm. 
horn H.   
 Tn 
B6 
At top of  collapse 
debris (Theran 
eruption) fill  
(from the steps 
leading to Central 
Hall H) 
LM 
IA 
2 LMIA 
makeshift 
cooking 
areas?  
(circles of 
stones) On a 
MMIIIB 
surface   L 
boulder-like 
base  
PK 1994: 
261; PK 
1998: 253 
Perhaps   
crowning   interior 
facade of court H 
over rB. In room  
one of the MMII-
III foundation 
deps of building 
17 T? 
(murex) 
n    Tn 
B6  
rL 
In the fill of the 
terrace wall  
(associated with  
traces of deep red 
pigment- murex-
purple dye 
industry) 
MMIIIB-LM 
IA 
Mixed with 
w plaster  
PK 1991: 
126 fig. 5 
Near NW corner, 
L clay 
installation/collecti
on V (wine-
pressing?) 
18 T  n   Tn 
W entrance of 
Tn  
Dep A 
(exceptionally rich 
and in unusual 
position) 
MMIII-LMIA 20 ccs fine 
pottery lamp 
stands off. 
tables 
PK 1984: 
140-1 fig.2-
3; 
Knappett 
Nearby, pos 
farmstead or 
watchtower 
(gatehouse 
& Collar 
2007: 214-
5 fig.35b-e, 
Pl. 17 b-f 
shrine?)  
19 T? 
(murex) 
N    Tn 
House χ  
r43 
Great quantities of 
crushed murex  
LM 
IA 
Mixed with 
one of 2 
largest deps 
of the site  
PK IV: 
275-6 
r48 next to r43 
had an olive-press 
20 D/A Bronze   Tn 
Block B, 26-39 
cellars 32-36, 
in 33 
Sm dep LM 
IB 
3 pithoi  
the largest of 
which with 
D/A  
PK I: 316; 
PK II: 288 
 
21 D/A Bronze Heavy Tool Tn 
House χ 10-17 
r10 LM 
IB 
 PK IV: 284 
fig. 13; 
Buchholz 
1959: 40 
Buchholz records 
another 2 from 
house 51-66 (also 
tools) 
22 D/A Bronze 15 cm l.  
5,7 W. 
 Tn 
Complex D-G 
Kouremenos 
Alley G, between 
D-F, close to L jar 
LM 
IB? 
('Contemporaneo
us with the chief 
site') 
Stone 
rubbers 16 
'lws'  sherds 
PK II: 334-
5 fig. 1 
In house: dom 
equipment but 
also libation 
tables?, 2 Ss, T 
and  cowrie 
23 D/A Stone 
stand 
pyramida
l 
L  Tn 
House B 
No details LM 
IB 
 Driessen et 
al 1995: 
384 
 
24 D/A Stand 
limestone 
pyramida
l 
34 cm. H. 
15x13,5 
top W. 
26x27 
base 
Hole on top for 
axe roughly 
rectangular 64x 
34, depth 11 
Tn 
House N  
r 2-inner hall 
Fallen from uf LM 
IB  
Sm votive 
cup 6 ccs, 
frags of 
painted 
plaster from 
uf  
PK VI: 256 
fig. 1, 22, 
101, Pl. 
80h 
Shrine over rs 2, 3 
& 4-wild goat 
rhyton  beetle V  
min.Vs 
25 D/A Stand 
limestone 
pyramida
l 
29 cm.H.  
19x17,5 
top W. 
26x24 
base 
plain sides 
hole on top   
Tn 
House N 
Fallen from uf in 
r5 
LM 
IB  
Fine pottery 
(jugs, cups, a 
stone 
pounder). 
PK 1965: 
257 fig. 1, 
22, 100, Pl. 
80f 
Shrine over rs2, 3 
&4-wild goat 
rhyton  beetle V  
min.Vs 
26 D/A Sandston
e stand 
pyramida
l 
L 
27 cm  
base   
31 top H.   
 Tn 
B5 
r5  
fallen from uf 
LM 
IB? 
Generally 
empty  
sherds of L 
jars also 
fallen 
PK 1991: 
131, Pl. 
11c; 
Driessen et 
al. 1995 
r5, central focus of 
circulation in 
building, pier-door 
partition walls in 
N, W, S 
27 D/A 5 mms  1)oblique  in 
centre of block 
2-3)near low 
edge 4) oblique 
Tn 
B5 
On the blocks 
from the ashlar 
facade in street 4-
5 
LM 
IB (finely cut) 
 PK 1991: 
124-5 fig. 4 
The first mms 
found in  PK  
on right corner  
28 D/A Pottery 
pithos 
 A single band 
of 'ropework' 
C  
Ag. Nikolaos 
(in Modi) 
Rock-shelter  on 
long narrow ledge 
2m away from a 
wall 
LM 
IB?  
Pithos lying 
on its side  
remaining 
part full of 
human 
bones, D/A 
on one frag  
PK II: 340 'Contemporary 
with the chief 
settlement', 
similar technique 
used for pithoi at 
the main site 
29 D/A Pottery 
goblet 
rhyton 
17 cm H. D/A frieze  Tn 
House β10 
Dep of 285 
undecorated Vs-
mostly ccs (only 2 
goblets  decorated-
one with D/A-and 
one cylindrical 
Jar) 
LM 
IB 
Cylindrical 
jar with 
rosette 
shaped 
perforations 
(parallel 
from δ 19 
with 
bucrania-
D/As)-from 
previous 
period?  
PK II: 282-
4; PKU I: 
34, no 
picture 
Dawkins 
1903: 255 
fig. 23 
 
30 D/A Pottery 
goblet 
rhyton 
 In blades  
central shaft 
footed on 
ground band 
Tn 
House ε38 
 LM 
IB 
House: rich 
pottery- wild 
goat rhyton, 
hoard of 
weights 
steatite ear 
of a L ox 
head 
PK III: 
205; PKU 
I: 34-5 Pl. 
16f 
Parallels from 
Zakros (Dawkins 
1903: 255; Hawes 
1908: Pl. VIII, 26) 
31 D/A Pottery cr 34,5 cm 
H. 
Cusped double 
blades 
L stars and Ss 
in rocky 
background 
Tn 
House δ 1-16 r 
4 
Rhyton dep lying 
upturned on floor  
LM 
IB 
17 conical 
and pear-
shaped fine 
rhyta most 
MS or 
festoon 
pendant dec 
PK II: 292-
3, 312; 
PKU:  Pl. 
XX 
House 1-16 
unclear plan due 
to lack of 
doorways 
32 D/A Pottery  
L 4-
handled 
jar 
74 cm H.  
34 d. 
across 
mouth 
Neck-ring 
between 
handles 4 lobed 
whorls and a 
D/A below each  
Tn 
Block B, 26-39 
cellars 32-36, 
in No. 33 
At lower floor 
level V deps  
LM 
IB 
In r37 
manufacture 
of oil 
equipment 
PK I: 316; 
PK II: 288; 
PKU I: 41-
2 fig. 29 
Mouth closed with  
steatite lid 
33 D/A-S/K Ivory 11x3,8x27 
cm 
In relief  
‘circular 
coronal on one 
side and 2 
tassel-like 
Tn 
House χ  
10-17  
r10  LM 
IB 
(based on 
pottery) 
More ivories  
comb and 
plaques (r16, 
17) – 
lilies/peacock 
PK IV: 
283-4 
fig.13; 
PKU II: 
126-8 fig. 
r17 was furnished 
with 2 stone 
benches 
objects and a 
D/A on the 
other’ 
marble 
pommel 
painted 
plaster fallen 
in 16-7) 
109 
34 D/A-S/K Pottery  
L 
piriform 
amphoroi
d jar 
38,9 cm 
H. 
D/A-S/K frieze   Tn 
Area DD NW 
of main site 
towards 
Sarandari 
DD below the 
surface on the S 
edge of DD 
LM 
IB  
 PK VII: 
210-5, 231-
2 Pl.59c; 
Knappett 
& Collar 
2007: 180-
1, 188-192 
Same pattern of 
occupation and 
abandonment as 
main site but more 
unstable 
35 H/C Sandston
e 
c. 25 cm l.  Tn  
B1 
In LMIB 
destruction debris 
(with ashlar block 
pieces) fallen from 
parapet of E 
porch  
'grandstand' 
above area 29 
LM 
IB 
With  bronze 
cauldron 
handle 
PK 1984: 
136pl. 11a; 
PK 1987: 
265pl. 44a-
c, fig. 2; 
PK 1988: 
268; 
MacGillivr
ay et al. 
2007: 12 
Ashlar masonry 
visible at  N edge 
of  Tn with 
imposing facade 
on  'Harbour 
Road’ 
36 H/C Limeston
e 
Min. 6,5 
cm H. 
8,2 cm W. 
2,7 cm th. 
 Tn 
House N  
r3  
NE corner 
Fallen from uf 
shrine dep 
LM 
IB  
In 
destruction 
layer frags of 
10 Sm ccs/6 
ogival 
amphora 
and frags of 
2 more 
PK VI: 257 
fig. 21, 99, 
Pl. 79e 
Probably 
associated with a 
wild goat rhyton 
from r7 beetle V 
min. Vs 
37 H/C Plaster 27,5 l. 
19,5 H.  
6,5 th. 
 Tn 
Block B  
slit between 
r20 and 
'Palaikastro 
Hall' 
In frags  at the 
bottom of  
deposited 
assemblage 
LM 
IB? 
Many intact 
cups many 
broken taller 
cups/jugs 
bones of 
sheep or 
goats  
bits of 
obsidian/ 
pumice tiny 
lamp 
PK I: 314 
figs. 23, 24, 
27 
Note different 
orientation of 20-
megaron (before-
after destruction?) 
287-8. for 23-25  
38 T Pottery cr   Tn 
House δ 1-16 
r4 
As above LM 
IB 
As above PK II: 292-
3, 312 
As above 
39 T Pottery cr  As above Tn As above LM As above PK II: 292- House 1-16 
House δ 1-16 
r4 
IB 3, 312 unclear plan due 
to lack of 
doorways 
40 T Pottery cr  MS As above  Tn 
House δ 1-16 r 
4 
As above LM 
IB 
As above PK II: 292-
3, 312 
(described 
as murex) 
Mountjoy 1985: 
237 shrine storage 
room 
41 T N   Tn 
Block B  
r10 or 13 
dep lower stratum 
(exposed to fire) 
LMIB Linear A 
tablet 
pottery 
obsidian 
bronze and 
bone pins, 
flint steatite 
bowl  
PK II: 284 Pottery includes cr  
MS bridge-
spouted jug  
42 T n   Tn  
House B 6 
On the floor LMIB No other 
finds 
PK II: 291  
43 T?  
(murex) 
n 
Con 
  Tn 
House Γ 48 
substantial dep of 
crushed murexes 
with pithos 
LM 
IB? 2007:167) 
 Knappett 
& Collar 
2007: 164 
fig. 13; 
Reese 
1987: 201, 
203 
Exact dating in 
LMI unclear (see 
K & C) 
44 T n   Tn  
Outskirts 
House A 
r8 
Left of entrance 
inside cist built in 
the wall 
LMIB? Sole 
deposition in 
cist (charm?) 
PK I: 308  
45 T n   Tn 
Block Γ  
r 6 
On floor ? Only in r9 
some pottery  
'spit rest'  
pestle and b 
cowrie  
PK II: 291  
46 D/A 5 Bronze c.  
17 cm l.  
16 cm W.   
3 cm 
max.tH 
 Found or 
brought 
 LM 
II 
11 bronze 
D/A found or 
bought from 
the site but 
only these 5 
from definite 
LMII deps 
PKU I: 
117-8 
fig.100Pl. 
XXVa-b 
Generally bronzes 
from Tn are tools 
while from tombs 
are cosmetics 
47 D/A Clay 
mould 
  C  
B1 
 LM 
II-IIIA  
PS jar  PK 1989: 
429 Pl. 64a 
Not safe context 
pos earlier 
48 H/C Stone Min  B3 r3 LM 
IIIA 
Min. 
offerings 
(juglet/cup) 
PK 1989: 
429  
Pl. 64c 
In B3 also: kernoi 
and libation tub 
in dom dep 
49 H/C Sandston
e 
Sm  Tn 
House χ 1-9 
In the doorway 
between 3-7 
LM 
IIIA  
Rich finds 
(stone lamps 
in r5 and 7) 
PK IV:  
285 
Fine architecture 
of house 
50 H/C Bead seal 
of steatite 
 Schematic 
engraving of 2 
figures facing 
H/C  topped by 
disc 
Tn  
B7 
Floor in  
r6 
LM 
IIIA 
 PK 1991: 
140 fig. 18; 
C&S 2007 
 
51 T 
(murex?
) 
n  L  Tn  
B7 
SW corner of r1, 
platform of 2 slabs 
with depression. 
In the first fallic 
stone, in the other 
S  
LM 
IIIA  
Cylindrical 
stand with T 
(C&S: 91- 2 
Ts, NL axe 
pumice 
lumps 2 
stalactite 
pieces) 
PK 1991: 
139-40 Pl. 
15b-c; 
C&S 2007 
No traces of 
industrial activity 
related to the 
platform,  perhaps 
ritual function of 
the platform in its 
final disposition 
52 T n   Tn 
B7  
r12 
storeroom 
LM 
IIIA 
Min. bottle 
stirrup jar 
bone spoon 
ccs, lws 
quernstone 
stone tools 
frags of 
stalactite/ 
pumice/larna
x stone slabs/ 
stands for Vs 
bull head’s 
rhyton 
Sackett 
1996: 51-2 
fig.2; C&S 
2007: 92 
Rest of house 
mixed 
storage/ritual 
context (F ivory  
arm, 
stalactite/inverted 
cup in 6, inverted 
cups on pebble 
layer  r1 (see nos. 
72-3) 
53 T n   Tn   
B7 
r4 
Sm rectangular 
closet-like space, 
in opening in S 
wall of r 2 
LM 
IIIA  
Dep of stone 
tools, 2 
stalactite 
frags ccs, NL 
axe 
pumicepyxis 
with charred 
material 
PK 1991: 
140  
Pl. 16a-c 
r2: storeroom (3 L 
jars) 
54 D/A 3 Mould 1) 17,2 cm 
l. 2,4 cm 
W. 7,4 cm 
H. 2) 
7,5x3,7x8,
7  
3) 
It also falls 
under 
Bucholz's 
(1959: 8) Type 
III. Parallels 
from PK; see 
PKU 117-18, pl. 
Tn  
B1 
Outside B6  
pit with 
metallurgical 
debris 
LM 
IIIA2-B 
based on pottery 
(figs. 22.1-4) 
In pit: frags 
of tuyeres 
crucibles 
terracotta 
moulds 
mixed with 
sherds  
PK 1991: 
141, 147; 
Hemingwa
y & 
Harrison 
1996 
 
7,3x2,8x 
8,2 
25. A, B. 
55 D/A Bronze  No shaft hole 
(too thin to be 
drilled) 
Tn 
Kouremenos 
 LM 
IIIB 
 PKU I: 117 Evans 1921: 194, 
fig. 141, MMI 
from Chamaizi 
56 D/A  2 Bronze 
(very fine 
sheet) 
a) 24 cm 
est. l.  
6 cm W. 
in centre   
b) 25 cm 
est. l.  
5 cm W.  
 Tn 
House C 
Kouremenos(
A-C) N of 
Kastri hill  
Hoard in wall 
recess coated with 
plaster opposite 2 
projections 
(fireplace/cupboar
d?) in N wall of 
house 
LM 
IIIB 
Hoard: 
needle,  
lamina of 
bellows?, 
part of knife 
and the 
largest chisel 
of the site 
PK II: 332; 
Buchholz 
1959:  
40-1 
Cupboard PK 
feature related to 
Megara/baths 
Hoard-fine 
architecture-
frescoes (Knossian 
features). 
57 H/C Clay 
female F 
(crownin
g its 
head) 
Sm  Tn 
B 1 
In niche close to 
entrance placed on 
top of inverted 
cup set on a floor 
of blue pebbles 
LM 
IIIB 
Opposite, in 
the same 
passageway 
row of 
inverted 
cups.  
PK 1987: 
147 
Sm stirrup jars 
associated with the 
same context (for 
liquid offerings?) 
58 H/C Pottery 
rhyton 
22 cm H. H/C/ 
flowers/birds in 
successive  
horizontal 
bands 
Tn 
House π3 
 LM 
IIIB 
Bowl  saucer 
another 
rhyton with 
‘degenerated
’ octopi band 
PK III: 
212-4 fig. 
5; PKU I: 
104-5, fig. 
88a 
House π: bath 
pillar hall, uf 
59 H/C Pottery  
cover in 
shape of 
house 
with 
perforate
d conical 
roof 
c. 10 cm  
d. 
Band of spirals 
and a pair of 
H/C to the right  
of 'door' 
C 
N slopes of 
Petsophas 
over cave 
mentioned 
above 
Out of context but 
related to the 
burial area 
LM 
IIIB 
Libation 
table (Linear 
A 
inscription) 
in later use. 
Dawkins 
considers it a 
survival of 
the ritual use 
of the script  
PK V: 7-8  
fig. 5; PKU 
I: 90  
fig. 74 
D. regards it a 
lamp cover set in 
kernos for 
funerary rituals 
But, Bosanquet 
(PKU I: 90 fn. 3) 
disassociates it 
from inscribed 
table 
60 H/C Larnax  In panels C 
Kastri 
Under the group 
of 4 larnakes 
excavated on the 
slope of Kastri in 
1908 
LM 
IIIB 
 PKU I: 154  
61 T Pottery  Stylistically C 'Beehive On top of a heap LM Close to skull PK I: 303 2nd internment 
squat 
stir-up 
jar 
between T and 
‘Purpurschnec
ke’ 
(Furtwaengler 
& Loeschke)  
Tomb' - CT of bones deposited 
a little to the left 
of the entrance 
IIIB silver ring 
besides the 
bones part of 
a bone pin 
fig. 21; 
Smee 1966 
below it group of 
Vs, dagger, knife, 
razor and a bone 
comb? 
62 Ss con  n  
(sea/ land 
Ss of 355 
species) 
 Waterworn, 
collected dead 
Tn  
B 1 
(typical 
example of 
dom LMIII 
architecture) 
Associated with a 
raised platform 
built with slabs 
and pebbles in SW 
corner of partly 
paved court. In 
the same context 
bowls and 2 jars  
LM 
IIIB 
2 broken 
stirrup-jars 
immediately 
to the E  
deer antler 
(worked)  
PK 1987: 
143-5 fig. 
4, Pls. 21d-
23 
Another such con 
is mentioned in 
PKU II: 148 
63 S 4 n   Tn  
B1 
As above LM 
IIIB 
As above PK IV: 295 
fig. 17 
As above 
64 S Crystal 
carved 
  C Sarandari   Outside larnax all 
b  inside bronze V 
( part of a wider 
group of LMIII 
tub-shaped 
larnakes found on 
the margin of the 
hill in recesses 
('rock-shelters') 
LM 
IIIB? 
In V 
identical 
with 4 n Ss 
found with 
it. Close, 
skull and 
humerus 
frag of a 10-
year old 
child 
PK IV: 295 
fig. 17 
Inside the larnax, 
part of female (30-
35 years) skeleton   
the mandible lying 
on a V 
65 D/A Bronze? 
(ns) 
16 cm l.  C 
N slopes of 
Petsophas 
Building ashlar 
blocks fixing the 
larnakes but pos 
belonging to a 
LMII built tomb 
in 2nduse 
LM 
II in LM 
IIIB? context 
Below skulls/ 
pottery and 
further 
below, stone 
beads, 3 lead 
sheet bits, an 
earlier 
dagger 
larnax with 
skulls and 
LMIII 
pottery..  
PK IV: 
290-2 
.. above it, 
skulls/pottery/mirr
or below it  to S 
similar larnax on 
L stone bed, round 
it 3 skulls, 2 
mirrors and 
pottery including 
min. jug 
66 D/A Pottery 
strainer 
25 cm H. 
as 
restored  
In bands  under 
handle level at 
middle height 
of V 
C 
cave burials in  
N slopes of 
Petsofas  
W of  larnakes 
C 
6m from mouth of  
cave outside 2 tub-
shaped larnakes 
one painted/ other 
unpainted 
containing bones 
LM 
III B? 
(pottery slip 
LMIII style, but 
earlier patterns) 
Pair of 
bronze 
earrings, L 
bronze V 
stone bowls   
2 lamps  
2 mirrors   
clay bead 2 
PK V: 5-6 
figs. 1-4; 
PKU I: 77  
fig. 61 
'Waisted strainer' 
common in LMII 
but noted 4 times 
in LMIII larnax-
burials. The frieze 
of D/As and the 
thin handles with 
concave profile 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zakros 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 Ss n 
L con 
  C Mauro Aulaki 
burial 
EM Larnakes  pottery 
mixed with Ss 
Platon 1962: 
167 
Species ns 
2 S Pottery 
In relief 
 Rockwork and 
‘streidia’ 
Tn  
House A 
 MMIII  Platon 1980: 
326 
 
3 D/A Clay stepped 
stand 
88 
cm 
H. 
 Tn 
House Da 
under rX 
‘thrown as 
rubbish in the 
room’s filling’ 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Caprine bones  
animal tooth,   
plaster frags 
Ss 
Platon 1986: 
273 
2 grinders frag 
of clay pipe, 1 lw 
with incised 
mark 
4 D/A Stone stand 
stepped 
  Tn 
HH A 
r A MMIII-
LMIA 
In room: rich pottery 
and Ss 
r Γ: off. table stone 
Platon 1984: 
435-9 
HH A and its SW 
area suggested 
shrine (ritual Vs) 
fireboxes 
scoop  LMII 
sherd (FS) 
most sherds  
LMIII 
belong to the local 
tradition 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
‘communion cup’ 
5 D/A Incised on lw 
with 2 
suspension 
holes 
 With shaft Tn 
EB 
Space of 
staircase Z. 
space used for 
storage in 
LMIA 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Kernos, lw with 3 
holes ordinary 
pottery 
Platon 1972: 
161-2 
In lower layer 
KW, 1 lw 
lamp, 2 obsidian 
blades  
6 D/A Silver 
model? 
Sm  Tn  
EB 
 MMIII-
LMIA 
 Platon  1969: 
213 
 
7 D/A Pottery   Tn 
EB 
 MMIII-
LMIA 
 Platon 1969: 
213 
 
8 H/C  Sm  ps 
Traostalos  
no specific 
context  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Frags of Fs, L bull 
models foot model 
min. V, lw leg of  cp 
Davaras 
1978: 392-3 
Stone V sherds 
many sea pebbles 
stone off. table 
with circular 
cavity  
9 H/C Sandstone   Tn 
B H 
S of SW 
corner 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Outside  SW corner 
of B H:   
2 lws fine 
polychrome sherds 
Platon 
1971b: 
263 
Perhaps related 
to B G (watch 
tower Watrous 
2012: 538) 
10 H/C    P NE entrance  
S of the 
curving wall 
to the E of 
LXVIII 
Refuse of the 
EB 
MMIII-
LMIA 
In stone heap  fallen 
from the curving 
wall that  covered a 
thick sherd layer  
Platon 1969: 
203-4 
Curving wall 
coarse structure 
for spatial 
isolation of this 
space in last 
phase of P 
11 T Stone V   Tn 
EB 
Filling of  
r H 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds, lws with 
stamp and incised  
cross, frags of 2 
querns 
Platon 1979: 
297 
 
12 T 2   red stains P 
EB 
r Γ next to SE 
wall 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Another T maxilla of 
L animal (horse?) 
skull of Sm horned 
animal pieces of 
pumice 
Platon 1967: 
186 
 
13 T N   P 
EB 
Filling of rs Δ 
and E 
MMII-
LMIA 
Lws, half L clay 
basin   cp, part of a 
bull horn  
Platon 1967: 
187 
NW corner  dep 
full with plain 
pottery, lw 
14 T n fossil   Tn r D III MMIII- Pottery   Platon 1970: SE corner of 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
DB foundation fill  
NE corner 
LMIA 2 stone Vs’ frags, 
stone handle 
221 same room: 
stone V frags, lw 
15 T n   P SW  
along a N-S 
wall close to  
E end of 
enclosure 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Frag of tumbler 
5 ccs, sherds 
2 frags of obsidian 
blades..  
Platon 1979: 
284 
..Sm prismatic 
steatite  pumice 
AB  
16 T n   Tn 
HH A 
Filling (NE 
corner W 
underground 
room) 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Pottery  
stone frags (1 
MMIB) many cups 
(40 cc bases) 
tumblers 
Platon 1981: 
360 
 
17 T 3 n   Tn OSA  
dep A (Ritual 
Vs in the 
same area, 
rock next to 
the V dep) 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Base and upper part 
of L jug, Sm clay 
animal model (from 
V?) 
in SE wall of dep B.. 
Platon 1969: 
234 
..sherds stone 
mortar frag, ccs, 
shallow V 
grinder  
18 T n   P 
EW 
r XXXIX MMII-
LMIA 
Jug, fruit stand leg, 
sherds 
Platon 1966: 
163 
 
19 T n   Tn 
EB 
W wall of r Λ 
(dom area of 
building) 
MMIII-
LMIA 
10 ccs 
part of jug cups, frag 
of bone needle  wbt 
frag AB  
Platon 
1971a: 
239 
In the filling of 
Λα a lw 
20 T n   Tn 
EB 
r B 
filling 
MMIII-
LMIA 
7 ccs, sherds (spirals) 
2 lws, bone knife 
handle maxilla of   
(horse?) 
Platon 1972: 
165-6 
In lower layer of 
the filling  sherds 
and lw 
21 T n   Tn 
EB 
space Π 
E of EB  
refuse dep  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds  
2 lws 
frag of stone V frag 
from stone door 
hinge  
Platon 1972: 
171-2 
Painted plaster 
pieces of off. 
table (see r N) 
wbts and S 
22 T n   Tn 
DB 
r D IIIA MM III-
LMIA 
Lw, stone V frag 
shell bead  
Platon 1968: 
179 
Coloured plaster 
pieces (floor 
paving?)  
23 Ss n   ps 
Traostalos 
No specific 
context  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Frags of Fs L bull 
models foot model 
min. V, lw, leg of a cp 
Davaras 
1978: 392-3 
Many stone V 
frags many sea 
pebbles w stone 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
off. table with 
circular cavity 
24 Ss n   P 
Corridor 
XXXI 
In the 4th out 
of 5 layers 
MMIII-
LMIA 
AB pieces of plaster 
many sherds (l.o.d.) 
In lowest layers Sm 
cc 
Platon 
1990a: 
282 
Ceremonial 
feasting? 
25 Ss n (2 murex, 1 
snail) 
  P 
WC 
MMIII-LMIA 
house 
In centre and 
E of room 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds, 30 b ccs 
bases  frag of lw & 
stone door hinge  
Platon 1981: 
361-2 
Sm grinder part 
of off. table parts 
of b stone V 
26 S n   P 
WC 
MMIII-LMIA 
house 
SE corner of 
above 
MMIII-
LMIA 
2 lws 
L pottery dep 
Platon 1981: 
363 
To the S of same 
room sherds, 3 
lws, stone V 
frags 
27 Ss n   P 
WC 
MMIII-LMIA 
house 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds 
lw  
2 grinders 
Platon 1981: 
356 
 
28 S n   P 
WC 
MMIII-LMIA 
house 
SW corner of 
above 
MMIII-
LMIA 
2 lws,  L pottery dep Platon 1981: 
362 
To the S of same 
room L pottery 
dep and L 
animal tooth 
29 S n   P 
WC 
N end pass to 
NW Tn 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds cups tumbler 
bases, part of 
fruitstand, w plaster 
pieces 
Platon 1981: 
344-5 
W of  pass very 
Sm b male 
headless F with 
crossed arms  
30 Ss n   P 
WC 
NE pass to Tn MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds   corner of 
dark stone off. table  
Platon 1981: 
347 
wbts frag of ox 
maxilla with 
teeth 
31 S n   Tn 
EB 
r Γ 
filling 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds, ccs, neck of 
beaked jug, stone V 
frag grinder lw 
obsidian blade 
Platon 1972: 
164-5 
 
32 S n  With 1 suspension 
hole 
Tn 
EB 
S wall of  
r T 
MMIII-
LMIA 
10 ccs sherds, 2  lws, 
frag of thick w stone 
V, L grinder 
Platon 1973: 
146-7 
 
33 Ss 
2 
n   Tn 
EB 
r T MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds, ccs, lw, 3 
wbts 
Platon 1973: 
146 
 
34 Ss n   Tn 
EB 
Workshop Λ MMIII-
LMIΑ 
Tripod cp ccs, 2 lws 
part of bull shaped V 
Platon 
1971a: 
grinder obsidian 
blades worked 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
b stone Vs pumice 
pieces  
254 bone bronze 
nails pieces  
35 S n   P 
WC 
Deep fillings 
over pass to 
double walls 
to N  
MMIII-
LMIA 
Bases of ccs and 
tumblers  b stone 
frag of V 
Platon 1980: 
307-8 
grinder 
plaster frags, 
coal rests,  AB 
other shell 
species (ns) 
36 Ss n   P 
WC 
In front of W 
wall of the 
pass 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Pumice AB sherds Platon 1980: 
309 
Cbsh, lower part 
of tumbler 
37 Ss n   P Under XI 
floor 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Tumblers, jugs with 
neck-rings 
Platon 1964: 
144 
Red plaster 
faience frags 
teeth of L 
animals 
38 Ss n   P MMIII-LMIA 
house outside 
III 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Stone Vs frags 
obsidian lamps 
Platon 1964: 
147 
Pottery lws, jugs 
AB pumice 
39 Ss n   Tn 
EB 
r Γ MMIII-
LMIA 
1 & ½ stone hinges  
lw, frag grinder 
Obsidian core  
Platon 1978: 
264 
2 side parts of 
stone Vs bones 
maxillas 
40 S n   Tn 
EB 
Space N in 
layer covering 
the E wall of 
the MM 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Sherds base of  stone 
V 
4 lw  
2 grinders AB 
Platon 1972: 
170-1 
 
41 S n   Tn As above MMIII-
LMIA 
As above Platon 1972: 
171-2 
As above 
42 Ss 3  
cemented 
together 
n   Tn 
EB 
E of  
Π dep in 
filling E of the 
area  lowest 
layer, in a 
bucket 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Inside bucket b cc 
base of  L V   cp frag 
Outside bucket min. 
cooking V 
Platon 1972: 
173 
S of bucket 
min.V, lw in 
centre of  area 
MM pottery  half 
a stone lamp and 
lw frag 
43 S 
(ahivada) 
n   Tn Outside  
facade of 
house Γ SW 
corner 
MMIII-
LMIA 
KW cups- tumblers 
(spiral) sherd, lws 
frags grinder coal 
frags  
Platon 1979: 
319 
Other Ss 
44 D/A Incised on 
interior of 
clay pipe 
Pipe  2 MMs (cross 
inscribed in circle and 
D/A without shaft 
P 
XI 
1,28 m under 
LMIB P. 
Early house? 
LMIA At 1,80 - 1,95, 3 
grinders sea pebbles 
murex,  red plaster 
Platon 
1990a: 283, 
Table 181b 
Maybe dying 
industrial area 
(pipes to drain 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
To the N pos 
outer wall of 
house At 
1,40m   
pieces, 1 lw  waste) 
45 D/A Bronze   P 
WW 
Storage area r 
Δ fallen from 
uf 
LMIB Ritual Vs frags of  
chlorite rhyton 
25 lws cups/jugs 
steatite pieces 
Platon  1962: 
156, pl. 
150b; 1971: 
93 
Shrine storage 
space 
46 D/A 2 Bronze L 45 
cm l. 
(thick 
sheet) 
Dense dec (lilies/reeds, 
‘eyed’ spirals) 
P 
WW 
Treasury LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 127 
figs. 86-7; 
Platon 1963: 
182-3 fig. 
151c 
The dec of the 
smaller D/A is 
not visible 
47 D/A 4 at 
least 
Bronze   P 
WW 
Fallen from uf 
in Sm corner 
corridor E of 
Lustral Basin 
stairs 
LMIB Hoard of tools of a 
carpenter and stone 
worker 
Platon 
1971b: 114 
fig. 78 
Pos belonging to 
the same hoard 
of tools deriving 
from the hall of 
ceremonies  
48 D/A 
sev 
Bronze Sm Ridged at top and  
bottom 
P 
S 
workshop 
Filling in SE 
corner of 
underground 
rXLVa 
LMIB Bronze sheet frags 
from other objects 
(cauldron/ 
chisel/nails) and a 
lead piece 
Platon 
1971b: 195; 
Platon 1966: 
150-1 
Fill slid from 
connection pass 
between XLVa-
XLIII and fallen 
from uf 
49 D/A 2 Bronze   P 
WW 
Storage area 
IV  
LMIB Bronze  tools  Platon 1962: 
159 
 
50 D/A Bronze    P 
WW 
Central 
shrine XV  
LMIB Rich pottery  
Stone Vs  stone table, 
3  plastered off. 
tables    6 lws bronze 
razor 
Platon 1962: 
162 
Also mentioned 
as of stone 
51 D/A Bronze Sm With shaft on both 
sides 
P 
WW 
Treasury LMIB  Platon 1963: 
183 
described as 
ceremonial 
52 D/A Bronze   P 
WW 
Treasury LMIB Bronze tools  arched 
handle 
Platon 1963: 
183 
described as 
'practical' 
53 D/A Bronze   Tn 
House D 
Space T LMIB Bronze tools 
ordinary pottery, lws 
Platon 1962: 
147 
 
54 D/A 2 Bronze  Solid cast (tool type) Tn 
House C 
Basement LMIB Hoard Hogarth 
1900-1: 134 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
fig. 46; B 
uchholz 
1959: 45 
55 D/A Bronze  
lekane? rim  
L Row of D/As in relief P 
WW 
Treasury LMIB Found with another 
L rim 
Platon 
1971b: 127, 
130  
fig. 89; 
Platon 1963: 
183 
Remarkable 
considering the 
lack of metallic 
ritual objects 
from the central 
shrine 
56 D/A Stone stand   P Lower- CC 
upper- 
vestibule of L 
LMIB L was a kitchen Platon 1965: 
193 
 
57 D/A Clay  stepped 
stand 
 Slip P 
EW 
Fallen from uf 
in 
underground 
space of 
fountain 
LMIB Pottery (a strainer) 
stone Vs, lws 
Platon 
1971b: 178; 
Platon 1966: 
159 
 
58 D/A Stepped 
stand (no 
material 
mentioned) 
 Slip P 
EW 
Filling under 
the floor of S 
area of NEIC  
LMIB Pottery,  lws 
intact cc  pumice 
frags purple shells 
Platon 1967: 
167 
 
59 D/A 2? 
(ns) stands 
Ns   P  LMIB Other shell species 
(including purple) 
dom pottery   stone 
tools Vs painted off. 
tables  columns 
lws/weights 
Platon 1967: 
178-9 
AB  wild boar 
teeth (2 
processed) bones 
for tools burnt 
wood volcanic 
material/pumice 
60 D/A Clay  
Stepped 
stand 
 With shaft hole  Tn 
SB 
Filling of Γγ LMIB Ccs other cups/jugs  Platon 1972: 
181-2 
Pyr frag of drain 
parts b stone V, 
obsidian blade  
61 D/A sev Ivory inlays Sm  P 
WW 
Fallen from uf 
in S stone 
workshop  
LMIB Fine stone rhyton, its 
other frag found in 
Ceremony Hall 
Platon 
1971b: 113-4 
fig. 69; 
Platon 1962: 
178 
Pos inlaid 
ornament from 
wooden box  
62 D/A Clay tablet 
ideogram 
  P 
WW 
Ceremonial 
Hall 
Pos fallen 
from uf  
LMIB Perhaps from box 
also containing ivory 
faience crystal veg 
inlays  sealings 
Platon 1971: 
137, 145 
Repeated on the 
same tablet. 
Another tablet 
contains catalog 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
(woman on rock- 
butterfly) 
of ritual Vs   
ideograms 
(Catalog of 
ceremonial 
D/As?) 
63 D/A (sev 
ns) 
Incised on 
stone ashlar 
blocks 
  P 
WW 
W facade of 
WW facing 
the WC 
LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 88 
WW partially 
explored ritual 
use not clear 
64 D/A Incised on 
stone ashlar 
block 
  P NW  entrance 
from portico 
to  kitchen 
LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 
194 
 
65 D/A Incised on 
stone porous 
ashlar block 
  P 
LII 
Staircase 
jamb 
LMIB  Platon 1965: 
189 
 
66 D/A Incised on 
porous 
ashlar blocks 
  P 
WW 
Storage space 
I  
LMIB Pithoi and other Vs 
AB and teeth 
Platon 1963: 
170 
Between areas I- 
III more MMs 
('obelos' and 
star) 
67 D/A  
5 
Incised on 
stone in 
porous 
ashlar blocks 
  P 
WW 
Central 
entrance from 
CC vestibule 
XXX next to  
staircase  
LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 84  
figs. 40-1; 
Platon 1964: 
152 
Opposite 
entrance in CC  
square platform 
(pos tree 
enclosure) 
68 D/A sev Incised on 
stone thick 
porous 
ashlar blocks 
  Tn 
NW Hill 
House 
N of kitchen 
(3 phases 
reuse of 
ashlar blocks 
in final phase) 
LMIB Same block bore 
another sign of an 
'obelos' 
Platon 
1971b: 
214; Platon 
1968: 
166-7 
The house like 
all NW Hill 
houses were 
refurbished and 
changed 
orientation in 
LMIB  
69 D/A Incised    Tn 
HH D  
On threshold LMIB  Platon 1980: 
320 
Entrance 
transferred to S 
in LMIB 
70 D/A Incised on 
porous 
ashlar block 
  Tn 
House D 
Exterior E 
facade  
LMIB? Lower course of 
blocks in 2nduse? 
Platon 1980: 
324 
 
71 D/A Incised  on 
dark green 
porous stone 
  Tn 
HH B 
Sottoscala 
XVI 
LMIB Clay box frags Sm b 
stone grinder sherds 
Platon 1980: 
317 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
block 
72 D/A Incised on 
porous 
ashlar block 
  Tn 
BDD 
Long NW 
road at 
junction with 
the SE road  
LMIB  Platon 
1971a: 
270 
On the left jamb 
that had fallen 
73 D/A Sealing from 
stone seal 
 2 female figures 
carrying  L D/A and a 
sacred garment 
unknown uf LMIB  CMS II,7 No 
7 
 
74 D/A (2 or 
more) 
Pottery 
'skuphoeides' 
cups 
 Spirals-D/As P 
WW 
Central 
shrine 
close to low 
bench 
against  
E wall 
 
 
LMIB 12 rhyta with spirals 
and fenneled Vs 
(flower pots?) 
Platon 
1971b: 108-
9; Platon 
1962: 174-5 
Opposite low 
bench another 
higher bench 
found empty 
75 D/A Pottery 4-
handled 
amphora 
L  Spirals 
D/As  bands of w dots 
P 
WW 
XXVIII  LMIB 6 bronze ingots, 3 
elephant tusks Lfine 
Vs, jugs and cups  
Platon 
1971b: 102; 
1962: 160-1; 
Platon 1964: 
150 
Fallen from uf 
but in 1964:150 
recorded as 
coming from the 
ceremonial hall 
76 D/A Pottery, 
'idiotypon 
skeuos' - 
rhyton 
40cm 
H. 
4 hollow rings in cross 
connected to 
perforated cup on top 
allowing continuous 
flow  
P LXVII  Filling of NW 
corner  
LMIB Quern  
2 frags of stone 
lamps frags of pithos  
2 lws 
Platon 
1990b: Table 
21, 22δ 
2 red birds at 
junction of 3 top 
rings  
red fish diving, 
at bottom of top 
ring animal feet 
D/A in front of 
cup (shaft with 3 
lines, central 
thicker) 
77 D/A Pottery 
strainer with 
perforated 
bottom 
(rhyton) 
 D/A frieze on shoulder Tn 
HH A 
 LMIB  PK III: 2 55-
6 fig 23-24 
 
78 D/A Pottery  cups     
(2-3?) 
 Spirals-D/As Tn Section A rE LMIB Cps  
2-3 jugs 
Platon 1962: 
143 
 
79 D/A Pottery  Frieze of 4 L D/As Tn r Γ LMIB Another smaller Platon 1988: Bone tools 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
pithos relief with shaft & disc atop House Z pithos  232, pl 160a (manufacture?) 
80 D/A-S/K 
sev 
Ivory inlays Sm  P 
WW 
As above LMIB As above Platon 
1971b: 113-4 
As above 
81 D/A-S/K Pottery 4-
handled 
pithoid 
amphora 
L Running spirals  band 
of D/A-S/Ks 
P 
WW 
Storage niche 
VI   E corner 
behind and 
between 2 
pithoi  
LMIB L storage Vs lws pos 
fallen from uf  
Platon 1961: 
223  
fig. 177a-b 
In next niche 
storage Vs jugs, 
cups cps and 
flower pots 
82 H/C Fresco  H/C row  of blue altar-
like bases between 
standards, blue D/A 
shafts 
P 
EW 
Lustral Basin 
(LVIII) 
in niche 
between  
pillars  NE 
wall 
LMIB Room decorated with 
red and blue bands/ 
reeds on w 
background 
Platon 
1971b: 169; 
Platon 1966: 
166; 
Platonos 
1990: 146 
No bath 
assemblage floor  
painted in red 
(ritual use) 
83 H/C Plaster 
(in 1966 
porous stone) 
L  P 
EW 
Outside 
fountain 
structure  
LMIB L embedded pithos Platon 1966: 
162, Pl. 
140b;  1971: 
182-3 
 
84 H/C Stone porous 37 
cm l. 
21 H. 
 P 
NW 
Area of 
kitchen space 
W of staircase 
E storage 
rooms 
N dep room 
behind stored 
pumice 
Fallen from uf  
LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 194  
fig. 109; 
Platon 1965: 
196, Pl. 239a 
 
85 H/C Plaster L  P NE corner of 
CC 
LMIB Filling of mostly 
burnt fallen ashlar 
porous blocks 
Platon 
1971b: 
84-5; 
N facade was the 
most imposing of 
the CC,  led to 
'royal chambers' 
86 H/C Plaster L  P Pos crowning 
hall XXXIX 
LMIB  Platon 1965: 
192-3, Pl. 
235b 
 
87 H/C Stone Sm  P 
W facade 
Next to M in 
damp covered 
by fallen 
blocks 
LMIB Stone grinder stone 
table with a central 
cavity    
Platon 1962: 
163 
Jug handle  
pithos rim 
88 H/C Stone  Assymetrical Tn In the LMIB Lws, bottom of stone Platon 1967: Next to Z-H-E 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
porous DB demolished W 
wall 
V 188 
89 H/C Fine porous 
stone 
Sm 2 Sm projections (for 
attachment to other 
object) at its base 
Tn 
House N 
r2 (with 
column) next 
to NW bench 
LMIB Square w stone 
object murex  
2 Sm pumice  
Platon 1985: 
238 
r2: 
sherds 
murex  
frag of lamp frag 
of lw  
stone grinder 
90 H/C Stone 
piriform 
chlorite 
rhyton 
 Neck ring  relief dec of 
ps (gold sheets cover) 
P 
WW 
Fallen from uf LMIB Rest of pieces found 
in 4 different places 
fallen 
Platon 
1971b: 150  
fig. 76 
Given the intact 
state of the WW 
this distribution 
pattern cannot 
be attributed to 
natural causes 
91 H/C Sealing from 
metallic ring 
 2 pairs on structure 
(left) 
 1 pair in front of 
structure (right) male 
figure (centre) in front 
of him  hovering 
female figure 
unknown uc LMIB  CMS II,7 No 
1 
 
92 S/K Pottery 
rhyton 
imitating 
ostrich egg V 
 Modelled neck with 
attached S/Ks 
P 
WW 
Treasury LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 
120, Platon 
1962: 
180 
 
93 8-S Sealing from 
stone seal 
 2 8-S set 
diagonally/heraldically 
in front of Tn 
unknown uc LMIB  CMS II,7 No 
218 
 
94 8-S Sealing from 
stone seal 
 Imitation of above II,7 
218 (more roughly 
rendered) 
unknown uc LMIB  CMS II,7 No 
219 
 
95 8-S Sealing  Man and woman 
standing in front of an 
8-S next to tower-
shield with 
helmet?/Cloth?. 
Behind   shield  bow? 
unknown uc LMIB  CMS II,7 No 
5 
 
96 D/A-8-S Pottery  Part of 8-S next to From site  LMIB-II  Danielidou  
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
sherd from 
closed V 
part of D/A and above 
them part of plant 
(uc) 1998: K3 
97 T Stone 
chlorite 
Sm  P 
S 
workshop 
Filling in 
underground 
rXLVa 
(ivory-
faience/crystal 
workshop) 
LMIB Stone Vs (some 
unfinished) bronze 
tools stone weights 
Platon 
1971b: 
203-205 figs. 
117-8; 
Platon 1966: 
150-1 
Fill slid from the 
connection pass 
XLVa-XLIII and 
fallen from uf 
98 T Sealing on 
jug handle 
 Appears on  sealing 
together with 2 
heraldic wild goats 
P 
EW 
Filling of bath 
in burnt layer 
with volcanic 
ash and 
pumice 
LMIB Ccs frags piriform 
jug, bath tub rim? 
steatite prism stone 
bead AB  
L cattle tooth 
Platon 1966: 
167, not 
found in the 
CMS 
In the SE wall of 
the vestibule of 
the bath there 
was a window 
which must have 
provided rich 
lighting in the 
bath 
99 T Pottery 
pear-shaped 
rhyton 
 MS 
sev Ts  
L stars 
P 
WW 
Storage area 
Θ 
Fallen from uf 
LMIB Very fine pottery 
rhyta stone Vs 
bronze tools 
Platon 
1971a: fig. 
48; 1962: 
158  
fig. 156a 
 
100 T Pottery 
beaked jugs 
 MS P 
WW 
Storage space 
Θ 
LMIB > 500 Vs (storage Vs 
fine pottery rhyta)  
Platon 1962: 
157-8 fig. 
152a 
Many lws   stone 
Vs 
101 T Pottery 9-
handled 
amphora 
 MS P 
WW 
'Skeuotheke', 
XIII fallen 
from uf 
LMIB Rich pottery dep 
(cups/jugs/amphoras) 
Platon 
1971b: 106  
fig. 57 
From shelves? 
(carbonized 
remains) 
102 T Pottery with 
T  in relief 
  Tn HH B r XVII close 
to central 
column 
LMIB Bronzes parts of fine 
cup 2-3 pumice frags 
Platon 1979: 
316 
 
103 T n   P 
S 
workshop 
Between 
exterior S 
wall and S 
enclosure 
LMIB Rich pottery dep, 1 
incised lw, frag of 
green V frag of 
plaster grinder.. 
Platon 1984: 
401-2 
..AB /teeth (most 
burnt) 
coal pieces Ss, 
ivory object with 
Linear A 
104 T n   P 
EW 
LXVII 
floor filling 
LMIB Along NW wall 
grinder lamp L pots  
lws  
Platon 1967: 
170 
N corner kernos 
with min. 
cauldron/little 
birds 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
105 T n   P 
EW 
LXVIII pass 
(back  of 
LXVII) 
LMIB  Platon 1967: 
171 
 
106 Ts n Sm  P 
S 
workshop 
SW  
refuse outside  
LMIB Other shell species 
(incl. purple), dom 
pottery   stone tools 
and Vs painted off. 
tables  columns lws 
and weights 
Platon 1967: 
178-9 
AB, wild boar 
teeth (2 
processed) bones 
for tools burnt 
wood volcanic 
material and 
pumice 
107 T n   Tn BNHR SW corner of 
Aa 
LMIB 2 ccs clay/stone 
sherds 
half lw (X mark) 
Platon 1973: 
157 
Stone door hinge 
frag of weight 
pumice  
108 T n   Tn BNHR Aγ LMIB b stone V frag,  cc  Platon 1979: 
305 
b stone basin 
frag, stone 
weight 
109 T n   Tn 
House D 
Entrance 
from corridor 
X 
LMIB cp lw, cups Platon 1962: 
147 
 
110 T n   Tn 
House Da 
Entrance 
corridor after 
3 steps 
LMIB Pithos,  cup with 
rings at  base 
Platon 1962: 
148 
 
111 T n   Tn BSD Filling of dep 
Iα 
LMIB 2 Lamphoras pyr 
frag of plastered off. 
table purple shells 
obsidian blade.. 
Platon 1970: 
225 
..pumice burnt 
wood 
 frag of pithos 
(rope dec) 
112 T n   Tn BNHR S of Bβ LMIB 2 ccs 
b cc MM  sherds 
animal maxilla  
obsidian blade 
frag 
Platon 1973: 
159 
Lower layer 
sherds, 3 lw frags 
fine red plaster 
frags,  red  
carbonized wood  
113 T n   Tn BDD Filling of E LMIB Ccs, base/wall of b 
stone V  
Platon 
1971a: 
269 
Sev Dolium Ss 
Close L dep 
Dog burial ccs, 
sherds 
Anchor? 
114 T n   Tn 
B G 
Filling of r 
XII 
LMIB  Platon 1970: 
232 
 
115 T n   Tn BNHR Middle filling LMIB Sherds  Platon 1978:  
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
of space Z 4 lws, half a stone 
door hinge,  sherds 
lamp cover  
273-4 
116 T n   Tn BCT Filling LMIB Lots of painted 
plaster pieces with 
the T 
Platon 1969: 
219 
In porous stone 
heap  with 
obsidian pieces 
117 T n   Tn E 
BNHR 
r Ψ LMIB Sherds,  frag of b 
stone basin 
Platon 1979: 
305 
Pottery stone 
weight 
118 T n   Tn 
House Z 
N of staircase 
2nd layer 
(from 1,13m 
and lower) 
LMIB? Stone grinder (ox?) 
teeth. 
Close 2 intact ccs 
another cup. In NW 
stone hinge?  Sherds 
Platon 
1990a: 
293 
 
119 T n Sm  Tn  
B H 
Triangular 
paved space 
off staircase 
area of E 
entrance 
LMIB Clay sealing? Close 
frag of animal clay 
model  
2  clay spools  lw 
Platon 1970: 
236 
Staircase filling: 
lws green stone 
grinder base of w 
stone V clay off. 
Table frag 
120 T n   Tn 
HH A 
Lower filling  
r W  
LMIB b cup lower part,  
frag of 2 dark stone 
basins 
Platon 1981: 
361 
4 lws, cc sherds 
2 grinders 
121 T n L 26 
cm l. 
 Tn HH B  Niche   
rXX NW 
corner 
LMIB Ccs, other cups 
Close lots of AB  
 
Platon 1980: 
318-9 
rXX 
W 2 lws 
SW 2 ccs NW 
niche  pumice  
122 T n   Tn 
HH B 
Sm       
rXIVb at SE 
corner  
LMIB Ccs, jug, lw frag, 
stone handle  
murex, L animal 
tooth pumice  
Platon 1979: 
312 
 
123 Τ n   Tn 
HH B 
r  XVII,E LMIB Strainer  
2 ccs 
Platon 1979: 
317 
 
124 T n   Tn 
House D 
Filling of  
rΓ lower layer 
LMIB Sherds  pumice  
In upper  layer  frags 
of  pithos frag of L 
curved stone object 
Platon 1980: 
323-4 
 
125 T n   Tn House 
D (N) 
Towards W 
wall (Dom 
context except 
of NL green 
LMIB With obsidian flake Platon 1980: 
321 
S of wall of 
separation  
painted off.table 
pumice frag, 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
stone axe) handle of min. V  
3 lws, 1 frag 
126 T& 2-3 
murex 
n   Tn House 
Ξ 
Under 
sottoscala 
LMIB Pottery 
Frag of stone lamp 
Platon 1987: 
316 
 
127 T n   Tn House 
N 
r2  
Close to S 
threshold 
LMIB Frag of lamp  
L animal tooth 
Platon 
1985: 
239 
 
128 T&S    Tn House 
N 
Narrow SE 
entrance to 
r16 
LMIB  Platon 1986: 
293 
 
129 S Model    P  Ceremonial 
Hall 
LMIB Amphoras/wine 
jugs/cups, obsidian 
blades, a knife 
Platon 1964: 
151 
 
130 Ss Pottery  Relief (marine style 
with rocks) 
Tn HH A  LMIB  Platon 1980: 
327 
 
131 S Pottery 
sherd 
 Relief Tn BNHR NW corner LMIB sherds  cc  
2 lws 
5 grinders  
Platon 1980: 
310-2 
marine snails  
pumice piece 
Hearth-like 
structure sherds 
incense pot 
132 S 
(ahivada) 
N   P EW Cistern in L 
square hall 
(filling of 
volcanic ash) 
LMIB Also other Ss (but 
not further 
described) 
Platon 1965: 
210 
On stairs of 
cistern bottom 
frags of  stone  
V/Lanimal tooth 
133 Ss murex 
and 
konghae 
n   P NE entrance 
LXIX 
LMIB Stone Vs grinders  
steatite frags 
pumice  pottery  clay 
horn frag (agrimi) 
porous stepped base 
(no hole) 
Platon 1966: 
170-1; 
1967: 
169 
Many ccs S of 
LXVI-In LXV, 
part of a stone 
off. table with a 
cavity, sardonyx 
seal (bucranium 
over an altar and 
sprays) stone 
pole (styliskos) 
next to threshold 
lws stone weight 
 
134 Ss n   P XI LMIB Pottery 
L animal   
teeth, red plaster 
Platon 1964: 
144 
 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
from off. tables  
135 Ss 2 n   P 
WC 
E wall of pass 
leading to NW 
Tn 
LMIB Sherds stone V frags 
AB  
tooth  
Platon 1981: 
341-2 
2   grinder frags 
plastered leg of 
off. table 
136 Ss n   P 
WC 
First terrace LMIB Sherd AB, lw teeth of 
L animal 
Platon 1981: 
342-3 
w plaster pieces 
137 Ss n   P Outer filling 
of  annexed 
industrial 
structure W 
of P 
LMIB Pottery part of a 
nautilus and pumice 
Platon 1964: 
147 
 
138 Ss n   P Outside the 
SW wall 
LMIB Refuse of cps/ccs 
animal 
bones, lots of pumice 
Platon 1964: 
151 
 
139 S n   P 
S 
workshop 
SE area  
lowest filling 
(N of arched 
area) 
LMIB 4 different style 
amphora handles 
Platon 1981: 
338 
 
140 Ss n   P 
S 
workshop 
XLV LMIB Headless F  plaster 
frags and pumice 
pieces 
Platon 1966: 
150 
AB rhyta off. 
tables 
141 Ss 
sev 
Faience Sm  P 
S 
workshop 
 LMIB  Platon 
1971b: 
fig. 120 
 
142 S n   Tn 
Building 
G 
Filling of   
r V 
LMIB Frag of stone off. 
Table 
lw frag 
Platon 1970: 
232 
 
143 S n  Painted red Tn BNHR Filling S of Γγ LMIB Frag of Sm stone 
cover  side of L b 
stone V, L frag of 
obsidian core 
Platon 1973: 
160 
 
144 Ss 
3 
n   Tn BNHR Filling of Γγ-
Δδ 
LMIB Stone Vs frags, half 
stone cover 
REF 2 lws 
Carbonized 
wood 
145 S n   Tn BPD Filling of  
r H 
(storeroom) 
LMIB Part of b bowl pieces 
of obsidian 
core/blade, 2 animal 
knuckle bones 
Platon 
1971a: 
255 
 
146 S (conghe) n L  Tn BPD Hall B LMIB KWsherd,  lw, a cc, Platon 1969: ..centre:  
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
E corner dep sherds  
In room: 
Sm ‘primitive’ F 2 
ccs 
 Dep Γ: Sm bull head 
horn of a larger one..   
221 stalactite frag 
pumice & 
volcanic material    
At base of 
column lw 
button of clay 
cover  Sm clay 
bull horn    
147 S n  Incised lines Tn 
DB 
Staircase 
filling 
LMIB Rich sherd dep. 
In DIIIA  
cc, frags of Sm cups 
Sm marble CF, lw, 
stone V frag 
Platon 1968: 
179 
Obsidian blade. 
Over this floor 
stone V frag and 
Sm volcanic 
lump 
148 S n   Tn 
HH B 
Sottoscala 
filling 
LMIB cbsh, maxilla of L 
animal 
Platon 1979: 
314 
 
149 S n   Tn HH B N wall LMIB Sherds, 2 ccs frags 2 
querns grinder 
Platon 1979: 
315 
 
150 Ss con n   Tn 
HH B 
W of XVII 
Open-air 
space 
LMIB Lw, frag of stone 
lopadion  pyr 
Platon 1979: 
318 
Patellae 
(consumption?) 
151 Ss 
few 
n   Tn 
HH B 
S of rXIX LMIB Cc, 
AB/teeth/maxillas 
Platon 1980: 
317-8 
Grinder 
Pumice frags 
152 Ss n   Tn HH D r D LMIB Grinder bottom of 
pyr 
Platon 1980: 
324 
 
153 S n   Tn HH D r E LMIB Sherds pumice pieces 
Sm grinder 
Platon 1980: 
325 
 
154 Ss 2 n   Tn HH A Diagonal  W 
uphill wall 
LMIB Sherds frag of w 
stone V 
Platon 1984: 
419 
Few bones 
animal teeth 
155 S n   Tn HH A E of V filling LMIB cc, lower part of 
jug/frags of 
cups 
Platon 1984: 
431 
Lw pumice piece 
caprine 
maxilla/animal 
bone 
156 Ss n   Tn House 
A 
Space T filling LMIB Sherds  
4 grinders quern AB 
Platon 1988: 
242 
Stalactite  
piece Sm bear-
shaped 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
concretion 
157 S n   Tn House 
N 
NE filling LMIB Leg clay F  
Sm Clay horn 
Frag of  pumice  
Platon 1985: 
237 
 
158 S n   Tn House 
N 
SE of r8 
filling 
LMIB 3 ½ lws sherds 
AB/teeth 
Platon 1985: 
245 
 
159 S n   Tn House 
N 
Outer S wall 
of r12 
LMIB Jug/sherds, 2 lws 
pebble-weight 
Platon 1985: 
247 
 
160 Ss 3 
ahivada 
n (Sm 
Patella& 
larger S) 
  Tn House 
N 
S r12 LMIB Bsc, jug/Sherds, 
lamp 
Platon 1987: 
322  
Lw grinder 
161 T 
 2 
n   Tn House 
A 
rs MI and 
MII 
respectively 
(accessible 
from uf) 
LMIIIA Frags of 
pithoi/amphora cps, 
ccs other cups lws 
grinders weight 
Platon 1962: 
146; 
Karantzali 
2011: 640 
Associated with a 
rare  V from 
MMI, the model 
of a house from 
Λ and with a 
bath tub found 
between Houses 
A and Δ 
162 D/A Pottery cup   Tn House 
Δ 
rs N, O, E, H  
(no more 
specific) 
LMIIIA1  Zoitopoulos 
2012: 7 fig. 
2d 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Petras 
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
1 Ss N 
(mainly 
murexes) 
  Tn Sector III 
‘Lakkos’ 
deposit 
MMIB Pottery seal with 
representation of 
ruler 
Haggis 2007: 718; 
2012: 191 
 
2 Ts N   Tn Sector III 
‘Lakkos’ 
deposit 
MMIB Pottery seal with 
representation of 
ruler 
Tsipopoulou 2012c: 
131; Theodoropoulou 
2012: 98 
Not perforated 
(food source?) 
3 Ss N   C House Tomb 2 
Storage spaces 
7-8 
MMIIA Ritual/storage 
vessels animal bones 
Tsipopoulou 2012a: 64  
4 Ss N  
(limpets) 
  C House tomb 2 
Room 2 
MMIIA pithoid spouted 
vessel and a 
fruitstand 
Tsipopoulou 2012a: 64  
5 Ss N 
(limpets & 
murexes) 
  C Open 
ceremonial 
area 
MMIIA? Large deposit of  
Kamares ware 
animal bones 
Tsipopoulou 2012d: 
121-3 
 
6 Ss N   C NE area 
Votive deposit 
2 
MMIIA? Protopalatial fine 
pottery 
Frags of clay 
figurines 
Tsipopoulou 2012d: 
121-3 
 
7 S N 
(ahivada) 
  C House Tomb 2  
Room 3 
MMIIA Golden earring, 3 
bronze tweezers  
golden band 
Tsipopoulou 2012a: 63 Perforated 
amulet 
8 Ss Faience  
(nautilus) 
  Tn Sector III 
Floor in ritual 
context 
MMIIA a nicely cut 
stalactite, a sea 
pebble with 16 
incised bull’s heads 
Tsipopoulou 2012c: 
131 
 
9 D/A mm   P E wall of WW 
magazines  
MMIII-
LMIA 
 Tsipopoulou 1986: 176 Upper surface 
of a limestone 
block 
10 D/As mms   P Most in WW MMIII-
LMIA 
 Tsipopoulou 2002: 55  
11 D/A Pottery 
‘palace style’ 
amphora 
 Row of 
inverted D/As 
round the neck 
Tn House II.1 
room E fallen 
from upper 
floor 
LMIB  Tsipopoulou & Alberti 
2011: 467, 499, fig. 6a; 
Mauroudi 2011: 124 
 
12 H/C  s  Tn House II.1 
domestic 
shrine 
LMIB  Mauroudi 2011: 124  
St 
No 
Symbol Material Size Decoration Site Context Period Assemblage Bibliography Comments 
13 D/A-H/C Clay larnax  PK fabric 
 
Tn Area of WW 
Urban context 
In 2nd use as 
flagstone 
LMIIIB 2 pithoi with typical 
LMIII rope 
decoration and a 
cluster of cups, 
bowls and kylikes 
were fund 
Tsipopoulou 1996: 17; 
Tsipopoulou 1997: 212, 
fig. 5 
Not clear 
whether 
reused burial 
larnax or 
domestic chest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comparativediscussion 
 
Table 4.1 Prepalatial period 
 
Prep. Pseira  Mochlos Gournia  Palaikastro Zakros Petras 
D/A  3 metal votive     
H/C   On rim?    
S/K       
8-S       
T n n n n   
S n  n/manufactured 2 n  con  
 
Knossos 
Prep. 
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries 
D/A    Steatite seal 
H/C     
S/K     
8-S     
T     
S n WCH    
Prep. Tourkogeitonia Troullos Cemetery Phourni 
D/A    
H/C    molded on rim on spouted V 
S/K    
8-S    
T   1 n 
S   N 
Massive cons 
 
Prep.  Vathypetro Arkalochori Jouktas Anemospilia Stravomyti 
D/A   35 bronze   
H/C      
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
Prep. Tylissos Poros-Katsambas Amnissos Nirou Chani Hinterland 
D/A      
H/C      
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
 
 Table 4.2 Protopalatial period 
 
Protop. Pseira  Mochlos Gournia  Palaikastro Zakros Petras 
D/A  Seal?  1 Graffiti (disc lw)  
2 incised on pots 
  
H/C       
S/K       
8-S       
T n      
S n 
2 ‘Shell 
scoops’ 
  ‘Shell vessel’ ‘Shell vessel’ Feasting n shells 
Amulet  
Faience rhyton 
 
Knossos 
Protop. 
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries 
D/A MMs W Entrance 
Seal 
 
 Amphora WC  
H/C Min LWB    
S/K     
8-S Seal    
T Min LWB    
S ‘Shell vessels’ WC  ‘Shell vessel’ SME 
in burial Trial KV 
 
 
Protop. Tourkogeitonia Troullos Cemetery Phourni 
D/A   D/A-H/C kernos 
H/C    
S/K    
8-S   Gold sheet 
T    
S   n 
many 
 
Protop.  Vathypetro Arkalochori Jouktas Anemospilia Stravomyti 
D/A    Stand? 
amphora 
 
H/C    Porous large 
Stone? large 
 
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S   n sev 1 n  
 
Protop. Tylissos Poros-Katsambas Amnissos Nirou Chani Hinterland 
D/A      
H/C      
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
 
Table 4.3 Early Neopalatial period 
 
Neop. 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Pseira  Mochlos Gournia  Palaikastro Zakros Petras 
D/A Storage 
jar 
Burial jar 
D/A-S/K cup 
(in LMIIIA 
context) 
2 bronze 
Seal? 
 Bucket-shaped V 
with bucrania-
D/As 
3 sherds 
Stone 
stand 
Clay stand 
Potter’s 
mark on 
lw 
Silver 
model 
Pottery 
mms 
H/C    Min 
L/multiple/plaste
Sm 
2 L 
 
r 
5 sandstone 
1 plaster 
On rim of kernos 
S/K       
8-S       
T    1 n 14 n 
1 stone 
 
S     Many n 
cons/ 
single  
 
 
Neop.  
MMIII-LMIA 
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries 
D/A 3 Stone stands 
 3 Bronze  
1 colossal?/2 min. 
MMs 
Seals/sealings 
2 frescoes 
 2 pots 
1 MM 
4 Stands 
2-3 bronze tools 
2 sherds 
 MMs 
H/C Sev frescoes 
3 stone/clay examples 
(2 crowning/1 cultic interior) 
Seals/sealings 
Bronze min 
  Crowning TT 
S/K  Ivory model SEH   
8-S  4 Faience Fs 
5 faience inlays 
8-S handle on faience 
  bowl/clay pithoi 
ivory from boardgame 
seals/sealings 
1 fresco 
   
T 1 n 
1 alabaster 
1 faience 
1 molded on clay basin 
 1 n Gypsades  
S Faience models    
Molded on V 
Con of n 
  
Neop. 
MMIII-LMIA 
Tourkogeitonia Troullos Cemetery Phourni 
D/A 1 mm   
H/C 1 porous (Theatral area) 1 clay Sm 
1 porous Sm 
 
S/K    
8-S    
T 3 n   
S n sev 
1 steatite pendant 
Fresco relief 
 1 n 
 
Neop 
MMIII-
LMIA 
Vathypetro Arkalochori Jouktas Anemospilia Stravomyti 
D/A Incised on ceramic wheel Hoards of gold, silver 
and bronze 
Re-use of metal 
hoard 
  
H/C 1 stone  1 porous 
1 clay Sm 
  
S/K      
8-S   Steatite bead   
T      
S   n sev   
 
 
 
 
Neop. 
MMIII-LMIA 
Tylissos Poros-Katsambas Amnissos Nirou Chani Hinterland 
D/A Stand 
4? bronze 
jug 
Seal D/A-S/K MM 
bronze 
amphora 
4 bronze colossal  
H/C 1 porous Sm 
1 plaster 
  1 limestone  
S/K    fresco  
8-S Ivory Sm     
Pottery cup 
T    Cylindrical V  
S  n sev    
 
 
Table 4.4 Late Neopalatial period 
 
Neop. 
LMIB 
Pseira  Mochlos Gournia  Palaikastro Zakros Petras 
D/A  3 pottery 1 bronze ceremonial 
11 bronze tools 
2 stone bases 
5 bronze 
Seal rock crystal 
1 MM 
2 pottery 
4 D/A-S/K 
3 bronze 
4 stone stands 
Pithos,  
2 goblets 
Cr jar 
5 mms 
15-20 bronze (3 safe ceremonial) 
Bronze lekane rim frieze 
2 clay stands 
1 stone stand 
3 stands (unknown material) 
Ivory inlays 
Clay tablet ideogram 
11 MMs/potter’s marks 
Sealing 
Pottery (10 mostly large/cups) 
DA-S/K ivory inlays 
D/A-S/K amphora 
D/A-8-S sherd 
amphora 
H/C   2 stone (1 L,  
1 Sm) 
1 min 
1 L stone 
Fresco 
3 plaster (all L) 
4 stone (1 L, 2 Sm) 
Stone rhyton (‘ps rhyton’) 
sealing 
2? S models 
S/K    S/K-D/A ivory plaque 
S/K-D/A jar 
Rhyton (imit. Ostrich egg)  
8-S pottery Bead carnelian Fresco relief 
Bronze attachment 
 3 sealings  
T 4 n 3 n 2 clay moulds 3 MS con. Rhyta 
1 n 
1 stone Sm 
Sealing on jug handle 
4 pottery (1 relief) 
Many n 
 
S   marble rhyton 
bronze attachment 
 1 sherd/1 pottery relief MS 
1 model 
 
Many n 
 
 
 
 
 
Neop. 
LMIB 
Palace Villas Town Cemeteries 
D/A SPT pottery 
Seals/sealings 
SPT pottery SPT pottery Sherd 
H/C Sealing 
Sm pair (RR) 
 Bronze ring  
S/K SPT pottery 
sealing 
SPT pottery   
8-S SPT pottery (open Vs) 
sealing 
SPT pottery (open Vs) SPT pottery 
Seal? 
 
T SPT pottery 
(closed Vs) 
SPT pottery (mostly 
closed Vs/rhyta) 
SPT pottery 
1 n SME 
sherds 
S SPT pottery  n  
 
 
Neop. 
LMIB 
Tourkogeitonia Troullos Cemetery Phourni 
D/A 3 stone stands 
Amphora 
sherd 
Cup & 2 sherds D/A-S/K 
  
H/C 2 plaster 
2 porous  
  
S/K    
8-S 2 cups  2 sherds   
T n sev 
Sherds sev 
  
S n sev   
1 fossil 
Neop 
LMIB 
Vathypetro Arkalochori Jouktas Anemospilia Stravomyti 
D/A      
H/C      
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
 
Neop. 
LMIB 
Tylissos Poros-Katsambas Amnissos Nirou Chani Hinterland 
D/A      
H/C      
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5 FinalPalatialperiod 
 
Final P. Pseira  Mochlos Gournia  Palaikastro Zakros Petras 
D/A  Stone stand 
(from LMI) 
seal 
 Clay mould 
5 Bronze 
 
1 cup  
H/C  2 H/C-D/A  Sm stone   
pyxides 
pyxis 
Min stone 
Bead seal 
S/K       
8-S  Seal 
serpentine 
    
T    3 n 2 n  
S       
 
Final P. Palace Villas Town Cemeteries 
D/A 2 Seals (snake frame) 
Sherd 
 MM Bronze (TDA) 
Shape of burial cist 
Stone in re-use 
Seal (snake frame) 
H/C Seal (on altar) 
Sherd 
Jug 
(on altar) 
Cr  
S/K Seal with animal 
Sherd 
Fresco (‘Parisienne’) 
Jug  seal 
8-S Many Seals/ sealings with 
animal 
Lapis lazuli pendant/bead 
Cup 
Sev gypsum alabastra 
‘Shield fresco’ 
Stirrup on neck   Alabaster pyxis handles 
On neck of stirrup 
Ivory lid 
Many seals (animals) 
frieze on pot 
polychrome goblet 
faience pendant 
handle on stone V 
T 2 amphoras  cup Glass paste pendant 
1 n 
S    
n  
Bronze jug 
Steatite pendant 
Crystal pendant 
n 
Final P. Tourkogeitonia Troullos Cemetery Phourni 
D/A    
H/C    1 clay 
On larnax 
S/K    
8-S   Ivory from box 
Ivory from footstool 
Rock crystal pendant 
Seal 
4 gold rings 
T   On bronze jug 
seal 
S   On bronze hydria 
 
 
Final P. Vathypetro Arkalochori Jouktas Anemospilia Stravomyti 
D/A      
H/C      
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
Final P. Tylissos Poros-Katsambas Amnissos Nirou Chani Hinterland 
D/A     D/A-S on larnax 
H/C      
S/K      
8-S  On clay jug (relief) 
2 bronze 
2 silver 
Ivory attachment 
Sm cup 
Alabaster cover   
T      
S  Steatite mould 
Jug (in relief) 
Rock crystal-glass paste 
models 
   
 
 
 
 
Table 4.6 Postpalatial period 
 
Postp. Pseira  Mochlos Gournia  Palaikastro Zakros Petras 
D/A   pithos 3 bronze   
H/C  H/C-DA 
krater 
‘Snake 
tubes’ 
Stone? 
Bead seal 
Crowning female 
figure 
Rhyton/cover 
Larnax 
 H/C-D/A 
larnax 
S/K       
8-S       
T    1 n 
Stirrup jar 
  
S    2 n cons 
Crystal model 
  
 
 
Postp. Palace Villas Town Cemeteries 
D/A Steatite min pottery bowl  
H/C 2 Sm plaster 
D/A-H/C Clay circular 
stand 
Pottery 
1 Stone 
1 Plaster  
1 Socketed on pebble 
floor 
 
S/K     
8-S     
T  Pottery sherds   
S     
 
Postp. Tourkogeitonia Troullos Cemetery Phourni 
D/A    
H/C    
S/K    
8-S    
T sherds   
S    
 
Postp. Vathypetro Arkalochori Jouktas Anemospilia Stravomyti 
D/A      
H/C     2 sherds 
S/K      
8-S      
T      
S      
 
Postp. Tylissos Poros-Katsambas Amnissos Nirou Chani Hinterland 
D/A     2 D/A-H/C on larnax 
H/C 2 clay 1 stone    
S/K      
8-S      
T n  1 n   
S   n sev   
 
